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ABSTRACT

A critical challenge facing organizations is the design of management control
systems, which playa key role in evaluating the achievement of organizational and
individual objectives. This study addresses the design of management control
systems in the current flexible business environment. The analysis focuses
especially on the use of management control systems in relation to the production
function. The empirical research consists of three case studies and a large-scale
survey of a sample of 97 industrial companies in the Netherlands. The case
studies provide insight into the relationship between elements of the production
environment and the management control system. Drawing on the
complementarity principle, a theoretical framework specifies the demands placed
on management control system design in a flexible production environment.
Particular attention is paid to characteristics of performance criteria, evaluation
process, and reward system. The case findings indicate that the developed
framework provides a good way to map, predict and analyze company practice.
The survey research examines the impact of production flexibility on performance
measurement and incentive system design. More specifically, the study aims to
investigate the determinants of the use of customer/operational, financial and
efficiency-based performance measures. The use of these three types of
measures is investigated for both the periodic performance review of production
managers and the determination of their variable compensation. The results
indicate that the use of performance measures is related to the focus of the
production strategy, the inventory management concept and the level of
technological complexity. The results also show that the use of performance
measures is related to decentralization, information asymmetry and controllability
of performance measures. Overall, the study supports the notion that the use of
performance measures is adapted to the flexibility and the organizational design of
the production function.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The research issue

Current business practice is characterized by intense international competition,
rapid product innovation, increased use of automation, the importance of
knowledge as a competitive asset, and significant organizational changes in
response to new manufacturing and information technologies. Correspondingly,
also the operating function is undergoing many significant changes. The mass
production model is being replaced by a flexible multi-product firm that emphasizes
quality and speedy response to market conditions, while using technologically
advanced equipment and new forms of organization (Milgrom & Roberts, 1995).

In this new industrial environment, several authors regard the traditional cost
accounting models as no longer relevant, since these are based on an assumption
of long production runs of a standard product with unchanging characteristics and
specifications (Kaplan, 1983). Moreover, some researchers have stated that the
redesign of cost accounting systems is long overdue, considering that they have
not changed since the early 1920s (Johnson & Kaplan, 1987). However, different
opinions seem to exist on the importance of cost accounting in today's business
environment (Jazayeri & Hopper, 1999). Defenders of cost accounting emphasize
its relevance for product profitability decisions, whereas critics expect that the
(internal) cost reporting role will diminish as managers spend more time on
physical customer-centered measures of continuous improvement.

The literature not only comments on the way in which the traditional cost
accounting function is performed in the current business setting, but also Signals a
need for an extension of the function of accounting. Traditional management
accounting practices have thus been labeled inadequate, failing to meet the needs
of 'modern operations' and hindering quality improvements, manufacturing
flexibility, and innovation (e.g., Howell & Soucy, 1987, Daniel & Reitsperger, 1991).
Others already observe a change in scope, taking account of a wide variety of
changes that are occurring in high technology manufacturing and service firms.
They state that notions about the role of management accounting information,
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CHAPTER 1

traditionally only relating to labor, materials, and overhead, now have expanded to
include information about technologies, quality, innovativeness, and flexibility
(Young & Selto, 1991).

It is generally accepted that the changes in the business environment, and more
specifically in the operating function, should be accompanied by changes in
performance evaluation and incentive systems to derive higher performance (e.g.,
Parthasarthy & Sethi, 1993; Milgrom & Roberts, 1995; Abernethy & Lillis, 1995).
Little evidence is available, however, on the way these changes take place and on
the relationship between performance management and the current business
setting. In examining the relationship between management control system design
and the characteristics of the operating function, this thesis attempts to shed light
on this less explored avenue.

1.2 Management control

The study of organization and the study of control have been closely interrelated,
as control is a central feature of all human organizations. Otley & Berry (1980)
state that "control is a term with more different shades and nuances of meaning
than almost any other in the English language". Dominance is the most common
idea suggested by the word control. However, there is a second strand of meaning
that emphasizes the idea of regulation and the monitoring of activities. The
authors refer to McMahon & Ivancevich (1976), who stated that "there is practically
universal agreement that organization implies control", and Tannenbaum (1968),
who claimed that "organization without some form of control is impossible". Despite
a degree of ambiguity in the term control, it is clear that control processes are a
fundamental part of organizational activity.

Management control is a more specific concept than control. The focus on the
achievement of objectives is a commonly recurring theme in most definitions of
management control. For example, Hofstede (1981) states that

"the connotation of 'management contro/' is a pragmatic concem for results,
obtained through people."

Some evolution has taken place, of course, in the notion of management control.
Traditionally, management control is directed merely at the implementation of the
strategy with a strong focus on the use of accounting controls. A broader view on
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INTRODUCTION

management control incorporates also additional organizational controls and non-
financial information. Reflections on the role of management control in complex
organizations are also part of this wider view.

The traditional view
The traditional framework for considering these issues was developed by Anthony
(1965). Managerial decision making and control activities were categorized into
three major types: strategic planning, management control and operational control
(see Figure 1.1). As the nature of the control process differs greatly in each case,
it is important that a manager's task is correctly identified. Strategic planning was
traditionally defined as being concerned with the setting and changing of overall
corporate strategies and objectives. Management control involved monitoring
activities and taking action to assure that resources were being effectively and
efficiently used in accomplishing organizational objectives. Operational control was
concerned with carrying out specific tasks on a day-to-day basis.

Activity

Strategy formulation

Nature of end product

Goals, strategies and policies

Implementation of strategies

Efficient and effective performance
of individual tasks

Figure 1. 1 General relationships between planning and control functions

Traditionally, management control is thus seen as the mediating activity between
strategic planning (the setting of objectives) and task control (the carrying out of
specific tasks). It is integrative because it involves the whole organization and is
concemed with the effective management of the interrelationships between
disparate parts. Unlike strategic planning and operational control, management
control is seen (Anthony, 1965) as an essentially routine affair reporting on the
performance of all areas of an organization's activity on a regular basis, so that all
areas are systematically reviewed (Otley, 2001). When management control is
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defined in this way, the importance of management accounting information
becomes evident. Such information is collected in a standard manner from all parts
of the organization. Because it is in quantitative (monetary) form, it can easily be
aggregated into summaries for higher levels of management; it is routinely
collected and disseminated.

Not everyone is in agreement with Anthony, however. An important critique on
Anthony's work concerns the neglect of the all-important linkages between the
three sets of activities (see Puxty, 1985, for a more extensive critique). Strategic
planning cannot be untied from control, for effective control involves changing
plans and objectives. Nor can operational control be kept separate from
management control, for its technological complexities directly impact the control
process. Another notable critique on Anthony's work relates to the over-emphasis
on accounting controls. As Machin (1983) argues, it is inevitable that mainstream
work in management control would swing away from the study of accounting
systems alone.

A change in the role of management control
A broader view on management control in research is partly associated with an
observed change in the role of management control. Traditionally, management
recognized three types of information as necessary to control a company (Simons
et aI., 1954). To gain information, managers may, first of all, ask scorecard
questions (how well are we doing?). They may also elicit infonnation by asking
attention directing questions (what opportunities and problems should we look
into?). Finally, managers may follow the problem solving route (what is the best
way to do the job; of the several alternatives available, which is the best?). Mia &
Chenhall (1994) state that the role of management accounting and control systems
has evolved from a historic orientation incorporating only internal and financial data
(focusing on scorecard questions) to a system meant for attention directing and
problem solving tasks.

Examining how the relationship between management accounting and
management control has developed, Vosselman (1996) notes that the dominance
of accounting has been strongly reduced. He states that, in practice, non-financial
information is becoming more important for the achievement of management
control. In order to implement a strategy, management needs a broad range of
activities. Management control relates to directing and organizing these activities,
while making use of accounting as well as other information.
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Management control in complex organizations
A broader view on management control proceeds also from a stronger focus in
research on the link between control and the complex organizational context.
Accounting research in the area of information and control systems is gradually
evolving from a focus on budgetary control to a broader organizational view. This
evolution partly results from changes in the role of management control. In
addition, this broader view proceeds from a changing perspective on
organizations, one that is now characterized by a richer, more detailed
understanding of the underlying organizational processes (Birnberg et a/., 1983).

This understanding is related to knowledge of the important task dimensions. The
task and/or process that a manager is expected to perform impinges directly on the
information and control system. Several researchers have examined this topic.
Thompson & Tuden (1959), for instance, analyzed the problem along two
dimensions: beliefs about causation and preferences about possible outcomes
(see figure 1.2).

------------
Preferences about possible outcomes

Certain Uncertain

c Certain Decision Decision
0 by by.-
CIS
1/1 computation compromise:::l
CIS
(,J 1 2....
:::l Uncertain 3 40
.0

CIS Decision Decision
~.s by by
Qj
m judgment inspiration

Figure 1.2 The Thompson-Tuden model (1959)

Ouchi's concern with control processes is depicted in figure 1.3. Although in both
models the first cell presents a situation that does not fully reflect the problems
faced by management in an uncertain world, first-cell situations are usually
discussed in the accounting literature (Birnberg et a/., 1983). This study
investigates the relationship between production flexibility and control. That implies
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that also the situations in cells two, three, and four are included, because, to some
extent, production flexibility is related to the dimensions used by Thompson-Tuden
and Ouchi.

--------- Knowledge of the transformation process
Perfect Imperfect

J!l
High Behavior or Output

:::l output measurement measurementQ.-:::l 1 20s ~ Low 3 4
~

:::l
(II Behavior Ritual and ceremony,C'G:c Q)

ct E measurement "clan" control

Figure 1.3 The Ouchi model (1979)

1.3 Motivation for the research subject

"How is it that an activity of such obvious complexity can be coordinated and
controlled so that it continues to meet the needs of those having an interest in it?"
(Otley, 1987). These words refer to control problems in organizations. Control
problems can also be observed in complex contemporary industrial settings.
However, investigating the role of accounting information in the more complex
production and assembly operations of contemporary industrial settings is a
subject that has not yet received enough research attention. Kaplan made this
observation in 1984, but it still seems to be valid.

The idea that the design of a management control system depends on elements of
the firm's context dates back to the work of Khandwhalla (1972), who studied the
effect of different types of competition on the use of management controls.
Subsequently, organization theory has come to view organizational strategy as
perhaps the pre-eminent determinant in the design of organizations, but
conceptual as well as empirical investigations on the linkages between strategy
and control systems are scarce (Govindarajan & Gupta, 1985). More recently,
Langfield-Smith (1997) concludes, at the end of her comprehensive review of
research on the relationship between management control systems and strategy,
that our knowledge of this relationship is limited.
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Since the work of Skinner (1969), manufacturing is recognized as important in the
overall strategic mission of the firm. Thus, manufacturing is of critical importance
for a firm's strategy, and strategy is a crucial determinant of the design of
organizations. This gives rise to the idea that the relationship between
manufacturing and management control systems is relevant. Likewise, there is
some recognition that accounting system choices depend on physical production
characteristics, though the key physical characteristics are not specified
(Karmarkar, Lederer and Zimmerman, 1990). However, few empirical studies
explore the link between manufacturing and control system design (Abernethy and
Lillis, 1995). Therefore, operating characteristics and their relationship with control
system design deserve research attention.

The set of changes taking place in the manufacturing environment has created a
new emphasis, reflected in the term flexible manufacturing. Other labels that also
refer to the resulting set of characteristics of the operating function are, for
instance, integrated manufacturing, world-class manufacturing, or modem
manufacturing. A flexible operating function reasonably requires a management
control system that is tailored to fit the specific circumstances of this kind of
organization. This view is consistent with the contingency theory of management
accounting (Otley, 1980), which suggests that the most appropriate control system
for an organization depends on certain contingent variables, e.g., the environment,
technology, organizational structure and strategy. In spite of the predictions
resulting from contingency theory, it is often noticed that companies' management
accounting and control systems are not adequately attuned to the manufacturing
environment.

"It is very important to deal with the difficulties resulting from management
control systems that are not adapted to the new manufacturing environment.
The use of outmoded management accounting information may serve as a
major impediment to realizing the benefits of new manufacturing methods
because the performance of individuals, production processes, organizational
subunits, and firms in high technology environments cannot be accurately
assessed and appropriately evaluated" (Young & Selto, 1991).

This apparent lack of alignment between manufacturing, and management
accounting and control, presents a challenge for management accounting and
control research. According to Simons (1995), the tension between the traditional
and the flexible (or the old and the new) reflects a deeper tension between basic
philosophies of control and management: How can organizations that desire
continuous innovation and market-driven strategies use management controls
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that are designed to ensure no surprises? In these organizations, what is the role
of traditional means of control that seek to standardize and to ensure that
outcomes are according to plan? How can empowerment and customization be
reconciled with control objectives that still exist in these organizations?

Old New
Top-down strategy
Standardization
According to plan
Keeping things on track
No surprises

Customer/market-driven strategy
Customization
Continuous innovation
Meeting customer needs
Empowerment

Table 1.1. Tensions between control and empowerment (Simons, 1995)

Simons refers to inherent tensions that must be controlled, tensions between
freedom and constraint, between top-down direction and bottom-up creativity,
between experimentation and efficiency (see Table 1.1.). He expects the solution
to balancing these tensions to be found not only in the technical design of a
management control system, but, more importantly, in an understanding of how
managers use these systems.

This study was motivated by the demand, observed among academics and in the
business world, for more knowledge on the design and use of information and
control systems in a "new" organizational context. The practitioners' literature
indicates that management accountants are increasingly interested in the
implementation of performance measurement and management systems aligned
with the new manufacturing environment. Kaplan (1984) states:

"Management accountants may feel that their own area of comparative
advantage is to measure, collect, aggregate, and communicate financial
information. But it is not likely to be a goal that will be decisive to the success of
their own organization, and if senior managers place too much emphasis on
managing by the financial numbers, the organization's long-term viability may
become threatened."

This call is also reflected in Lammert & Ehsam (1987), McNair & Mosconi (1987),
and Howell & Soucy (1987). It is generally expected that the control system will
become different because the context in which the organization is set is changing
and new strategies must be developed in order to cope with the new operating
environment. Thus, the characteristics of the operating environment are
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considered to be relevant for management control system design. However, at this
time, we may still note the limited systematic empirical evidence on the relationship
between the operating environment and management control system design
(Young & Selto, 1991; Ittner & Larcker, 2001).

1.4 Problem formulation

Management control generally focuses on one or more different business functions
in the value chain. Value chain refers to the sequence of business functions in
which usefulness is added to the products or services of an organization. This
study concentrates on the business function 'production' or 'operations', which is
the acquisition, coordination, and assembly of resources to produce a product or
deliver a service. The terms management control system and performance
management system will both be used in this study to refer to the same object.

The main research question for this study is:
"What is the relationship between the characteristics of the operating function and
the design and use of a management control system?"

This study examines the design of the management control system in relation to
the operating process, with a focus on performance measurement. Figure 1.4
provides an overview of the management control process that is at the core of this
research.

Manager/
feedbackSuperior

I..
Department feedback

manager .... __J______~
-

,
Operating ,~. Performanceprocess ...,,_. -. _. -. _. -. _. -. _. _. _._. _._.

Figure 1.4 Management control and the operating function
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This research centers on management control in relation to the function of the
department manager responsible for the operating process. The operating process
includes planning decisions and implementation of plans with regard to the
operating function. Performance includes the process of measurement and
analysis of benchmark and actual results. The department's environment
comprises the factors outside the department, which influence the actual outcome.
These factors refer to the level of uncertainty and risk with regard to the outcome
that will be achieved. Another important element of management control is
feedback, which involves managers examining past performance and
systematically exploring alternative ways of making better-informed decisions in
the future.

In general, a management accounting system has two purposes: to provide the
information necessary for decision making and to help motivate and monitor
people in the organization (see, e.g., Zimmerman, 2001). This study focuses on
the second of these purposes, although it is recognized that both are strongly
connected. Several models have been developed in the literature that all refer to
the linkages between managerial accounting and control and the firm's external
environment, organizational objectives, and strategies. Ittner & Larcker (2001)
state that contingency theories, principal-agent models and economics-based
organizational design frameworks all suggest that managerial accounting and
control should be viewed as a complete organizational package consisting of
accounting information systems, performance measurement and reward systems,
and organizational design. In their view, the models always expect the choice and
performance consequences of control practices to be a function of the
environment, objectives, and strategy. The authors also indicate that most prior
empirical work typically assumes a sequential process, which may not be sufficient
to capture the complex nature of many managerial accounting problems. Such a
sequential process will not automatically be taken for granted in this study.

Banker & Khosla (1995) state that little empirical evidence is available about what
characterizes the organizations that adopt particular types of operations
management practices and what characterizes the conditions under which
particular practices are more effective. They argue that theories and methods from
the field of economics may help in addressing these questions. Implementation of
any operations strategy, for example, requires a careful consideration of the
information available and incentives provided to different individuals comprising the
organization. The authors also suggest that insights from other disciplines (such as
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INTRODUCTION

psychology, sociology and organizational behavior) could be used synergistically
with economic analysis. The next section of this thesis will outline the choices that
have been made with regard to the theoretical approaches underlying this
research.

1.5 Theoretical perspectives and research methodology

Many researchers have studied the use and design of management control
systems. Behavioral research and agency research are different research streams,
both exploring topics in the field of management accounting and control. A
behavioral perspective is applied in most empirical contingency research on
management accounting and control, for instance, in the body of literature focusing
on the research of the Reliance on Accounting Performance Measures concept
(starting with Hopwood, 1972). Behavioral research draws on theoretical insights
from the field of organizational behavior (Hopwood, 1983, Kren & Liao, 1988).
Research into the behavioral aspects of management accounting, generally, and
budgetary control, in particular, emphasizes the essentially social, psychological
and motivational aspects of control (Otley, 2001).

Baiman (1992) maintains that behavioral models are so loosely defined that few
precise and unambiguous implications have been derived from them. He also
claims that the economics-based literature on performance evaluation and rewards
has mainly been developed within an agency perspective on organizations. Within
the agency perspective, it is asserted that, because all individuals in a firm are self-
interested, simply delegating decision rights to them and dictating the objective
function that they have to maximize, is not sufficient to accomplish the firm's
objective (Jensen & Meckling, 1992). What is required is a control system that ties
the individuals' interest more closely to that of the organization. Jensen & Meckling
(1992) distinguish between specific knowledge (which is costly to transfer) and
general knowledge (which is inexpensive to transmit). Getting specific knowledge
used in decision-making requires decentralization of many decision rights. This
creates a rights assignment problem and a control problem. In markets, the control
problem is solved by granting alienability of decision rights to decision agents. A
right is alienable if its owner can sell that right and capture the proceeds offered in
the exchange. Voluntary exchange creates a process in which the purchase and
sale of rights by maximizing individuals collocates knowledge and decision rights.
Because it is not always feasible and effective to alienate decision rights in a firm,
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a control system is needed. The control system specifies (a) the performance
measurement and evaluation system for each subdivision of the firm and each
decision agent, and (b) the reward system that relates the individuals' rewards to
their performance.

This study follows Eisenhardt (1985) in her suggestion that both research streams
can be integrated to further our understanding of control system design. The
literature review (chapter two) gives some attention to agency research, but
concentrates relatively more on behavioral research. One of the reasons for this
choice is that most empirical research on the relationship between operations
management and control is based on behavioral theory. The complementarity
principle is used to develop a theoretical framework for the case research
(chapters three and four). This principle provides an organizational design
framework that is rooted in economics-based research and takes into account
many variables and their connections. In addition, both behavioral research and
agency research are used for the theoretical framework, because these research
streams provide useful predictions with regard to the relationship between the
production environment and management control. The hypotheses on
performance evaluation, which were tested in a large-scale survey (chapters five,
six and seven), were also based on both research streams. However, the focus is
much more on the economics-based literature, which offers more clarity with
regard to the hypotheses derived.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows (see Figure 1.5). Chapter
two reviews the literature on the relationship between the operating function and
management control system design. In particular, section 2.3 refers to the
production environment. Furthermore, the chapter addresses some specific issues
with regard to the literature. Chapter three discusses a wider view on control and
its relationship with a flexible operating function, resulting in a theoretical
framework. This framework is used for the description and analysis of three case
studies, which are presented in chapter four.

The survey research is described in the second part of the dissertation. Chapter
five develops the hypotheses, which relate to the relationship between production
flexibility and the use of various types of performance measures for the evaluation
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of a production manager's performance. The use of performance measures is only
one component of the management control system, as discussed in the first part of
the research. Chapter six describes the survey design, including data collection
and measurement instruments, and chapter seven reports the empirical results of
the survey research. Finally, chapter eight deals with the conclusions, limitations
and suggestions for further research.

Chapter 1:
Introduction/research question/motivation for the study

Chapter 2:
Literature review/problems/evaluation
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Chapter 3:
Theoretical
framework:

complementarity
principle

Chapter 4:
Case studies

Chapter 8:
Conclusions

Chapter 5:
Hypotheses

development

~
Chapter 6:

Survey
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~
Chapter 7:
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Figure 1.5 Thesis outline
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews and discusses the literature that addresses the relationship
between the production environment, including production strategy, production
organization and production technology, and important aspects of management
control systems. A review of the relevant conceptual and empirical research in this
field reveals limited and inconclusive evidence on the extent to which organizations
have aligned management control systems with the production environment. The
chapter also addresses some problems and issues related to the existing literature,
and makes suggestions for avenues of future research. This chapter contains six
sections. The second section reviews the conceptual literature on the relationship
between the production environment and the management control system. Section
three addresses the production environment, because the new or flexible
environment is expected to place different demands on management control
systems. Subsequently, section four reviews the relevant empirical survey research
in this field. Section five evaluates the literature and provides suggestions for future
research, and the last section discusses the conclusions.

2.2 Management control and the production environment

This section deals with the relationship between management control and the
production environment. After first describing the domain of management control,
the section addresses several problems resulting from a management control
system that is not aligned to a flexible production environment.

Management control
The word 'control' is probably one of the most iII-defined in the English language,
having a wide range of connotations, from 'manipulate' through 'inspect' to 'prohibit'
(Otley, 1987). Management control has been defined by Anthony (1965) as the
process by which managers assure that resources are obtained and used
effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment of the organization's objectives.
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Anthony's framework strictly separates management control from strategic control
as well as from operational control. A negative side-effect of this strict categorization
is that the focus is fixed almost only exclusively on senior management, and lower
hierarchical levels are not addressed.

"The continued focus on senior management's use of controls could be
misplaced. The success of a strategy may be directly influenced by activities that
take place in other areas of the business, for example at the operational, and
R&D areas of the business" (Langfield-Smith, 1997).

Otley (1994) maintains that the function of management control should no longer
be primarily located at a specific (i.e. middle) managerial level, but should be
embedded at all levels. Furthermore, Anthony's definition of management control
is said to encourage a strong concentration on accounting-based controls. Of
course, it should be recognized that the management accounting system
provides an aid to managers attempting to control a set of activities for which
they are responsible. The following accounting systems can be mentioned in this
respect: responsibility accounting, transfer pricing, executive compensation
plans, and budgeting systems. However, the focus on only accounting controls is
narrow; a broader view on control would give the opportunity to include a wider
range of control activities. Otley (1994) makes some suggestions about control
activities that need attention in contemporary organizations; these range from the
selection of personnel, management and organizational development practices
and business process re-engineering techniques to the more traditional ideas of
performance measurement and appraisal, but even here aspects such as
balanced scorecard performance measures, systems of mutual accountability
and performance-related rewards need to be included.

Changes in the role of management control
A flexible production environment reasonably requires a management control
system that is tailored to fit the specific circumstances of this kind of organization.
The recognition that the distinction between conventional and flexible is essential
begins with the relevance lost movement (Kaplan, 1983), which states that the
design of management accounting systems is no longer suitable for the flexible
environment. The flexible production environment is expected to place different
demands on management control systems. This view is consistent with the
contingency theory of management accounting (Otley, 1980), which suggests
that the most appropriate control system for an organization depends on certain
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contingent variables, e.g., the environment, technology, organizational structure,
and strategy.

One of the first contingency-type empirical studies that explicitly examined the
relationship between strategy and control systems was carried out by
Govindarajan & Gupta (1985). They studied the effects of linking the strategic
business units (SBUs) general manager's incentive system to SBU strategy on
SBU performance. They found that a greater reliance on long-run criteria, as well
as on subjective bonus systems, enhances the effectiveness of build SBUs, but
hampers the effectiveness of harvest SBUs. The study shows that the
relationship between strategy and management control systems can affect
performance, and that organizations adapt their systems to meet the
requirements of the situation. Thus, the SBU strategy was examined rather than
the production strategy. However, the idea of contingency fit, as used in this
study, is basically applicable to production strategy as well.

In a modern production environment, several accounting controls, the budgeting
system, as well as compensation schemes deserve special attention. The use of
non-financial measures of performance in the control system is also a matter of
concern. In a general context, Zimmerman (1995, p.159) states that non-financial
measures provide information for decision management (initiation and
implementation) and financial measures of performance tend to be for decision
control (ratification and monitoring). The author mentions the following reasons for
that tendency: 1) the higher objectivity of financial data (because these data are
verified by the firm's fairly autonomous accounting function), and 2) the higher level
of aggregation of financial data, which (which makes these data more cost-efficient
for control). The application of this general insight to companies operating in a
modem production environment yields some interesting perspectives. It does not
coincide with the opinions expressed in the accounting and organizational control
literature.

The literature often argues that companies pursuing new strategies and acting in
new competitive realities have to shift from treating financial figures as the
foundation for performance measurement to treating them as one element in a
broader set of measures (e.g., Eccles, 1991). Moreover, it is believed to be vital that
the management accounting system supports the management behavior necessary
to satisfy the order-winning criteria defined in the production strategy. Management
control systems often provide the key criteria by which an operations manager is
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evaluated. In addition to the performance measurement system, the reward system
is an essential element of the control system. Ideally, thus, non-financial aspects
should not only be measured, but should also be linked to the reward system. Many
companies keep track of non-financial measures for years, but fail to grant these
results equal status in determining promotions, bonuses, and other rewards
(Eccles, 1991). According to Eccles, such companies should keep in mind that
"what gets measured gets attention, particularly when rewards are tied to the
measures".

Nevertheless, it is often noticed that companies' management accounting and
control systems are not adequately attuned to the production environment. Nanni
et a/. (1988) discuss three shortcomings of the current systems in the modern
production environment:
1) Data are collected and grouped by organizational unit only, instead of by other

entities, e.g. by expenditure goal, by application, or by strategy. So, vertical
hierarchy and boundaries between organizational units are emphasized. The
focus on task segregation when using responsibility accounting and variance
analysis is opposite to the cross-functional coordination required to meet
customer-driven demands (this is also examined by Abernethy & Lillis, 1995).

2) There is an overemphasis on financial reporting goals and physical output.
The overemphasis on financial reporting goals is recognized by many
authors. Fry et al. (1995) assert that management accounting systems,
especially standard cost systems, are strongly related to financial reporting.
Consequently, operations managers tend to overemphasize plant financial
performance and to ignore other more indicative criteria.

3) Measurement becomes obscured by overhead allocation not based on cause
and effect. Many expenditures included in overhead are taken together and put
in a cost pool that is spread over a set of existing products. The problem is
exacerbated by an implicit notion of causation in the allocation base.
Unconditional acceptance of cost control system's logic may consistently lead to
inappropriate judgments, if the allocation is not really based on cause and effect.

Especially the latter shortcoming should be placed in the perspective of the work
of Zimmerman (1979), who explains a number of accounting procedures as
devices to reduce organizational control problems. Zimmerman states that the
dysfunctional decision effects of using specific accounting procedures are the
indirect costs of using these accounting procedures for reducing the
organization's control problems. And, according to Watts & Zimmerman (1986),
accounting numbers are used to control agency problems, besides providing
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information for making operating decisions. The use of the accounting
procedures is the consequence of a trade-off that is made between the effects on
control and on decision-making.

To some extent, this line of reasoning also applies to the work of Fisher (1994),
who mentions some of the problems associated with controlling a high-tech
organization using a standard cost system. Some weaknesses are regarded as
inherent in a standard cost system, while other deficiencies deal with
implementation of standard cost systems:

• variances are not actionable at the operating level;
• the numbers are too summarized and too aggregate;
• overreliance on labor and machine hours;
• dysfunctional activities from overreliance on individual variances;
• setting standards is difficult in a changing environment;
• standards conflicted with the idea of continuous improvement;
• standard cost systems fail to provide timely signals.

The firms studied did not do away with their standard cost systems, as these were
still needed for GAAP reporting purposes. However, the companies stopped the
wide dissemination of the standard cost reports and gave little managerial attention
or control to standard cost results.

Howell and Soucy (1987) argue that the new production environment should result
in major changes to a firm's cost accounting system. The systems must be
designed to focus on actual costs, different layers of cost variability, and the
individual product. According to these authors, the use of standard costs for control
purposes becomes unnecessary. The reason is that if the production process is of
the high quality level intended, actual costs incurred should approximate the
standard costs. Furthermore, variances from plant production performance such as
scrap and rework will be recorded but on a real-time rather than on a delayed basis.

To summarize, the above arguments suggest that the changes in the production
environment are relevant for management control system design. However, more
empirical foundation for the claims made seems worthwhile. As Ittner & Larcker
(2001) indicate, despite the initial enthusiasm on the topic in the late 1980s, the
body of research on the interface between accounting and operations management
is still underdeveloped and leaves many interesting research topics unexplored.
The next section will elaborate on the changes that are taking place in the
production environment.
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2.3 The production environment

This section discusses developments in the production environment that are
relevant with regard to the design and use of management control systems. Hence,
the distinction between the traditional and the modern production environment will
be addressed. To that end, this section will explore the following important elements
of the production environment: production strategy, production technology and
organizational design. Following Milgrom & Roberts (1990), these elements are
considered to be the essential constituents of the production environment. These
authors see a fundamental redefinition of the basic pattems in production firms in
the last decades of the 20th century. Table 2.1 compares mass production with
modern production.

Characteristic features of mass
production

Logic: The transfer line, interchangeable
parts, and economies of scale

Characteristic features of modern
production

Logic: Flexibility, speed, economies of
scope, and core competencies

Specialized machinery
Long production runs
Infrequent product changes
Mass marketing
Low skill requirements for workers
Specialized skill jobs
Central expertise and coordination
Hierarchic planning and control
Vertical internal communication
Sequential product development
Static optimization
Accent on volume
High inventories
Supply management
Make to stock
Limited communication
Market dealings: employees, suppliers
Vertical integration

Flexible machines, low set-up costs
Short production runs
Frequent product improvements
Targeted markets
Highly skilled workers
Cross-trained workers
Worker initiative
Local information and self-regulation
Horizontal communication
Cross-functional development teams
Continuous improvement
Accent on cost and quality
Low inventories
Demand management
Make to order
Extensive communication
Long-term trust-based relationships
Reliance on outside suppliers

Table 2.1 Mass production and modem production (Milgrom & Roberts, 1995)
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Milgrom & Roberts label this new pattern 'modern production', but at the same time
indicate that other labels are used for the same pattern: lean manufacturing,
flexible production, world-class manufacturing etc. Likewise, Banker et a/. (1993)
refer to the close relationship between production practices like just in time and
total quality management, and notice that these practices are sometimes classified
together as world-class manufacturing (see also Schonberger, 1986).

2.3.1 Production strategy

There is a growing recognition of the need to position production appropriately for
competitive advantage and an increasing call for the strategic management of
production (Skinner, 1986; Hayes et a/., 1979a, 1979b). The consensus appears to
be that this can be achieved by developing a production strategy that is consistent
with the business strategy of the firm (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984; Swamidass &
Newell, 1987, Anderson & Schroeder, 1991).

Production strategy deals with the key decisions concerning the specific role of
production in order to achieve competitive advantage (Pirffila & Sandstrom).

A production strategy is assumed to be a part of an accepted hierarchy of strategies
at the corporate, business, and functional levels. This hierarchy does not mean that
a functional strategy is only reactive towards higher-level strategies; the functional
area can also have a strategic influence. Figure 2.1 outlines three levels of strategy.
Business organizations, especially those structured around functionally organized
business units, develop and pursue strategies at three levels.

Corporate strategy

Figure 2.1 Levels of strategy (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984)
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At the highest level, corporate strategy specifies two areas of overall interest to the
corporation: the definition of the business in which the corporation will participate,
and the acquisition and allocation of key corporate resources to each of those
businesses. The second major level is that associated with a strategic business

unit, which is usually a subsidiary, or product line within the firm. A business
strategy specifies the scope of that business in a way that links the strategy of the
business to that of the corporation as a whole, and the basis on which that business
unit will achieve and maintain a competitive advantage. The third level is comprised
of functional strategies. Once a business unit has developed its business strategy,
each functional area must develop strategies that support this strategy. As
illustrated in figure 2.1, business B might have four such functional strategies. In
another business unit different functions might be involved such as distribution, or

field maintenance (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984).

Skinner (1969) introduced the concept of production strategy. In his article, he
contends that top executives tend to avoid involvement in production policy making,
production managers are ignorant of corporate strategy, and a function that could
be a valuable asset and tool of corporate strategy becomes a liability instead.

In general, this leads to production decisions that are not in line with corporate
strategy. So, it is important to recognize that production affects corporate strategy,
and corporate strategy affects production. A company's competitive strategy at a

given time places particular demands on its operating function, and, conversely, the
company's production posture and operations should be designed to fulfill the task
demanded by strategic plans. With his ideas, Skinner laid the foundation for the

recognition of the importance of production strategy.

To be effective, the production strategy must support, through a specific and
consistent pattem of decisions, the competitive advantage being sought by the
business strategy (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984). Furthermore, the term strategy
covers more than formulated strategy: it also includes an emerging pattern of
actions and decisions (Mintzberg, 1979). Likewise, it is the pattem of decisions

actually made, and the degree to which that pattern supports the business strategy,
that constitutes a production strategy.

Two core elements are central to the definition of a production strategy as a

functional substrategy (Miller & Roth, 1994; Pirttila & Sandstrom, 1995): competitive

priorities and decision areas.
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1) Competitive priorities
The first core element is a statement of "what the manufacturing function must
accomplish". (Skinner, 1978). This statement is defined in terms of the
capabilities the production unit must have in order for the firm to compete, given
its overall business and marketing strategy. Competitive priorities mentioned in
the production strategy literature are cost, quality, flexibility, and dependability
(Wheelwright, 1984). Slightly different categorizations are also used. Chase et a/.
(1992) argue that service should be considered a fifth competitive dimension
unrelated to dependability. Service pertains to a factory's ability to enhance the
firm's relationship with its customers by providing information to other internal
functions (e.g., R&D, marketing) by problem solving, enhancing sales, and
through after-sales support. Others (e.g., Pirttilla & Sandstrom, 1995) include
innovation as a fifth factor.

Parthasarthy and Sethi (1993) analyze three strategy types that are directly related
to production competencies: cost leadership, quality leadership and flexibility. Cost
leadership refers to a firm's desire to be the most efficient producer in the industry.
The production approach associated with this strategy involves long production
runs with minimal or no changes in product design. Quality leadership refers to the
firm's focus on industry recognition based on product design and performance.
Flexibility refers to the firm's intentions to compete in one or more markets based on
product innovation in a effective manner. Two types of flexibility are defined and
analyzed here: scope and speed, or changeover flexibility. The former involves
competing on product variety and volume flexibility. The latter type, which entails
frequent new product introductions, speed in innovation, etc., is also referred to by
Bolwijn & Kumpe (1990) as a fourth market requirement-'innovation'. These
authors introduce a phase model, describing the evolution of companies as they
move from the efficient firm (1960s) to the quality firm (1970s) on to the flexible firm
(1980s) and, finally, to the innovative firm (1990s). Important elements of this model
are the sequential development of market requirements (you cannot be innovative
without being flexible, and quality is a necessary precondition for flexibility) and the
strong interrelations between the performance criteria (each new set of
characteristics is an extension of the old one, also reinforcing the old one).

The dimensions of a production strategy can be used to indicate the differences
between the traditional and the modern environment. Following Milgrom & Roberts,
1995), in the traditional environment an exclusive emphasis on the cost dimension
is assumed. In the modern environment, a production strategy is expected that
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emphasizes other dimensions than cost: quality, flexibility, dependability, and
service. However, taking a slightly different perspective, following the phase model
of Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990), both the efficient firm and the quality firm might be
placed in the traditional environment. Hence, drawing rigid lines between the old
and the new production strategy, based on the competitive capabilities, is difficult,
especially because in reality each company seems to be a mixture of the ideal
types outlined.

2) Decision areas
The second element of a production strategy is defined by the pattern of production
choices made by a company (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984; Hill, 1989). Hayes &
Wheelwright developed an organizing framework with regard to production
decisions, classifying these choices into two categories. The first category refers to
structural decisions, because of their long-term impact. The second category is
concerned with major decisions about the production infrastructure. This category is
related to production technology and organization, as discussed in the next
subsection. As illustrated in figure 2.2, changes in both of the decision areas may
affect the company's priorities (Pirttila & Sandstrom, 1995).

Structural decision areas

capacity
facilities
equipment and process technologies
vertical integration

Infrastructural decision areas

production planning
quality management
performance measurement
human resources
organization and management

Competitive priorities

Cost

Quality

Flexibility

Delivery

Innovativeness

Figure 2.2 Structural decision areas, infrastrucfural decision areas, and
competitive priorities (Pirttila & Sandstrom, 1995)
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It is the pattern of structural and infrastructural decisions that constitutes the
"production strategy" of a business unit. A production strategy consists of a
sequence of decisions that, over time, enables a business unit to achieve a desired
set of specific capabilities (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984). The central theme that
links the two elements of a production strategy is the notion that the pattern of
choices must be congruent with the production task (Miller &Roth, 1994).

2.3.2 Production technology and organizational form

The origins of the currently used typologies of production processes can be traced
back to the work of Woodward (1958, 1965), which demonstrates that in production
firms, production technology has a systematic relationship with (organizational)
structure and management characteristics. Woodward used three primary
categories: (1) small batch and unit production; (2) large batch and mass
production; and (3) process production.

Hayes & Wheelwright (1979a, 1979b) used four process categories: job shop,
batch, assembly line, and continuous flow. In this classic categorization, many of
the characteristics of productive units are a function of two primary dimensions with
complementary life cycles: process structure and product structure. In the
manufacturing literature, the relationship between the process structure and
product structure is often expected to provide a basis for exploring some of the
strategic options from a production perspective. Accordingly, the discriminative
capabilities of this categorization might be examined with regard to the distinction
between traditional and modem production environments.

In general, the typologies developed to date are all very similar: each identifies
production structures by attributes of the product (i.e., volume, variety, complexity),
process (i.e., span, complexity, flow) and market (i.e., scope, need, diversity).
Therefore, two fundamental questions are relevant: 1) are the dimensions used to
describe production types adequate to specify commonly occurring production
structures? and 2) do generic production types adequately describe superior
competitive forms? (Swink & Way, 1994). These questions are particularly relevant,
as these concepts were developed so many years ago. Nowadays, more and more
firms are adopting aspects of the modern production environment. Although some
authors still advocate the use of this framework because it is well established (e.g.
Kalagnanam& Lindsay, 1998), this study adheres to the idea that this traditional
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classification scheme is presently losing its applicability. Following on from this, it
may also be concluded that it is hard to draw a rigid boundary between the
conventional and the modern production environment based on this typology. In a
broad sense, the difficulty is the result of changes in production technology, which
have altered the meaning of some of these traditional labels associated with
process structures. Traditionally, for example, discrete parts' manufacturing was
conventionally organized in batch or assembly line environments. However, with the
introduction of flexible manufacturing system (FMS) concepts, these structures now
share some of the same characteristics of continuous flow environments and some
of the characteristics of job shop environments (Kotha & Orne, 1989).

These developments in production technology can be compared to developments
like material requirements planning (MRP) and just in time (JIT). Systems like MRP
and JIT are operations management systems that quite clearly change the way the
factory is managed. The application of JIT, for instance, gives a traditional job shop
some of the characteristics of a continuous flow environment. Dependency between
processes will increase, since work-in-progress (WIP) is no longer used as a buffer.

Consequently, for a distinction between the conventional and the modern flexible
production environment, the influence of the operations management system
should be kept in mind, and should also be incorporated in an operational model
that categorizes production technologies. The work of Kim and Lee (1993) may be
noticed in this respect, as it deals with a classification of processes based on
technical flexibility and technological complexity.

2.3.3 Relation between production strategy, technology and organization

Despite the wide recognition of the importance of fit between technology policies
and business strategy, this relationship has not been well documented empirically in
the literature (Capon & Glazer, 1987; Zahra & Covin, 1993). Furthermore, the bulk
of the literature in this area is conceptual in nature, and empirical studies to date
have focused on the larger, more powerful firms (or their divisions) rather than their
smaller and more numerous counterparts (Zahra & Covin, 1993).

Hence, the need to link technology with business as well as production strategy is
recognized. This link might be elaborated for automation technology. Because
different automation types possess different processing capabilities, a
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correspondence is required between the strengths of the chosen automation on the
one hand, and business strategy and organizational choices, on the other. Thus, a
distinction is made between automation that supports the mass production
organization and automation attuned to the flexible production organization.
Additionally, flexible-manufacturing systems may allow a firm to operate with a
simultaneous emphasis on the variables associated with both customer
responsiveness and standardization (Bowen et al., 1989).

Nemetz & Fry (1988) also notice that it is not difficult to see why transition to the
new environment will be difficult: change is always difficult to implement, but it is
particularly difficult for organizations that have been designed to be rigid and
invariant. Such organizations must respond by replacing their current mechanistic
structures with structures that are more organic. Also, necessary investments in e.g.
flexible product lines will influence the time needed to change the organization. The
companies that are able to transform their production organizations into sources of
competitive advantage are those that can hamess various improvement programs
to the broader goal of selecting and developing unique operating capabilities
(Hayes et al., 1993). These common difficulties can be used to explain the
existence of companies with characteristics that are not complementary.

Summarizing, the distinction between the conventional and the modem production
environment has been addressed because it is considered relevant for
management control system design. This distinction is worthwhile when a suitable
management control system has to be designed. One basis for this distinction
relates to the production strategy: is the emphasis placed exclusively on costs or
also on other dimensions (e.g., quality, flexibility, dependability, and service)?
Furthermore, the classic categorization of production processes Gob shop, batch,
assembly line, and continuous flow) is regarded as not sufficiently up-to-date to be
distinctive, and, it is suggested to include operations management system
orientation and automation approach (for mass production or for flexible
production). For research purposes, a proper terminology and typology specifically
related to the new production environment is needed, as developments in
automation and operations management make the conventional terminologies and
typologies less adequate.
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2.4 Review of empirical research

This section provides an overview of empirical research on the relationship
between production environment and management control system (MCS) design.
Note that none of the studies reviewed specifically focuses on the distinction
between the conventional and the flexible production environment. Only individual
aspects of production strategy or production technology are addressed in these
studies. Table 2.2 presents an overview of the empirical research studies reviewed.
These studies have one or more independent variables describing 'Production
strategy' and/or 'Production technology', whereas 'MCS characteristics' are the
dependent variables. For the studies that also measured performance, the
performance measure is described in the column 'Performance'.

Production strategy and management control
Brownell & Merchant (1990) studied the issue of how product standardization
influences the relations among budgetary participation, flexibility of budget targets,
and departmental performance. The idea was that for standardized products the
optimal input/output relation is either known or can be learned, as opposed to being
a matter of negotiation between budgeted managers and their superiors. Also, the
assumption about flexible budgeting was that cost/volume relations are understood
well enough to permit sensible, volume-based budget adjustments. The results
suggest that the product dimension significantly affects the relationship between
each of the budgeting variables and performance. Where product standardization is
low, high participation and use of budgets as static targets are each found to be
significantly more effective in promoting departmental performance than if product
standardization is high. Daniel & Reitsperger (1991) investigated the relationship
between innovative quality strategies and management control systems. The
data show that quality goals and feedback about rejects and downtime are more
frequently provided to managers adhering to a zero-defect strategy.

Banker, Potter & Schroeder (1993) examine the association between quality
management practices and the provision of production performance information
to line personnel. Because these new organizational practices put the control of
production in the hands of line personnel, a positive relationship is posited
between the extent of implementation of these practices and the provision of
information to workers on the shop floor. The results provide evidence of such a
positive relationship.
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Fry & Steele (1995) examined the relationship between production strategy and use
of a standard costing system. The results suggest that the primary order-winning
criterion for users of standard cost systems is product quality. The primary order-
winning criterion for non-users is product price/cost. The results are somewhat
contrary to the recommended use of standard cost systems, which are considered
the most applicable when product price is the primary order-winner; this is
understandable, given its emphasis on controlling costs. The authors suggest that
the observed inconsistency can be explained by the fact that operations managers
do not understand the management accounting system and the behavior it
encourages.

Abernethy & Lillis (1995) studied the impact of manufacturing flexibility on the
design of management control systems, especially on the use of efficiency-based
measures and integrative liaison devices. The results support the notion that
organizations adapt their structural arrangements and their use of efficiency-based
measures in order to implement manufacturing flexibility. The correlations between
performance and use of efficiency-based measures were in the predicted direction
for the two groups (positive for the non-flexible firms and negative for the flexible
firms). An interesting point in Abernethy & Lillis' study is their development of two
measurement schemes for measuring flexibility and integrative liaison devices.
While the results provide some empirical evidence that the appropriate match
between control system design and flexibility enhances performance, the authors
warn that the qualitative data collected in the field suggest the need for caution in
the interpretation (as many other reasons for low performance are given by the
managers in the field). Furthermore, they remark that an attempt to measure the
impact of "fit" on performance ignores the dynamic nature of organizations. Several
firms had only recently gone through some changes or were in the process of
changing either their strategy or control system design.

The findings of both Daniel & Reitsperger and Abernethy & Lillis confirmed the
hypothesized relationship between management control systems and
manufacturing strategy, whereas Fry & Steele did not find the expected
relationship. The latter have no information on the effect of the apparent misfit on
production performance. Daniel & Reitsperger have no information about
performance effects either, although they conclude that companies striving to
modify their management control systems may need to provide more goal-setting
and feedback information about specific quality items; this conclusion would be
more convincing if it were supported by performance data.
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CHAPTER 2

Chenhall's results (1997) show that in Total Ouality Management (TOM)
environments the use of manufacturing performance indicators is associated with
higher performance. The association between TOM and performance was stronger
where manufacturing performance measures were used as part of managerial
evaluation. For firms developing TOM capabilities, the results provide support for
the utility of improving measures of managerial performance targeted directly on
manufacturing practices.

Perera et al. (1997) find that adoption of advanced manufacturing practices is
associated with the use of non-financial measures. Sim & Killough (1998) find that
the use of customer-satisfaction and quality measures improves performance in
TOM companies. The interactive effects of the frequency of reporting performance
measures and production system on TOM production systems were not significant.
Customer and quality performance was higher when incentive plans were used
and TOM was high. Conversely, if TOM was low, then performance was higher
when a fixed pay plan was used.

Production technology and management control
The central hypothesis in the study of Karmarkar, Lederer and Zimmerman (1990)
is that the choices of cost accounting and production control systems are affected
by characteristics of the firm's output market and production technology. The study
consisted of five plant visits and a questionnaire survey involving thirty-nine plants.
The field studies generally confirm the hypothesis that the design of cost
accounting and production control systems depends on the type and stability of the
production process and the importance of overhead and competition faced by the
firm. The authors point out the complicated nature of the relationship between
market conditions, the production process, and cost systems and the difficulty of
measuring important independent and dependent variables. From the survey, only
a few empirical associations were found between costing and production control
systems and the hypothesized independent variables. There are several possible
explanations for the lack of stronger findings: (1) The survey instrument was noisy.
Meaningful terminology to classify accounting and control systems and types of
production processes was lacking, (2) Furthermore, the a priori expectations of
relationships may have been incorrect, and (3) The tests are also weak if the
production control and accounting systems are slow to adapt to current production
modes. Statistically significant associations between the dependent and
independent variables are not observable if adjustment lags are prevalent.
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Brownell & Merchant (1990) studied the question of how manufacturing process
automation influences the relationships between budgetary participation, flexibility
of budget targets, and departmental performance. The ex ante idea about the
effects of process automation on the relationship between participation and
departmental performance was that this connection is unclear. On the one hand,
process automation is expected to increase control over manufacturing processes
through the direct incorporation of control mechanisms into the manufacturing
technology itself. Automated controls could, therefore, reduce the need for
budgetary controls and, hence, for managerial participation in setting budgets. On
the other hand, manufacturing facilities are expected to provide the manager with
choices in such matters as work scheduling. To the extent that these choices have
cost implications, the production manager has more scope for a meaningful
participation in setting budget targets than in the case of traditional technology,
which precludes choices on matters like work schedules. The results suggest that
the process dimension does not significantly affect the relationship between each of
the budgeting variables and performance. The authors write that the dimension is
either unimportant or poorly measured. Other process dimensions are mentioned,
such as scheduling methods, design engineering methods, "just in time" inventory
control methods, and the degree of flexibility of the manufacturing process, which
could also influence the optimal budget system design. The operational measure of
process automation is the three-part instrument developed by Inkson et at. (1970).
The instrument was developed several decades ago, so it may not adequately
capture some aspects of a contemporary notion of automation. Other potential
limitations are discussed, such as self-ratings of performance, the use of a single
item to measure the use of budgets as static versus flexible targets, and the lack of
control for different incentive schemes in the study.

Dunk (1992) hypothesized that, the higher (lower) the level of manufacturing
process automation and the higher (lower) the reliance on budgetary control, the
higher the production subunit performance. Manufacturing process automation was
measured by the Inkson et at. (1970) instrument, which was also used in the study
of Brownell and Merchant. Reliance on budgetary control was measured by a
modified form of the Hopwood instrument (Hopwood, 1972). The findings suggest
that manufacturing process automation moderates the relationship between
reliance on budgetary control and production subunit performance. As
manufacturing processes become more automated, companies benefit from relying
on budgetary control. It is interesting to note the difference in findings between
Brownell & Merchant (1990) and Dunk (1992) with regard to the effects of
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automation. Kaplan & Mackey's (1992) findings suggest that, as expected,
organizations using a flow manufacturing process exhibited a greater tendency to
rely on accounting numbers for evaluation purposes. Banker, Potter & Schroeder
(1993) document a positive relationship between just in time practices and the
provision of production performance information to line personnel.

Ittner & Larcker (1995) examined two questions: 1) What is the relation between
individual TOM practices and information and reward system attributes? and 2)
Holding the level of TOM activity constant, do organizations making more extensive
use of nontraditional information and reward systems achieve higher performance?
Theory is supposed to say little about the appropriate match among the individual
TOM practices and performance measurement and reward systems attributes.
Therefore, it is assumed that the observed empirical associations represent "best
practice". The results suggest that TOM practices are related to nontraditional
performance and reward systems that place greater emphasis on team and non-
financial performance, more frequent provision of quality information to all
organizational levels, and greater use of bottom-up data gathering techniques such
as statistical process control. In companies with more advanced quality practices,
external benchmarking of products, processes, and services is more frequent,
strategic information is communicated more often, and the board of directors
reviews reports on quality plans and achievements more frequently. Mixed support
exists for the claim that performance is the result of the interaction between TOM
and performancelreward systems. Among less extensive users of formal quality
improvement practices, greater reliance on nontraditional information and reward
systems is associated with higher performance. However, no support is found for
the proposition that nontraditional information and reward systems improve the
performance of organizations with extensive formal quality programs. This latter
result is inconsistent with normative prescriptions.

Ittner & Larcker argue that the TOM practices covered in the survey should be
broadly representative of recent changes in production techniques, as these
practices provide the foundation for other advanced production techniques such as
just-in-time production, flexible production, and business process reengineering.
This idea is partly confirmed by a study by Durden et a/. (1996), which provides
evidence for the claim that non-financial performance indicators are used to a
significantly greater extent in firms operating in a JIT environment than in a non-JIT
environment. However, it was found that increased use of non-financial
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performance indicators is associated with higher performance irrespective of
whether the production management system is a JIT or a non-JIT system.

The association between advanced manufacturing technology and the use of non-
financial measures is examined by Perera et a/. (1997). The findings show a
positive and significant relationship. Furthermore, advanced manufacturing
practices and advanced manufacturing technology are found to have a positive
interactive effect on performance. Kalagnamam & Lindsay (1998) tested the
hypothesis that relative to traditional mass production firms, the structural
arrangements for JIT mass production firms will be more organic. The results are
consistent with the hypothesis. Furthermore, the authors hypothesized that JIT
mass production firms possessing organic forms of control will achieve higher
rates of improvement. The results support the hypothesis.

Sim & Killough (1998) find that the use of customer-satisfaction and quality
measures improves performance in JIT companies. The interactive effects of the
frequency of reporting performance measures and production system on JIT
production systems were not significant. Customer and quality performance was
higher when incentive plans were used and JIT was high. Conversely, if JIT was
low, performance was higher when a fixed pay plan was used.

2.5 Evaluating previous research and perspectives for future research

"An important contribution of future studies will be determining how production
strategy, organizational design, and specific management control choices such as
compensation practices, performance measures, and cost accounting systems
interact to determine organizational performance" (Ittner, Larcker & McDuffie,
1996).

The relationship between the new production environment and management
control has already received serious attention in the literature. However, there is a
need for more empirical research, as the results have been inconclusive due to
various shortcomings. The following criticisms, partly extracted from the literature
mentioned above, are noteworthy:
• The operationalization of the variable production strategy in most of the

empirical research is very simple as e.g., only the number of product types are
used as an indication of production strategy.
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• The currently used classifications of technologies can be considered outdated.
The use of production automation, flexible manufacturing systems (FMS), and
new forms of production and inventory control (e.g., JIT), make these
classifications unrealistic and impractical in a contemporary setting.

• A distinction between the presence of information and the use of this information
for performance evaluation is important, especially as the increasing use of
computer systems leads to information that can be made rapidly available at low
costs. Managers cannot use all available information, due to bounded rationality.
The relation of performance measurement with incentive systems is useful here
to discriminate between the availability of information and its application in
performance evaluation.

• Most research addresses only the corporate and the business unit levels. The
production (or operations) level is seldom used as the unit of analysis. However,
production is expected to be a source of competitive advantage for many
companies.

• Many researchers address the relationship between strategy and management
control; few deal with the relationship between technology and management
control; there is clear lack of research into the interactive effect of strategy and
technology on management control.

• With regard to management control systems, researchers mostly presume that
either budgetary controls or other controls are in use. It might be interesting to
postulate that in certain circumstances, both kinds of controls make a
contribution, so that the additional control measures would complement
budgetary control rather than supplant it (Dunk, 1992).

• Most empirical studies take no account of the effects of a time lag between a
change in circumstances and a change in management control systems,
although this time lag may be expected to occur repeatedly.

• Management control systems are probably not only influenced by advanced
manufacturing practices, but can also influence the strategic and organizational
choices made by the organization. This is consistent with the literature on the
interactive use of management control systems (e.g., Simons, 1990). Research
in this area is scarce (for an example, see Van Veen-Dirks & Wijn, 2002).

These shortcomings in current empirical research can be translated into interesting
empirical research questions. Moreover, the contingency theory underlies a lot of
research models. This usually means that relations between variables are
investigated without a very articulate theoretical basis. A more elaborate theoretical
basis before the phase of hypothesis testing will probably result in more meaningful
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findings. Economic and organizational theory might offer useful perspectives here,
including agency theory and the complementarity principle. An interesting example
of such an approach is offered by the case-based research of Wruck & Jensen
(1994). This study analyzes Total Quality Management from an economic and
organizational perspective. Thus, the avenues of future research contain also some
theoretical challenges.

To conclude, a lack of knowledge is observed about the relationship between the
production environment and the design of management control systems. Following
on from that, it would be interesting to take the manufacturing (or operations) level
as the unit of analysis, because management accounting and control systems are
not always found to be consistent with production strategy and/or manufacturing
technology. Empirical research on how performance measures and reward systems
may be used in particular operational strategies, and to support new production
philosophies, was also suggested as a research agenda for future study in a recent
article (Langfield-Smith, 1997).

In future research, these variables could be studied in companies operating in both
the conventional and modern production environment. Subsequently, the observed
company practice could be compared with the expected MCS design. Although
many authors suggest one or more of the MCS dimensions mentioned as being
critical for the success of a company, a lack of empirical research in this area is
evident. The same argument holds for empirical research that integrates all
variables that distinguish between the conventional and the flexible production
environment. Moreover, a comparison of the results of prior empirical investigations
may reveal inconclusive results on some issues, e.g., the effects of automation.

2.6 Conclusions

Many accounting researchers suggest that a flexible production environment places
different demands on management control systems. A review of the literature
teaches us that an operationalization of the relevant variables in the flexible
production environment is a complex matter, and we lack a meaningful set of
terminology to classify types of production processes. Furthermore, empirical
research in this area is scarce (especially at the production level), shows several
limitations, and is inconclusive on several aspects. In addition, the empirical studies
reviewed address only the individual aspects of a flexible production environment.
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The distinction between the conventional and the flexible production environment is
not specifically addressed in these studies, although it is an important subject for
research.

Hence, a suggested potential area for research concerns the production level,
because it is relevant to examine the effects of the production environment on
management control system design. Case studies and survey research may both
be able to make a contribution here. Case studies would provide a basis for
understanding which variables are relevant and why. Survey-based research is
needed also, as many of the ideas that are expressed in the conceptual literature
have not yet been tested statistically. Survey research is also worthwhile when we
want to study whether firms with management control systems aligned to their
production environment achieve higher performance. Furthermore, the use of a
more articulate theoretical basis for both kinds of research is recommended,
because it makes the interpretation of the results more valuable; economic theory
has much to offer in this respect. In general, it is concluded that more empirical
research is necessary to understand the changing role of management control
systems in companies that operate in a flexible production environment.

The part of this research that relates to case studies is described in chapters three
and four, whereas the part of this research that is based on survey research is
presented in chapters five, six and seven.
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CHAPTER 3 MANAGEMENT CONTROL
IN FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENTS

This chapter examines complementarities between the production environment
and management control system design. The developed theoretical framework
identifies production characteristics that are relevant for management control
system design. The chapter then further specifies the demands placed on
management control system design in a flexible production environment, with
particular regard to performance criteria, the evaluation process and the reward
system. In a flexible production environment, the need for more information
sharing is expected to drive the design of the management control system. This
chapter contains five sections, starting with an introduction section. The second
section reviews the literature on complementarity and flexible production
environments. Section three presents an outline of management control system
(MCS) variables expected to be different in a flexible production environment.
Section four addresses the research method and design for the case studies that
are carried out in order to refine the theory presented in this chapter. Section five
examines the conclusions from the theoretical part. Chapter 4 will discuss the
findings of three case studies in the light of the developed theoretical framework.
The second part of this research, presented in chapters five, six and seven, also
relates production flexibility to the MCS design, but deals only with the component
of the management control system that specifically involves the use of
performance measures.

3.1 Introduction

Currently, several transformations take place in the production environment. The
focus of production strategies changes and emphasizes market conditions such as
product assortment, quality and delivery performance. The production organization
becomes more flexible, while the equipment and machinery that are used become
more technologically advanced. The transformations into a flexible production
environment are generally expected to have implications for management control
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systems. The value of alignment between the production environment and the
management control system of an organization has been discussed by many
accounting researchers (e.g., Kaplan, 1983; Howell & Soucy, 1987; Daniel &
Reitsperger, 1991; Hemmer, 1996).

Empirical research on how performance measures and reward systems may be
used to support particular operational strategies and new production philosophies,
has been suggested as a broad topic for future study by Langfield-Smith (1997).
There have been few systematic empirical studies on the link between production
strategy and control system design (Abernethy and Lillis, 1995). A lack of
knowledge in this area is recognized by several authors, especially with regard to
how these variables work together to determine performance (Ittner & Larcker,
1996; Sim & Killough, 1998).

Milgrom & Roberts (1990, 1995) use the economics-based notion of Edgeworth
complementarities to explain the effects of changing various elements of the
production environment. Complementarities are groups of activities related in such
a way that when the level of one activity increases, then the marginal return to any
of the other activities increases. The authors use the notion of complementarity to
make formal sense of the concept of fit and to demonstrate the interdependencies
between elements of the production environment. Their application of the
complementarity notion is realistic in its recognition that the production
environment elements are all interconnected and mutually supporting.
Furthermore, the notion explains and emphasizes the significance of the distinction
between conventional and flexible production environments. This distinction is
determined by the design choices with regard to production strategies,
technologies and organizational forms (Milgrom & Roberts, 1990). This chapter
aims to provide a deeper insight into the complementarities between production
environment elements and management control aspects. According to Drake et a/.

(1999), research on complementary choices within accounting and control is
beginning to appear. The authors state that accounting and control systems
appear to offer rich ground for future study and that factors that contribute to
complementary management choices are not well understood.

This chapter develops a theoretical framework that builds on the dichotomous
classification of the conventional versus the flexible production environment.
Drawing on the notion of complementarity, the theoretical framework identifies
production environment elements that are relevant for management control system
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design. In a flexible environment, more decision rights are likely to be placed at
lower levels and the subsequent need for more horizontal as well as vertical
information sharing is expected to affect the design of the management control
system. The theoretical framework specifies a complementary MCS design for a
conventional as well as for a flexible production environment, with particular regard
to performance criteria, the evaluation process and the reward system.

3.2 Literature review

Flexible production is a way of responding to increasing competitive pressure and
changing market conditions. Successful flexible production involves notions of
complementarities, as is true for conventional production. This section first deals
with the notion of complementarity (3.2.1), and then specifies the distinction
between conventional and flexible production environments by focusing on
strategy (3.2.2) and on technology and organizational form (3.2.3). Then, the
relationship between production environment elements and aspects of
management control system design is addressed (3.2.4). This results in a
theoretical framework that links the variables. Higher levels of complementarity of
production environment elements are expected to lead to higher performance. In
addition, higher levels of complementarity between MCS and the production
environment are argued to enhance performance and to invoke fewer MCS design
changes. This framework is described in section 3. Figure 3.1 presents a simple
version of the theoretical framework, showing how the variables are to be studied.

Complementarity of
production Performance

environment
elements

Complementarity of
MCS design and Changes in MCS

production
.,..

design
environment

Figure 3. 1 The variables in the theoretical framework
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3.2.1 Complementarity

Intense competitive pressures have increasingly led organizations to recognize the
strategic importance of the production function, providing an important source of
competitive advantage (Skinner, 1969 and 1986; Kalagnanam & Lindsay, 1998).
For many firms, this has had important consequences for the production
environment, leading to the emergence of what is called the flexible production
environment. The distinction between a conventional production organization and
a flexible production organization will influence many different company
characteristics (Milgrom & Roberts, 1990; Milgrom & Roberts, 1995). These
authors use the notion of complementarity to explain patterns of interdependencies
in the production environment. They claim that this notion gives substance to
previously elusive notions such as 'fit' or 'systems effects', and enriches our
understanding concerning relations between variables and directions of causation.
The notion of complementarity used is due to Edgeworth; activities are
complements if doing more of one activity increases the marginal returns to doing
the other activities. In the flexible production environment, flexible machines
complement a flexible production strategy, a make to order situation, etc. The
conventional production environment is regarded as complementary if it consists of
a coherent set of elements like a production strategy that focuses on volume, a
make to stock situation, and a manufacturing policy that prefers long production
runs and specialized machinery.

Extending the notion of complementarity, it seems worthwhile to focus on the
difference between the conventional and the flexible production environment in
order to design aligned management accounting and control systems. Many
management accounting researchers argue that a flexible production environment
reasonably requires a management accounting and control system that is tailored
to fit the specific circumstances of these kinds of organization. Poor performance
of such an organization is due, in part, to continued reliance on inadequate
performance measures and reward systems (Kaplan, 1983; Johnson & Kaplan,
1987; Young & Selto, 1991; Banker et al. 1993). This view is consistent with a
contingency perspective on management accounting (Hayes, 1977; Otley, 1980).
Additionally, production environments and management accounting and control
systems can move together to achieve higher performance than would be
achieved by one of these alone (Wruck & Jensen, 1994). This chapter follows Sim
& Killough (1998) and Drake et al. (1999), who use the notion of complementarity
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in their studies to explain that management accounting and control system aspects
are part of a system of mutually enhancing elements.

In addition, the complementarity principle has implications for the change from a
conventional to a flexible production environment. The move towards adopting a
flexible production environment is considered a profit-maximizing response to
falling costs of flexible machines, data communications, data computation, and
changes in demand that favor broader product lines or more frequent product
improvements. Change in a complementary system may be difficult. Changing
system elements to their optimal values only a few at a time may not come at all
close to achieving all the benefits that are available through a fully coordinated
move, and may even have negative payoffs. Hence, changes of only one aspect,
like the introduction of low inventories (a JIT element) in a conventional
environment, will not improve performance. Following Milgrom & Roberts (1990),
the elements that are considered important for determining the (level of)
complementarity of the production environment are production strategy (see 3.2.2)
and production technology and organizational form (see 3.2.3).

3.2.2 Production strategy

Focus of the production strategy
Production strategy can be defined as the effective use of production strengths as
a competitive weapon for achieving business and corporate goals. Most definitions
refer to positioning resources in such a way that a firm's competitive position in the
marketplace is enhanced (Swink & Way, 1994). Production strategies are related
to the emphasis on various dimensions. A conventional strategy assumes an
exclusive focus on costs (Milgrom & Roberts, 1995). It refers to a firm's desire to
be the most efficient producer in the industry. The production approach associated
with this strategy involves long production runs with minimal or no changes in
product design. Flexibility refers to the firm's intentions to compete in one or more
markets based on product innovation in a cost-effective manner. Flexibility involves
competing on product variety, volume flexibility, frequent flexible product
introductions and speed in innovation.

Relation with au strategy
The consensus among operations management researchers appears to be that
competitive advantage from the production function can be achieved by
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developing a production strategy, which is consistent with the business strategy of
the firm (Anderson and Schroeder, 1991). Business unit strategies can be
categorized by the following strategic archetypes: defenders, prospectors,
analyzers and reactors (Miles & Snow, 1978). According to Langfield-Smith (1997),
there is some agreement that cost control is more important in firms following a
defender-type strategy compared with the "opposite" prospector-type strategies.
Thus, it may be inferred that defenders typically follow a conventional production
strategy that focuses on cost and efficiency. Reactors have no consistent strategic
behavior, and prospectors and analyzers will then generally have a flexible
production strategy, emphasizing additional dimensions as well as cost.

3.2.3 Production technology and production organization

Little evidence exists as to how technology policy relates to business strategy and,
ultimately, to company performance (Capon & Glazer, 1987). More fundamentally,
there is no agreement on the content of technological policies, which makes it
difficult to evaluate their contribution as a source of competitive advantage (Zahra
& Covin, 1993). Hence, the need to link technology with business and production
strategy is recognized. The classic typology of manufacturing processes (Hayes &
Wheelwright, 1979a, 1979b) is often expected to provide a basis for exploring
some of the strategic options from a production perspective. This typology uses
four process categories: job shop, batch, assembly line, and continuous flow.
However, this typology is presently losing its applicability due to changes in
production technology (Kotha & Orne, 1989). Therefore, the distinction between
conventional and flexible environments is outlined on the basis of the following
elements of production technology and organization: flexible technology,
operations management orientation, and automation approach.

Flexible technology
Advanced technology is an element in the production environment that supports a
production strategy that focuses on flexibility and is therefore considered a flexible
production environment element in this study. Parthasarthy and Sethi (1992) argue
that the capabilities of advanced manufacturing technologies (AMT) are best suited
to strategies that emphasize flexibility, and will not be fully exploited when such
technologies are implemented as part of a low cost strategy.
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Operations management orientation
A make to order (versus a make to stock) orientation would support a production
strategy that focuses on flexibility. In case of a very diverse product assortment,
make to stock would lead to high inventory costs. Make to order generally
increases dependency between processes, since work-in-progress (WIP) is no
longer used as a buffer. Consequently, in order to discriminate between the
conventional and the flexible production environment, the influence of the
operations management system should be kept in mind and incorporated in the
framework. A production to order orientation is then expected to match well with a
flexible production environment.

Automation approach
Because different automation types possess different processing capabilities, a
correspondence is required between the strengths of the chosen automation, on
the one hand, and business strategy and organizational choices, on the other.
Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between fixed automation (used to achieve
process efficiencies) and flexible automation, like computer aided design (CAD),
computer aided manufacturing (CAM), and computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM), used to facilitate discrete production due to programming facilities
(Parthasarthy & Sethi, 1992). Flexible automation makes variety production
possible at costs that were previously only realizable through long production runs
of standardized products. Automated technology can thus be a tool for
implementing a flexibility strategy. A distinction can be made between automation
that supports the conventional production organization and automation attuned to
the flexible production organization.

3.3 Management control and production environment

Following the analysis of Wruck and Jensen (1994), more specific knowledge and
thus more decision rights are expected at the lower levels in a flexible production
environment. Also, according to Johnson (1992), responsibility for customers and
processes will be placed at lower organizational levels in flexible production
environments. Effective decision management and control at these levels requires
more information. Thus, the need for horizontal as well as vertical information
sharing is expected to playa vital role in the design of the management control
system in a flexible production environment.
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The elements of control in both conventional and flexible production environments
are outlined in this section and summarized in Table 3.1. We discuss the expected
effects of different production environments on characteristics of 1) performance
criteria, 2) evaluation processes, and 3) reward systems. Taken together, these
three are assumed to capture the most important aspects of the management
control system.

1) PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

The performance criteria that are used to evaluate production or operations
managers are meant to influence the manager's behavior. Therefore, the choice of
these criteria is important in order to realize the behavior that best suits the
production environment. Attributes of performance criteria that will be distinguished
are: a) financial vs. non-financial, b) efficiency vs. effectiveness, c) detailed vs.
aggregated, d) high vs. low use of volume-related cost allocations, and e) short-run
vs. long-run.

a) Financial VS. non-financial measures. In a general context, the tendency is to
use financial information for control purposes (e.g., Kaplan & Atkinson, 1998;
Zimmerman, 2000). For companies operating in a flexible production environment,
the view on the use of financial and non-financial measures seems to be quite
different. The literature often argues that companies pursuing flexible strategies
have to shift from treating financial figures as the foundation for performance
measurement to treating them as one element in a broader set of financial and
non-financial measures (e.g., Eccles, 1991). Nanni et al. (1988) see an
overemphasis on financial reporting goals and physical output in the flexible
production environment. Operations managers consequently tend to
overemphasize plant financial performance and ignore other more indicative
criteria (Fry et al., 1995).

Evidence suggests that in flexible production environments (customer-focused
manufacturing, TOM, and JIT) non-financials are used to a significantly greater
extent. Ittner & Larcker (1995) find that basic TOM practices are related to control
systems that place greater emphasis on team and non-financial performance. The
use of such control systems is associated with greater performance in these
companies. Durden et al. (1996) find that non-financials are used more in JIT-
companies than in non-JIT companies. Perera et al. (1997) find that customer-
focused manufacturing, together with advanced manufacturing technology, is
associated with non-financial measures.
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Management control Expectations conventional Expectations flexible
dimensions production environment production environment

Performance Criteria

focus on financial vs. non- focus on financial focus on non-financial
financial performance performance measures performance measures
measures

emphasis on efficiency vs. emphasis on emphasis on
emphasis on effectiveness efficiency effectiveness

level of detailed vs. more aggregated more detailed
aggregated information information information

use of volume-related cost much use of low use of
allocations for performance allocated costs allocated costs
measurement

focus on short-run vs. long- focus on short-run focus on long-run
run criteria criteria criteria

Evaluation Process

emphasis on achieving high emphasis on low emphasis on
budgeting targets budget targets budget targets

focus on budgeted vs. actual focus on focus on
costs budgeted costs actual costs

level of participation in setting low partiCipation high participation
the budgeting targets

emphasis on task high emphasis on task low emphasis on task
segregation segregation segregation

degree of external orientation low high

Reward system

use of subjective or objective use of objective use of subjective
criteria in the reward system criteria criteria

use of variable components low use of high use of
in the reward system variable components variable components

Table 3.1 Expected management control elements in conventional and flexible
production environments
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Chen hall's results (1997) show that the use of manufacturing performance
indicators in TOM environments is associated with higher performance. Sim &

Killough (1998) find that the use of customer-satisfaction and quality measures
improves performance in TOM companies, and that the use of customer measures
improves performance in JIT companies.

b) Efficiency vs. effectiveness. In a flexible production environment, customer
demands focus on more aspects than price alone: scope and product innovation
are also of concern. Thus, in evaluations of production or operations managers
there may well be less reliance on efficiency-based measures. Abernethy & Lillis
(1995) find support for the notion that organizations decrease their use of
efficiency-based measures in order to implement manufacturing flexibility. Kaplan
& Mackey (1992) show an increased use of cost information for the evaluation of
production managers in flow shops (compared with job shops). An increased use
of cost information is also found in situations with higher work-in-process
inventories (which is explained by lower interdependencies).

c) Detailed vs. aggregated information. More decision rights at the lower levels in a
flexible production environment require more detailed information (Wruck &

Jensen, 1994). This need for detailed information can also be seen in Fisher's
(1994) paper, which mentions several problems associated with controlling a high-
tech organization using a standard cost system. One problem relates to the
information that is used: the numbers are too summarized and too aggregate,
which results in control information and variances that are not actionable at the
operational level.

d) Use of volume-related cost allocations. One expects fewer volume-related cost
allocations in the flexible production environment. In case performance
measurement is influenced by volume-related overhead allocations, an implicit but
unfounded notion of causation in the allocation base and acceptance of cost
control system's logic may lead to inappropriate judgements (Nanni et al., 1988)
(see also chapter two). Gosse's findings (1993) indicate that in factories with
computer-integrated manufacturing (compared to conventional manufacturing)
more kinds of overhead costs were charged directly to cost centers than assigned
through allocations, e.g., labor and materials for set-ups, emergency maintenance,
and repair. Specific factors were used to assign certain kinds of engineering and
technological overhead.
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e) Short-run vs. long-run. Govindarajan & Gupta (1985) find that a greater reliance
on long-run performance criteria enhances the effectiveness of build SBUs, but
hampers the effectiveness of harvest SBUs. Although their study focuses on SBU
strategy, its reasoning may extend to production strategy. A build strategy is
associated with a high emphasis on innovation. This high emphasis will typically
also be reflected in a flexible production strategy, which, accordingly, calls for long-
term performance criteria.

2) EVALUATION PROCESS

Along with the choice of the performance criteria, the process part of the
management control system receives attention. The expected impact of the
production environment on the following aspects of the evaluation process is
described: a) emphasis on targets, b) focus on budgeted vs. actual costs, c) level
of participation, d) task segregation, and e) external orientation.

a) Emphasis on targets. The emphasis on targets is related to the rigidity with
which variances are interpreted in the evaluation process. A superior who uses a
flexible analysis of variance is not solely concerned with the unfavorable results,
but the evaluation is often supplemented by information from other sources, such
as a subordinate's explanation (Hopwood, 1973). Information sharing seems
important in a flexible production environment, because specialized knowledge is
required at the operational levels. Simons (1987) found that high-performing
defenders awarded bonuses for the achievement of budget targets; Govindarajan
(1988) found similar results for high performing firms following a low cost strategy.
Likewise, Simons finds that in large defenders, high financial performance was
negatively associated with tight budgetary goals, and Govindarajan observes a low
emphasis on budget targets for high-performing differentiators.

b) Budgeted VS. actual costs. Howell and Soucy (1987) argue that the flexible
production environment should result in major changes to a firm's cost accounting
system. The systems must be designed to focus on actual costs. According to
these authors, the use of standard costs for control purposes becomes
unnecessary, because if the manufacturing process is of the high quality level
intended, actual costs incurred should approximate the standard costs. Banker et
al. (1996) report that the elimination of direct labor variance reporting results in a
decrease of labor productivity and in an increase in quality performance as a result
of a reallocation of efforts.
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c) Level of participation. Budgetary participation is suggested to relate to task
technology (Brownell & Hirst, 1986). The optimal input/output relationship is either
known or can be leamed. Low standardization implies more difficulties in
specifying the right input. Participation provides a means of mitigating these
uncertainties by pooling the knowledge of budgeted managers and their
supervisors. Brownell & Merchant (1990) empirically investigated the relationship
between product standardization and participation in the budgeting process. Their
results suggest that lower product standardization demands higher participation in
order to increase performance.

d) Emphasis on task segregation. High task segregation is related to a situation in
which data are collected and grouped by organizational unit only, instead of by
other entities (e.g., expenditure goal, application, or strategy). Thus, vertical
hierarchy and boundaries between organizational units are emphasized. The focus
on task segregation when using responsibility accounting and variance analysis is
opposite to the cross-functional co-ordination required to meet customer-driven
demands in a flexible production strategy (Nanni et a/., 1988; Abernethy & Lillis,
1995).

e) Degree of extemal orientation. In a dynamic environment we would expect an
orientation in plans as well as in evaluations that is more externally oriented.
Fisher (1994) studied several high-tech organizations and noticed that the
companies consider setting standards as problematic, as this is difficult in a
changing environment. On top of this, standards conflict with the idea of
continuous improvement.

3) REWARD SYSTEM

In addition to the performance measurement system, the reward system is an
essential element of the control system (e.g., Wruck & Jensen, 1994; Zimmerman,
2000). Attributes of the reward system that will be considered are: a) objective vs.
subjective criteria, and b) the variability of rewards.

a) Objective vs. subjective criteria. In a flexible production environment, continuous
change and innovation make it more difficult to prepare valid targets or standards;
knowledge about cause-effect relationships is less complete. The greater
uncertainty is associated with behavior control and thus with subjective evaluation.
Consequently, a higher subjectivity in assiqnlnq rewards is associated with the
flexible production environment. Govindarajan & Gupta (1985) studied the link
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between reliance on subjective criteria and SBU strategy. Their results show that a
greater reliance on subjective performance criteria works positively on the
effectiveness of build SBUs, but decreases the effectiveness of harvest SBUs.
Similar results are found by Gupta (1987) for harvest and low cost strategies, as
well as for build and differentiation strategies. Likewise, a flexible production
strategy will demand subjective performance evaluation. Fisher & Govindarajan
(1993) argue that the choice of a differentiation strategy, rather than a low cost
strategy, would increase uncertainty in an SBU's task or internal environment.
These authors expect a more subjective approach towards the determination of
rewards.

b) Variability of rewards. The variability of rewards relates to the relative
importance of fixed and variable components in the reward system. In terms of pay
mix, it is the relative amount of base salary to variable compensation, bonuses etc.
Fisher & Govindarajan (1993) developed a hypothesis with regard to the
relationship between strategy and the variability of the pay mix, which was not
empirically tested. Both for SBUs with a build mission and SBUs with a
differentiation strategy, the authors expect that a higher bonus percentage related
to base salary will result in higher effectiveness. The authors follow the analysis of
Salter (1973), who argued that the riskier the strategy, the greater the proportion of
variable rewards. Managers in uncertain task situations should be willing to take
greater risk (Gupta & Govindarajan, 1984), and, therefore, managers facing
greater uncertainty should have a higher percentage of bonus relative to base
salary (Fisher & Govindarajan, 1993). Furthermore, these authors comply with the
notion of Finkelstein & Hambrich (1988), in that the value impact of an SBU
general manager will depend on the degree of discretion available to the manager.
The SBU general manager operating in a dynamic environment will face more
possible courses of action, will have to make a greater number of and more critical
decisions than the general manager in a stable environment. Therefore, incentive
compensation can be used as a powerful tool in the dynamic environment to
insure that the manager is making the proper decisions. This might, with some
caution, be generalized to production managers in a flexible environment, resulting
in the expectation of a greater variability of rewards. Sim & Killough (1998) show
that a system of performance-related rewards gives positive performance effects
for TOM and JIT companies, and that non-TOM and non-JIT companies perform
better in the absence of such a system.
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To conclude this section, elements of the production environment are specified that
are considered important for the determination of the level of complementarity of
the production environment elements. Also, the expected design of the
management control system is specified both for a conventional and for a flexible
production environment. The next section will describe the research method that is
used for the case studies.

3.4 Research method

Little is known about the complex interactions between the various elements of the
production environment and the different aspects of management control system
design. Many authors suggest one or more of the MCS design variables
mentioned in Figure 1 as being critical for the success of the company. Economic
research and contingency research have both been used to come to the specified
complementary control system designs. However, the more complex relationships
that attract our interest are usually not addressed in these studies. Specifically, the
empirical procedures used may not be sufficient to capture the notion of
complementary choices. This section provides a motivation for choosing case
studies to address the research question; it also provides information on the
design of the case studies.

3.4.1 Research scope

Case study research is considered to be a means of developing a more intimate
knowledge of actual management accounting practices. Theory development in
this area of management accounting and control is at an early stage of
development. Case research is considered appropriate at this stage, because it
allows for exploration of the richness and the complexity of company practice. In
particular, the cases provide an analysis of the complementarities between
production environment elements and management control aspects. Bohr (1958)
states that complementary factors are always jointly necessary for a
comprehensive description and analysis (see Ghosh, 2000). Case research offers
the interesting opportunity to describe and analyze more than only one or two
separate variables in both the production environment and the management
control system.
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Keating (1995) proposes a framework for capturing the diversity in case studies.
The author relates possible case study objectives to different stages of theory
development: theory discovery, theory refinement, and theory refutation. The
present case studies could be classified as theory refinement research. This is
evident for two reasons. First, such research compares the theoretical framework,
which contains some pre-specified constructs and relationships, based on existing
theory, with company practice. Second, the research seeks to explain differences
between the expectations in the theoretical framework and the case results in
order to contribute to the management control literature.

The advantage of using a theoretical framework is that it provides guidance to data
collection and data analysis. Despite the early stage of theory development,
tentative hypotheses still are able to give direction to empirical investigation.
Therefore, their use is also recommended for case research (see, e.g.,
Zimmerman, 2001).

3.4.2 Framework

This chapter is organized around a theoretical framework that builds on the central
premise of this research: the flexible production environment differs from the
conventional production environment, which has consequences for the design of a
complementary management control system. The developed theoretical
framework draws attention to some salient features of management control system
design that are expected to be affected by various elements of the production
environment (see Figure 3.2).

The framework is applied in practice to examine how the production environment
elements and the management control system aspects interact. Is the framework
useful for describing and assessing existing company practice? To enable
evaluation of the case research, we have adopted a procedure called pattern
matching (Yin, 1989). This procedure compares the "pattern" of predicted
outcomes with the empirically observed outcome pattern. Applying this procedure
to the case companies, it is assessed how much the observed production
environments match the predicted pattern of a flexible environment and how much
the observed management control systems match the predicted pattern of a
flexible design.
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Complementarity of production
environment elements

Production Production
strategy technology and
- focus (cost, organization

flexibility) - flexible
relationship technology Performance

-
with BU - operations ... - manufacturing
strategy management performance
(defender, orientation - organizational
prospector) - automation performance

approach

Complementarity of MCS design and
production environment

- performancecriteria: financial, non-financial
efficiency,effectiveness
detailed, aggregated
use of allocated costs Changes in MCS
short-run, long-run ... design

- evaluation process: emphasis on targets .. - level
budgeted, actual costs - directionparticipation
task segregation
external orientation

- reward system: subjective I objective
variability of rewards

Figure 3.2 The theoretical framework

The pattern matching procedure has been extended with a cautious evaluation of
the effectiveness of company practice, guided by information on manufacturing
and organizational performance and changes in management control systems. In
case of non-complementarity of the production environment elements and/or non-
complementary management control systems, lower manufacturing performance
as well as lower organizational performance may be expected. Furthermore, to
anticipate or resolve non-aligned, or non-complementary, systems, changes
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towards a more suitable design are considered imperative. These changes are
expected to relate to 'dissatisfaction' with the MCS design and are therefore
regarded as appropriate indicators of non-complementarity between MCS design
and production environment. In case of such non-complementarity, improving the
management control system may generally be expected to be beneficial for
decision control purposes, for decision-making purposes, or for both purposes.
Changes in MCS design were added as another proxy for the measurement of
effectiveness of current company practice, because performance alone is
influenced by many different context-specific factors. Nevertheless, it is recognized
that changes in management control system design are also not a perfect proxy,
considering that several factors may influence the adoption of these changes (see
Shields, 1995; Gosselin, 1997). Overall, the framework demands careful use,
considering the stage of theory development and limited empirical research
findings.

The framework is translated into the following field research questions: 1) What
patterns can be observed in the companies with regard to production environments
and management control systems, 2) Do companies with more flexible
(conventional) production environment characteristics also have more flexibility-
complementing (conventional production-complementing) management control
system designs, 3) Is performance higher in companies where fewer deviations
from the complementary production environments are observed and where the
MCS design corresponds with the specified design, and 4) What inferences can be
made from MCS design changes with regard to the usefulness of the framework?

3.4.3 Sample and data collection

This field research uses the above framework to assess the production
environment and the management control systems of three companies.
Companies A, Band C were selected for the field research because access to
these companies was facilitated by previously held contacts between the
researcher and the company. No other main selection criterion was used, because
the many variables forming the focus of the research could not be assessed ex-
ante before starting the case studies themselves. The research needed cross-case
variation with regard to the level of complementarity of the production environment
elements and the level of complementarity between the production environment
and management control system design. Care was taken to ensure this cross-case
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variation as much as possible by choosing companies with diverse outside
characteristics. Company A is strong in research and focuses on assembly
activities, company B is a smaller subsidiary of a large US company, and company
C engages in transport/service activities.

In order to increase the analytical (Yin, 1989) or theoretical (Scapens, 1990)
generalizability, careful attention has been given to data collection methods. The
researcher carried out semi-structured interviews with people working as
controllers closely involved in the production (or operations) departments of the
firms. In each company at least two people were interviewed, with interview times
ranging between one and three hours. The interviews were partly based on a
questionnaire and after each interview draft reports were written. The interviewees
at the companies reviewed the draft reports. The interview method was
complemented with other methods in order to attain triangulation. Observation of
the production environment was accomplished through site visits. The researcher
attended seven company presentations on strategy and control issues.
Furthermore, company documents were studied, such as management reports,
organizational charts, internal letters, improvement proposals, and strategy
information.

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter develops a theoretical framework that specifies complementarities
between production characteristics and management control system design. The
developed theoretical framework identifies elements of the management control
system expected to be different in a flexible production environment, based on a
review of economic literature as well as contingency-type empirical research. This
chapter also examines in more detail different types of performance measures, the
process of using performance measures, as well as the connection between
performance measures and incentive systems.

The following chapter describes three case studies. Case research was conducted
in these companies to examine the relationship between the identified variables in
practice. The purpose of the case research is to investigate the usefulness of the
theoretical framework for describing and assessing extant company practice. The
final aim is to refine the theory that is presented in this chapter.
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MANAGEMENT CONTROL

This chapter explores the findings of three case studies that were conducted to
examine how the production environment elements and aspects of the
management control system work together in practice. The case studies compare
the observed pattern of the production environment and management control
system variables with the predicted pattern in the framework described in the
previous chapter. Section two deals with the case evidence. In section three, the
case findings are discussed in the light of the developed theoretical framework.
The chapter ends with a discussion of the opportunities and limitations of the
described contributions.

4.1 Introduction

Both a complementary production environment and complementarity between the
production environment and the management control system design are expected
to lead to enhanced performance. Special attention is given to changes in
management control systems, as these are expected to relate to 'dissatisfaction'
with the MCS design resulting from a lack of complementarity between MCS
design and the production environment.

Analysis of the case studies suggests that the framework is useful for describing
and assessing company practice. The case findings show that the researched
plants all operate in a flexible production environment, while at the same time
showing some conventional non-complementary characteristics. Although the
observed MCS designs are not fully consistent with the stated expectations, the
management control system of the company operating in the most flexible
production environment turns out to match best the specified system design. In
addition, the high level of change with regard to non-aligned MCS elements and
the observed direction of these changes indicate that the framework has some
predictive value for MCS design in a flexible production environment.
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4.2 Case study evidence

This section will first provide some background on the companies. The existing
production strategies and production technologies and organizations of the
companies will then be described and compared with the expected pattern in a
flexible production environment. Likewise, the management control practices of the
companies are addressed and compared with the expected management control
system design in a flexible production environment. The analysis of the
management control systems also includes changes in the design of these
systems. The final subsection deals with the performance of the companies.
Section three will then go on to discuss the case findings.

4.2.1 The companies

Three companies were involved in the field research. Company A operates in the
industry of copiers and printers. The firm has approximately 16,000 employees and
a turnover in the order of 1.9 billion Euros. The study was carried out in its
production & logistics machines department, located in the Netherlands, which
accommodates the following activities: assembly, asset recovery, recycling,
projects, central procurement for product parts, quality assurance, etc. About 1,000
people work in the department, including 100-200 temporary workers.

Company S, which is active in the automotive industry, producing anti-lock brake
systems (ASS), is a subsidiary of a US company. The investigation was carried out
in a Dutch plant that employs about 100 people. The plant is part of a business unit
that employs circa 20,000 people. The approximate turnover of the business unit is
2.3 billion Euros and the plant accounts for a turnover of around 57 million Euros.

Company C is a global integrator, which means that it is active in time-sensitive
distribution with its own transport capacity. About 14,000 people work at this
company. The approximate turnover of company C is 1.2 billion Euros. The
research focused on the situation in the operations departments, consisting of
depots and transportation networks.
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4.2.2 Production strategies

The main results of the case studies concerning the production environment of the
three companies are presented in Table 4.1 (see also Appendix A for more detailed
information). The case findings show that company A has a production strategy
with a focus on product price and product cost, but also with several particularly
flexible characteristics, a high level of quality, complexity and diversity of the
products as well as low individual production volumes. The pro-active business unit
strategy aims at increasing sales and market share.

Production environment Company A Company B Company C

Correspondence with a flexible production
environment

Production strategy

focus high low

relation with BU strategy high medium
thigh

Production technology/organization

flexible technology low high

operations management orientation medium high

automation approach low high

high

high

high

high

medium

Table 4.1 Comparison between the case studies and a flexible environment

Company B has many features of a conventional production strategy, such as the
emphasis on cost and the small product diversity. Its BU-strategy is mainly a build
strategy, which is more consistent with a flexible strategy. This leads to an arduous
link between BU-strategy and production strategy. It is therefore not surprising that
efforts are made to increase the number of customers and, simultaneously, the
product variety, which is indicated by the high level of spending on advertisement.
Company C has a flexible production strategy, which is manifested in a relatively
low emphasis on product price/cost, a high level of product quality, the availability
of many different product features, and the dynamic BU-strategy.
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4.2.3 Production technologies and production organizations

In company A, the production technology is only high-tech in one part of the
production plant, the digital section. The bulk of the equipment, however, has a
low, although increasing, level of automation. The operations management
orientation is a combination of assemble to stock (about 50%) and assemble to
order (about 50%). The production of parts is outsourced to several suppliers, and
the relation with these suppliers is a priority of management. Product development
is often carried out in close connection with suppliers. The various process
operations are for the most part uncoupled by discontinuities in the materials flow.
These tend to be related to work-in-process inventories. If the firm would decrease
work-in-process inventories, it would also need more integration between the
process stages.

Company S is a high technology firm with both job shop/batch processes and an
assembly line department. All production activities are triggered by customer
orders. The company uses a substantial amount of flexible automation equipment,
robots, etc. The idea, expressed in section 2.3, that flexible automation can give
job shop production some of the characteristics of a flow shop is strongly illustrated
in this case. In response to the question 'Does your manufacturing process provide
the flexibility to offer customers product variety?', the production controller of this
company stated that:

"There are no variations as the process is fully GNG-based. Many variations
can be made in the products without changing the processes needed, due
to the high flexibility of the processes. "

It is evident that the job shop/batch production processes resemble a flow shop. In
addition, technological interdependencies form the most important interconnection
factor between the various process operations. Even with the presence of
substantial work-in-process inventories, it is possible that different stages in the
production process are technologically interdependent. Increases in technological
interdependence would require more integration between processes.

Like company S, Company C has a flexible approach to operations. It copes with
the high variety in the products/services offered by making changeovers to
different standard processes. It uses a lot of the latest techniques in production,
and all processes are initiated by customer orders. However, the interviewees
indicate that the use of automation is lower than that of the competition. This is due
to the standard use of advanced equipment for every new depot by one of the
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biggest competitors, while company C makes separate net present value
calculations for different equipment parts and for every depot, leading to a lower
rate of automation. Furthermore, in company C the interconnection between the
various processes is mainly influenced by the operational flexibility needed.
Operational flexibility is primarily associated with the mix of all sorts of different
lead times and delivery times and the frequency of changes in the planning
schedules. As the required level of flexibility increases, there is a greater need for
integration between the process stages.

4.2.4 Management control systems

The main results of the research regarding the management control systems are
described in Table 4.2. The characteristics of these systems were compared with
the expectations about the management control systems in a flexible production
environment as reflected in Table 3.1, in Chapter 3. The general conclusion is that
company C has a management control system that matches best the expected
design in a flexible production environment. Both company A and company B have
a system that is only moderately consistent with the expected management control
system in a flexible production environment. However, this could be anticipated,
given that company A has almost no flexible production technology and company B
has not (yet) developed a flexible production strategy.

Company A's control system strongly agrees with the expectations of a flexibility-
complementing MCS design in the theoretical framework. The 'flexible' features of
the control system of company A are: 1) the high use of detailed information, 2) the
low use of volume-related cost allocations, 3) the high level of participation in
setting the budgeting targets, and 4) the use of subjective criteria in the budgeting
system.

Company A is working on the implementation of the balanced scorecard in its
production & logistics machines department. The company intends to use more
non-financial performance measures. This is consistent with the expectations in a
flexible production environment. The company also plans to transform the
production organization into a product-oriented structure. An adaptation of the
management control system to that structure is planned to be the next major
change in the management control system design.
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Management control Company A Company B Company C
dimensions

Correspondence with expectations in a flexible(see chapter three)
production environment (see Table 3.1)

Performance criteria

focus on financial vs. non- low high high
financial performance measures

emphasis on efficiency vs. medium low high
emphasis on effectiveness

level of detailed vs. aggregated high low high
information

use of volume-related allocations high low low
for performance measurement

focus on short-run vs. long-run medium low medium
criteria

Evaluation process

emphasis on achieving budget medium low low
targets

focus on budgeted vs. actual low low high
costs

level of participation in setting the high medium medium
budgeting targets

emphasis on task segregation in low high low
performance measurement

degree of external orientation medium low high

Reward system

use of subjective or objective high low high
criteria in the reward system

use of variable components in the low high high
reward system

correspondence with expectations medium low high

in flexible production!

overall result management control quite 'flexible' least 'flexible' most 'flexible'

Table 4.2 Case studies and expected management control dimensions
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Anticipating this adaptation, the company is already taking account of the
necessary organizational change while working on the implementation of the
balanced scorecard. This has been done in two ways; first, by evaluating the
demands of a product-oriented organization, and, second, by designing a flexible
management control system that could easily be adapted to different
(organizational) changes.

Of the three companies, company 8's management control system resembles
least the expected management control system in a flexible production
environment. Flexibility-complementing elements of the design are the following: 1)
a high use of non-financial information, 2) a relatively low emphasis on task
segregation in performance measurement, and 3) the rather high use of variable
components in the reward system. One of the more surprising elements in
company 8's control system is the emphasis on non-financial performance
indicators and the controller's feeling that they lacked a good financial performance
measurement system with regard to the production departments. It is evident that
a vertical information asymmetry exists between the production department and
the plant manager and plant controller. This asymmetry is probably related to the
significant use of high-tech and process automation. Relationships between
production input (i.e. financial, material, and human) and production output are still
not understood, at least not by company 8's plant management, although the level
of process automation is high. Consequently, the flexible production environment,
in this case, increases the need for budgetary controls. This contradicts the
expectations in the literature as previously described. The need for budgetary
control is caused by a combination of factors: 1) poor financial performance, 2) the
soaring expenses for high-tech flexible machines and tools, and 3) the difficulty in
setting realistic budgets due to the lack of relevant information on replacement of
expensive tools etc. Company 8 is presently approaching this problem by using an
activity-based budgeting/activity-based management method. This way, more
information about the relationship between costs and processes is recorded in a
systematic way. Activity drivers and cost drivers are mapped in order to be able to
use budgets for control purposes. Another aspect worth noting about company 8's
management control system is the emphasis on the use of Economic Value
Added, specifically for the variable rewards of plant management (including the
production manager). This emphasis can be explained by the US orientation of the
company, as it is the subsidiary of an American company. This emphasis is
definitely not seen as compatible with its aim to increase sales and market share,
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while at the same time being willing to accept low returns on investment in the
short-to-medium run, if necessary (build strategy).

Of the three companies, Company C has the management control system design
with the most flexibility-complementing elements. Salient 'flexible' features are the
following: 1) the very high use of non-financial information, 2) the emphasis on
effectiveness, 3) the high use of detailed information, 4) the focus mainly on actual
costs, 5) the high external orientation, 6) the use of subjective (although formula-
based) criteria in the reward system, and 7) the high use of variable components in
the reward system.

Company C is also increasing its use of non-financial performance measures. The
company has looked to the important stakeholders (shareholders, employees, and
customers) to gain an understanding of the areas that are of most interest within
the company: employees, customers, processes (added later), and financial
aspects. Critical Success Factors (CSFs) and Critical Performance Indicators
(CPls) are being formulated in these areas, and are divided in functional CSFs,
line CSFs, functional CPls, and line CPls. In the past, the accent of the
performance measurements was on the financial aspects, followed by processes,
employees, and customers, in that order. They now want to change the emphasis
in the measurements, especially with respect to customers. They found it difficult,
however, to translate customer measures with an external focus into individual
performance measures. It should also be noted that the element of innovation is
missing in the new concept, which is one of the elements in the balanced
scorecard. Company C has not followed this balanced scorecard approach; they
tried it a few years ago, but it failed due to behavioral and implementation issues.
The new concept will be introduced in several phases. The measurement phase
has already commenced, and the next step will be to include the CPls in the
budgeting procedure. Targets will be determined mainly top-down for both financial
and non-financial performance measures. However, some bottom-up limitations
will be taken into consideration to avoid considerable adjustments and/or
motivational problems. Once implemented, the rewards will be driven by these
measurements. Some subjectivity, then, will be unavoidable in the interpretation of
the results. The rigidity should be dimished, as the earlier 'super-target' is replaced
now by many different CPls. Empirical research often presumes that companies
focus on either financials or non-financials for measuring performance (see the
"RAPM" instrument developed by Hopwood, 1972). At company C, both kinds of
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information are used for performance evaluation. It can therefore be inferred that
companies do not necessarily have to use either one focus or the other in isolation.
One topic currently getting a lot of attention in company C is the measurement of
how co-operative and responsive employees in the operations departments are to
the demands of other departments within the organization. This is not currently
being measured, but it is planned to do so when the new system is implemented.
This change is in line with expectations in the flexible production environment,
which foresee less task segregation and less emphasis on individual performance.

4.2.5 Performance

The information used to assess manufacturing plant performance and company
performance is of a subjective nature; performance is assessed by using the
responses of the interviewees in the case companies. The use of objectively
determined financial performance measures was considered less appropriate for
this study, because production strategy is one of the researched variables and
different strategic objectives imply different sets of result priorities. Applying a multi-
dimensional approach, performance has been measured by using several
dimensions (financial as well as non-financial). To assess overall performance the
answers regarding the importance of several dimensions are used together with
the self-rated performance on these dimensions. How the departments performed
on the dimensions indicated as important has more influence on the overall
performance rating than how they performed on the dimensions perceived as less
important. For each dimension, it is assessed how the departments performed in
relation to their expected performance. Performance has also been measured by
various general questions that elicited information as to how the production
department and the company performed in relation to (comparable departments of)
competitors in the branch. This enables a relative ranking of the cases to be more
meaningful.

Performance of company A and company C was quite high, while that of company
8 was rather low. This can be concluded from the answers to the questions that
address the importance of several performance dimensions and the performance
achieved thus far on these dimensions. As concluded by the controller, company 8
performs well on the dimensions that are considered less important, given the
strategy. Nevertheless, the overall performance of the production department in
company 8 is somewhat higher than that of its counterparts in competitor firms.
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4.3 Discussion of case findings

The case studies describe the approaches that the three companies have adopted
in their design of the management control systems. Generally speaking, the three
companies all operate in a flexible production environment. Company A has a
production strategy that is predominantly new. Company B has a production
technology that can be considered high-tech. Company C has both a flexible
production strategy and a flexible production technology and organization, with an
obvious focus on customer responsiveness. Both in company A and in company C
performance is quite high, whereas in company B only production performance is
quite high and organizational performance is rather low. Furthermore, none of the
three companies has a management control system that is fully consistent with the
expectations in a flexible production environment; company C's system matches
best.

This section discusses the case findings, analyzing the production environment
and the management control systems of the three companies, and evaluating
results in the light of the theoretical framework. First addressed is the
complementarity principle and its application to the case studies. Second, the
section deals with changes in management control system design and how these
might be related to (perceived) nonalignment of the MCS design to the specific
situation.

4.3.1 Complementarity

Following Milgrom & Roberts' complementarity principle, most benefits are
expected for companies that are either conventional or flexible. These companies
would exhibit all the characteristics of the conventional or of the flexible production
environment. If companies do not possess all these characteristics simultaneously,
they are expected to perform poorly and to be moving towards coherent
characteristics. The case research reveals that none of the companies has all the
characteristics expected in the flexible production environment. Complete
complementarity is thus absent in the companies studied. Instead, the companies
go through several stages of development, both in their production environment
and in management control system design. In all three companies, change is an
ongoing process. Apart from that, the meaning of the terms conventional and
flexible seems to be relative, depending on the general situation in a certain time-
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period, and the competition in the branch. The companies are moving towards an
optimal situation, which itself seems to be moving. The move towards adopting the
features of the flexible environment can be considered as a profit-maximizing
response to falling costs of flexible machines and information technology and
increasing benefits of offering broad product lines and frequent product
improvements (Milgrom & Roberts, 1995). It may thus be inferred that, also in the
current business environment, these developments will continue to increase the
level of flexibility that gives optimal results.

At first sight, company A appears to lack complementarity between its flexible
production strategy and its more conventional production technology.
Nevertheless, the company achieves a certain level of flexibility by outsourcing part
production and by building strong supplier relationships. In addition, the company
is changing the basic production orientation from a functional orientation to a
product-oriented one. For instance, one department will start to focus only on low-
volume copiers. This product-oriented organization is consistent with the flexible
production environment. The data clearly reveal that performance is quite high,
notwithstanding the lack of complementarity between the strategy and technology.
The firm's positive results may result from the organizational structure described
above, which is appropriate for the situation. The above case illustrates that good
performance does not necessarily require all production environment elements to
be complementary. Some elements seem to improve performance only to a small
extent, if others have optimal values. To perform well, only in a restricted amount of
elements complementarity is required; certain elements come into view as
SUbstitutes instead of complements. To conclude, a firm lacking a flexible
technology may adapt its organization to create a flexible and successful strategy.
In the same way, a firm pursuing a flexible strategy but lacking a flexible
organization could use a flexible technology with equal success.

Company B has a flexible production technology. However, as it only produces two
single models of anti-lock brake systems, it can realize no complementarity with
regard to production strategy and production technology. One of the problems is
that the company would prefer to produce more models, but so far has not been
able to acquire enough customers. The company's production performance is quite
good compared to plant performance; it's problems have more to do with market
share than with production characteristics and production performance. One of
their disadvantages compared to their competitors is that they do not offer a full
range of automotive products. As most companies prefer to decrease the number
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of their suppliers, this is a very negative aspect. The recent merger with a big other
firm might therefore improve their prospects.

Milgrom & Roberts (1990) maintain that a firm, changing only some of the
characteristics of a company from conventional production to those associated
with a flexible environment, cannot generally be expected to improve its
performance. This would explain, they assert, some of the notable failures that
have occurred in production firms that attempted to adopt new ways. They cite the
example of General Motors, which spent around $80 billion during the 1980s on
robotics and other capital equipment normally associated with new methods. For
whatever reason, it failed to make changes on other dimensions, like human
resource policies and product development processes. The result was that those
billions of dollars were largely wasted: GM in the early 1990s, had assembly lines
that should have been the most flexible in the world, but produced instead only a
single model, while the company as a whole lost money at unprecedented rates.
The parallel with the situation in company B is evident, as company B also uses
high-tech technology, but could not manage to increase the assortment.

Company C features a relatively high complementarity in production environment
elements. However, this company is also working on improving the situation. They
indicated that one of their main concerns was their human resource policy, as their
current employees are rather low educated and low skilled. High-skilled worker
requirements are also mentioned by Milgrom & Roberts as an important design
feature of a modern (flexible) environment. In this respect, company C expects to
learn from the firm that recently took over their company.

4.3.2 Performance and changes in MCS design

Both company A and company C perform well. This might be the result of a fit
between the production environment and the management control system design.
Nevertheless, the management control systems of both companies do not fully
comply with the design expectations predicted after a review of the literature. Are
the companies satisfied with the design of their management control systems and
their fit with the environment? As both companies have radically altered their
management control systems design in the previous months, some dissatisfaction
can be inferred. The case study research included discussions about the level of
change in the last five years. According to one of the persons interviewed, it would
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be more appropriate to enquire into the level of change in the last five weeks,
indicating that change certainly is an important issue in the company. Company 8
is rather dissatisfied with its performance. However, this does not immediately
imply an apparent misfit between the management control system and the
production environment, as it could also be due to the above-mentioned lack of
complementarity between production strategy and production technology.
Nevertheless, some dissatisfaction might be conjectured from company 8's high
level of change in the management control system in the last couple of years. This
drive for improvement is also reflected in company 8's interest in the results of the
case research. The controller considered the case study framework a useful
diagnostic instrument for the management control system.

Most changes in the management control systems of the three companies can be
regarded as changes in the direction of the expectations in a flexible production
environment: more emphasis on non-financial performance measures, less task
segregation, and more extemal orientation. A "new" design aspect of a flexible
management control system is identified in case A, where a flexible, easy to adapt,
MCS is in place.

Case 8 shows that budgetary control can still be an important issue in the flexible
production environment, while the opposite is suggested in our theoretical
framework. This finding can be ascribed to information asymmetry and to high
(unforeseen and undesired) expenses for technological equipment. Also, the
experience in this case is that the high flexibility of the process absorbs the
variation in products. As commonly agreed, less variation facilitates learning about
input-output relations.

The case findings demonstrate that the management control system that is
adequate for the flexible production situation brings some specific dilemmas. For
instance, both company A and company C indicated that senior management is
provided with very detailed information, consistent with the expectations in a
flexible environment. However, the controller at company A said that it was
sometimes too detailed, and the interviewee at company C expressed the opinion
that the information was ridiculously detailed. Both of them felt that the information
is sometimes superfluous.
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4.4 Conclusions

Motivated by the observation that the complementarities between production
environment and management control system design are not fully understood, a
theoretical framework was developed in the previous chapter. The framework
mentions several important characteristics of the production environment that
affect some salient features of the management control system. Expectations are
then formulated with regard to the relationship between management control
system design and production environment. Here, it is explicitly recognized that
both theory and empirically based research do not provide unequivocal
recommendations and/or expectations about the management control system
design. From the theory as well as from the case research, it is clear that
determining the type of production environment, conventional or flexible, is difficult.
It is not always possible to draw rigid boundaries, e.g. between conventional and
flexible production technologies. Nevertheless, the combination of the variables in
the three case studies gives a good overall view of the type of production
environment. With regard to the complementarity of the different elements of the
production environment, none of the case companies feature complete
complementarity and all of them frequently change their production environment.
Still, two of the three companies perform well. Although the observed management
control system designs are not fully consistent with the stated expectations, the
management control system of the company operating in the most flexible
production environment turns out to match best the specified system design.

This part of the research adds to the existing body of empirical literature by
providing evidence on one of the first attempts to use the complementarity principle
for the analysis of case studies focusing on both the production environment and
the management control system. The main objective of the case studies is to refine
the theory described in the previous chapter. The theoretical framework makes
explicit several expectations regarding the relationship between production
environment and management control system design. These expectations are
based on theory that is at an early stage of development. The application of the
complementarity principle to the production environment is considered promising,
as it puts forward a theoretical basis for the emphasis on the distinction between
the conventional and the flexible environment. However, empirical testing has been
done only to a very limited extent. In addition, the extension of this application to
include also management control system design elements is rather novel. Sim &
Killough (1998) & Drake et a/. (1999) use the notion of complementarity to explain
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that management accounting and control system aspects are part of a system of
mutually enhancing elements. However, Sim & Killough study only very few
management control system elements, whereas Drake et a/. merely examine
costing systems. This study investigates many aspects of management control
systems. In general, the predictions that are made with regard to the MCS design
are quite good, and the case studies provide empirical evidence that supports the
devised theoretical framework.

More specifically, the cases allow the theory to be refined in several ways. One of
the cases shows that the flexible production environment may cause a higher level
of information asymmetry, which, in turn, asks for more financial control. This case
also reveals that the flexible production environment may lead to a rise in spending
on technology, which, again, requires more financial control. Another case study
points out that a flexible production environment demands management control
systems that are more flexible by design, easier to adapt, as more changes in the
control system are considered necessary in such an environment. The three case
studies together, especially the interviews with the controllers, lead to the
conclusion that changes in management control system design follow from a
perceived misfit with the production environment. Although the production
environment and management control system aspects are part of a system of
mutually enhancing elements, adaptation of the management control system
seems to follow the changes in the production environment. Nevertheless, the
observed changes in management control system design could also beexplained
by company management setting in motion a more centralized change both for
production environment and for management control system design (as
recommended by Milgrom & Roberts, 1995). In that case, the observed pattern of
moves towards a more flexibility-oriented design would follow primarily from
centrally directed change and, only in the second place, from decentralized
adaptations that follow from a perceived misfit. However, more empirical
information would be necessary to confirm this alternative explanation.

The case studies suffer from several potential limitations. The first has to do with a
common concern with case studies, relating to their ability to provide results that
can be generalized to other firms and other settings. In management accounting
and control research, it is often difficult to apply a useful criterion for selecting the
most appropriate cases. It is usually not feasible to assess the value of the
preferred selection variables before actually carrying out the case studies.
Although attention is given to the data collection methods as a means to mitigate
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this concern, generalizability remains an issue. This study is no exception. Second,
one of the main advantages of case research is its potential to provide a rich
description of emerging business practices. However, quite a structured framework
has been employed in the case research. The use of such a framework has many
benefits, as it makes clear from the beginning what is the purpose of the case
research and describes how the case studies will be analyzed. Nevertheless, the
disadvantage of such a framework is that it limits the richness of the case findings.
Several interesting issues are thus not pursued, because they are outside the
scope of the research. Third, the theoretical framework that is used draws on
theory that is at an early stage of development. This includes the link between
production environment and management control systems, the extension of the
complementarity principle to management control system design, and the issue of
changes in management control system design as a result of non-aligned or non-
complementary management control system elements. This, of course, constrains
the level of rigidity, when the framework is applied. Fourth, the developed
framework is based on the assumption that firms behave optimally and design their
production environment and management control system in such a way that they
will be completely complementary. In contrast, the parts of the case research that
study the effects of deviations from these complementary situations on
performance seem to challenge this basic assumption of optimal firm behavior.
Inevitably, developing a set of clear and consistent expectations is difficult, when
one important assumption of the study is optimal firm behavior (which involves
notions of complementarity), and another important assumption relates to the
expectation of changes in management control system design.

Future research in the field of accounting and control system design may focus on
further application of the complementarity principle. First, it may be concluded that
the principle leads to a useful theoretical framework, in the sense that it provides a
good way to map, predict and analyze company practice. Second, this principle
specifically addresses the complex issue of simultaneity in design decisions for all
relevant production environment elements and management control system design
aspects. The notion of complementarity basically assumes simultaneity in design
decisions, because a complementary situation requires all aspects to be matching.
However, neither simultaneity nor complete complementarity is found in the cases.
This might be due to limitations in the selection of the cases. It might also follow
from this same notion of complementarity, which contends that change in a system
marked by strong and widespread complementarities may be difficult. The
observed lack of complementarity in the cases would then indicate a general
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phenomenon. Consequently, non-complementary situations should be expected in
all organizations. The study of these non-complementary situations would offer
interesting research directions. How can the control system help to overcome or
mitigate the adverse consequences of a non-complementary production
environment? How can we estimate empirically what factors explain a system to
be non-complementary, and what specific non-complementary combinations of
elements occur more or less frequently and more or less successfully? The issue
of complementary combinations of practices that are appropriate in different
contextual settings should be examined in more detail. In addition, what should be
included within a set of complementary practices? Does this include all the most
recent management practices or accounting fads?

The case studies show some of the dynamics of management control system
design. The idea that the changes are the result of an experienced non-alignment
of the management control system is illustrated by several MCS changes
observed in the case studies. These changes are nearly always in the direction of
the expectations in the flexible production environment stated in the theoretical
framework. It may be inferred from the observed direction of the changes that the
framework has some predictive value for MCS design in a flexible environment.
The study of changes in management control system design seems a fruitful
research avenue, as much (managerial) time and effort is spent on these changes.
Finally, the general theme of management control dynamics provides a challenge
for further work, viz., to see where the changes come from, what the triggers are
for the changes, and who is involved in the decision-making processes.

In chapter five, hypotheses are developed that also relate production flexibility to
the design of management control systems. These hypotheses are tested by a
survey among industrial organizations (chapters six and seven). The connection
between the cases described in the chapters three and four of this thesis and the
survey research presented in the following chapters is briefly addressed at the
beginning of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 HYPOTHESES ON THE
USE OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the consequences of production flexibility on the design of
performance measurement and incentive systems. The main variables in the
design of the performance measurement system that have been considered are
the use of customer/operational performance measures, efficiency-based
performance measures and financial performance measures. This chapter
develops hypotheses regarding the use of these measures for the periodic review
of the production manager's performance and for determination of the production
manager's variable compensation. The performance measurement system studied
in this part of the research is only one component of the management control
system that was outlined in the first part of the research described in the previous
chapters. The production flexibility variables that are included here as independent
variables all relate to the same basic elements that were the starting point for the
first part of the research: production strategy, production technology and
organizational form.

In this study, the independent factors concerning production strategy and
technology include the focus of the production strategy, the inventory management
concept and technological complexity. The variables that deal with organizational
form include decentralization and information asymmetry. These organizational
variables are incorporated, because their importance is suggested both by the
case findings described in the previous part of the thesis and by the theory used in
this part of the research. In addition, controllability of the different types of
performance measures is used as an explanatory variable. Section two describes
the related literature, and section three analyzes performance measurement from
a contracting perspective. Section four develops the hypotheses relating to the
explanation of the use of the three different types of performance measures. The
last section ends with the conclusions. The next chapter, chapter six, describes the
survey design, and chapter seven presents the results of testing the hypotheses.
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5.2 Related literature

The relationship between the production environment and the management control
system design is regarded as a relevant subject that provides several research
opportunities. As mentioned already in previous chapters, the relevance of this
subject can be measured by the amount of changes in the production
environment, rapid product changes, more competition, new technology, etc. The
observation that the design of management control systems does not always keep
up with these changes in the production environment (see e.g., Kaplan, 1986;
Dunk, 1989; Foster & Ward, 1994) makes the subject timely for management
accounting research.

Considering the changes in the manufacturing environment, one might question
whether cost and financially oriented performance measures are still appropriate.
Several authors argue that these measures lack relevance, are inconsistent with
flexibility, and may even be counterproductive as they provide little incentive to
improve customer focus (e.g., Kaplan, 1983). Kaplan was one of the first to
address the problem of performance measurement in the modern manufacturing
environment. He advises development of non-financial measures of manufacturing
performance, such as productivity, quality, and inventory costs. He also questions
the reliance of senior managers' incentive systems on financial measures of
performance rather than on operating measures, which are more consistent with
the long-term health of the firm (see also Rappaport, 1978). More recent
management accounting research articles also discern modern management
accounting measures appropriate for the modern production environment. For
instance, Hemmer (1996) discusses modern management accounting
incorporating non-financial measures of performance designed to reflect activities
not fully captured by contemporaneous operating results. Hemmer observes that
"not much evidence has yet been accumulated about conditions under which
alternative designs perform well."

This study uses economic theory as a guide in the development of the hypotheses,
because this theory provides ideas about the form of the performance
measurement system and the incentive system, given the production environment
in which a company operates. This study contributes to the existing empirical work
by looking at the use of performance measures for both the periodic review and
the determination of variable rewards. In contrast to other compensation studies
that focus on CEO or divisional compensation, this study examines the
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compensation for a functional manager (the production manager). Furthermore,
the research draws on the operations management literature for the
operationalization of the production variables.

This study investigates how companies use performance measures and economic
incentives to solve the goal alignment problem between the objectives of the
company and the production manager. It follows and extends the previous studies
of Abernethy & Lillis (1995) and Perera et a/. (1997). Both studies relate
manufacturing strategy to the use of performance measures. Abernethy & Lillis
focus specifically on the use of efficiency-based performance measures, leaving
open the question of whether an emphasis on non-cost-based measures is
associated with enhanced performance in flexible manufacturing firms. Perera et
a/. concentrate on non-financial performance measures. However, these authors
include the efficiency measures in the non-financial measures. This categorization
does not seem to fit well with the call for more customer-based measures, on the
one hand, and for fewer cost-based measures, on the other hand. Consequently,
this study examines three categories of performance measures: 1)
customer/operational performance measures, 2) financial performance measures,
and 3) efficiency-based performance measures.

5.3 Economic theory

Economic theory considers both the performance measurement system and the
incentive system to be important features of the management control system
design (e.g., Zimmerman, 2000). One branch of economic contracting theory is the
agency perspective on organizations. In an agency setting, one party (the
principal) engages another party (the agent) to carry out some service on the
principal's behalf. Both principal and agent are assumed to be self-interested. The
agent is generally assumed to be effort-averse and thus the agent will not always
act in the best interest of the principal. The basic agency problem that faces firms
follows from the notion that goals differ between agents and principals, and from
the circumstance that the agent's actions are almost never completely observable
by the principal. For example, decision makers might not want to use information
productively, or machine operators might not want to use machines efficiently if
efficient use would require more effort (Brickley Smith & Zimmerman, 1995, p.143).
Agents thus need appropriate incentives to act in a more productive way. A control
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system is needed to mitigate agency problems. Control systems consist of
performance measurement and incentive systems.

5.3.1 Contracting theory

Economic contracting theory provides guidelines as to the design of the optimal
incentive contract. In this theory, a firm is considered as a nexus of incentive
contracts designed to deal adequately with the agency problems. The incentive
contracts focus on the relation between principals and agents (e.g., a manager and
a subordinate). Designing such an incentive contract consists of two stages: (1)
constructing a performance evaluation measure and (2) choosing a compensation
contract based on that measure. The focus of the first stage is closely identified
with the management accountant's role of structuring and implementing a
measurement system (Banker & Datar, 1989).

If the principal is able to observe the agent's effort, then a "first-best" contract is
possible. This is an optimal contract for the principal in a complete information
setting. The contract specifies agreements on the agent's actions and on the
payment of their compensation. However, one of the problems in designing
effective performance measurement and incentive systems is that the employees'
direct provision of effort, intelligence, honesty, and imagination cannot be easily
measured (Milgrom & Roberts, 1992). In other words, the agents have private
information. Thus, pay cannot be based on these inputs, and incentives must be
based on measured performance. However, basing incentives on measured
performance creates randomness in employee compensation, because measured
performance is determined by the level of effort and by other factors not directly
controlled by the agent, e.g., environmental factors. If the principal can observe
only an imperfect measure concerning the agent's level of effort, then the
compensation contract will be based on imperfect measures concerning the level
of effort the agent has provided. Therefore, if the agent is more risk-averse than
the principal, performance-based compensation systems cause a loss from
inefficient risk sharing. Firms that use performance-based compensation hope to
recoup this loss by eliciting better performance from their employees. The inherent
trade-off in the design of incentive contracts is between productive efficiency (the
effect on outcome that results from the incentive effect on the agent's action) and
risk-sharing efficiency (Baiman, 1990).
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Economic contracting theory provides insight in the conditions that must be met in
order to design an optimal contract that balances the need for risk sharing against
the need to provide incentives. One main principle governs the design of optimal
incentive contracts (see Milgrom & Roberts, 1992): the informativeness principle.
This principle states that the cost of providing incentives increases with the error
with which the employee's effort is estimated. Thus, the estimator of the
employee's effort should include any performance measure that decreases the
error with which the employee's effort is estimated and should exclude any
performance measure that increases this error.

5.3.2 Multi-task modeling

Another, related, principal-agency model examines the problem of motivating
optimal allocation of efforts across tasks, as well as motivating the optimal total
level of effort. Providing strong incentives for a portion of an employee's activities
can cause the employee to cut back his or her efforts in other activities. This is
discussed by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), who studied the effect of using
performance measures in case of multiple tasks that vary in measurability. The
authors indicate the following: "Production workers may be responsible for
producing a high volume of good quality output. If volume of output is easy to
measure but quality is not, then a system of piece rates for output may lead agents
to increase the volume of output at the expense of quality.n

The multi-task model (Feitham & Xie, 1994) assumes that the agent can take two
activities: a- and a2. Performance measures are used to measure the agent's
contribution to the principal's welfare, as this contribution is not directly observable.
The idea is that performance measures should be used that provide an effort
allocation over the two activities that is identical to the situation in which the effort
would be observable. Imagine, however, that the measure for activity a1 is much
better than the measure for activity a2.Then the agent is much more certain that a
contribution in area a- is reflected in the performance measure for a- than that a
contribution in area a2 is reflected in the performance measure for a2. The agent
would then shift effort to a1.

Consider the problem of providing incentives to a manager of a manufacturing
facility (Milgrom & Roberts, 1992). One approach might declare that the manager
is responsible only for the costs incurred in the factory (because the manager has
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little control over revenues). Another approach declares that product quality and
speed of delivery are important to sales, so that it would be a mistake to encourage
the manager to focus on cost control at the expense of these factors. Thus, sales
performance might be given some weight in determining the manager's
compensation.

Alternatively, managers could be held responsible for what they can control,
without making them responsible for what they do not control (the sales force, for
example). Therefore, the firm could devise new measures of manufacturing
performance, such as the average time from order to delivery. According to the
informativeness principle, these latter measures are probably superior to measures
based on dollar sales, because they more accurately assess the manufacturing
manager's actual effort to increase sales. And firms gain most by improving the
measurement of the variables that figure most heavily as a basis for
compensation. However, at the same time, these measures suffer from a certain
level of uncertainty about the relationship between manufacturing performance and
sales performance, which diminishes the accuracy of the measures. A third
alternative is most suitable when manufacturing performance with regard to
product quality is important, but is hard to assess accurately. A plausible course of
action might then be to pay the manager without an explicit incentive component. A
final alternative would adjust the job design in such a way that one person is
responsible for the activities that are relatively easy to measure (with high incentive
pay), and another person is responsible for the activities that are relatively difficult
to measure (with low incentive pay). The economic principles described above will
be used in the following subsections to develop hypotheses about the design of
the performance measurement and incentive system, given a certain production
environment.

5.4 Hypotheses development

This study examines how the use of performance measures is associated with
production flexibility and the organizational design of the production function. To
that end, this section develops hypotheses based on economic contracting theory.
First, the hypotheses with regard to determinants of the use of performance
measures are specified. Then, the effects of the use of performance measures on
performance are discussed. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the hypotheses that
will be developed with regard to the use of performance measures.
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Iproduction strategy: flexibility focus ~ H1
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Figure 5. 1 Overview of the hypotheses

5.4.1 The use of performance measures

Important parts of a management control system are the performance
measurement and the incentive system. These parts of the management control
system are termed contracts in economic contracting theory, as they specify the
allocation of outcome between the principal and the agent. The use of particular
measures in the evaluation of managers is expected to influence the manager's
actions and, consequently, the firm's performance. Accounting theorists have long
recognized that the accounting information system is an integral part of an
organization's performance measurement system. The use of accounting
performance measures in the evaluation of a (production) manager is generally
believed to influence (production) performance. This belief is central to the
extensive research that has sought to identify the type of situations best suited to
reliance on accounting performance measures (see Briers & Hirst, 1990; Kren,
1997, for reviews of this literature).

However, the use of other performance measures in the evaluation of (production)
manager performance is still a research area that needs further development. For
instance, Keating (1997) studies the use of different financial or accounting-based
performance metrics in the evaluation of division managers, but explicitly states
that: "Firms often use non-financial metrics, such as product quality or customer
satisfaction, to evaluate managers:
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The focus of the production strategy
There is a growing recognition of the need for strategic management of
manufacturing, and of the importance to position manufacturing appropriately for
competitive advantage (Skinner, 1986; Hayes et a/., 1979a, 1979b). Manufacturing
strategy is defined as the effective use of manufacturing strengths as a competitive
weapon for achieving business and corporate goals. The dimensions of
manufacturing strategy mentioned in the manufacturing strategy literature are (1)
cost, (2) quality, (3) flexibility, and (4) dependability (Wheelwright, 1984). In this
study, a production strategy focusing on cost and volume is distinguished from a
production strategy focusing on more dimensions (e.g., quality, flexibility, and
dependability). The latter is called a flexible production strategy.

Several authors recommend the use of measures of manufacturing performance
(e.g., Kaplan, 1983, Vollmann, 1990). These measures can be used to evaluate
production managers. In this application, manufacturing measures form part of the
performance measurement and incentive systems. Moreover, these manufacturing
performance measures can be used to give feedback at the operational level. For
example, defect rates can be measured against expectation, and corrective
actions can be put in place to ensure that appropriate levels are achieved.

In this study, the variable called the use of customer/operational performance
measures relates to the relative importance of manufacturing related performance
criteria in the evaluation of an operational or production manager. These
customer/operational performance measures typically focus on attributes of the
production process' output that are valued by customers: quality of the products,
on-time delivery, and responsiveness to customer needs, etc. Furthermore,
efficiency-based and financial performance measures are recognized as separate
types of performance measures.

The production strategy of a firm can focus on cost or on flexibility. Drawing on
economic contracting theory (e.g., Baiman, 1990; Milgrom & Roberts, 1992;
Feltham & Xie, 1994), it is reasoned that performance measures relating to
production department activities that are important for the overall result of a
company should be heavily relied on in the performance evaluation of the
production manager. These measures are informative about the production
manager's contribution to the principal's interests. This implies that if efforts to
achieve cost objectives are considered important, the weights placed on
performance associated with achieving cost (efficiency-based and financial) goals
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should be large. Similarly, a company with a manufacturing strategy that is focused
on flexibility will rely heavily on customer/operational performance measures.
Regarding the business unit level, this expectation is consistent with the ideas of
Govindarajan & Gupta (1995) and with the findings of Ittner et al. (1997). Ittner et
al. find support for the hypothesis that the use of non-financial measures increases
with the extent to which the firm follows an innovation oriented prospector strategy
and with the extent to which the firm follows a quality strategy. Banker & Datar
(1989) and Feltham & Xie (1994) maintain that the infonnativeness of a
perfonnance measure is affected by the precision with which the measure provides
information about the manager's actions. In theory, the relative weight placed on a
measure increases with the level of precision of the measure. The studies of Ittner
et al. (1997) and Keating (1997) support this theoretical statement. Consequently,
in terms of incentive contracts, the relative weight given to customer/operational
performance measures, efficiency-based measures, and financial measures for
evaluation of the production manager depends on the focus of the manufacturing
strategy.

In addition, a focus on flexibility is expected to increase the noise in financial
performance measures. Performance measures generally provide imprecise
information on the production manager's effort, because environmental and
random factors influence the outcome. Measured performance is a function of the
production manager's input (effort) and state (environmental or random) effects. A
focus on flexibility usually decreases product standardization and, consequently,
also the knowledge about input-output relationships (Abernethy & Lillis, 1995). As
financial measures hold an assumption about optimal input-output relationships,
financial perfonnance measures become less precise when the focus is on
flexibility. Thus, the hypotheses concerning the flexibility focus of the production
strategy are as follows:

H1a: The use of customer/operational performance measures increases as the
production strategy focuses more on flexibility.

H1b: The use of efficiency-based and financial performance measures
decreases as the production strategy focuses more on flexibility.

It is important to note here that these hypotheses are tested separately for the use
of perfonnance measures for the periodic review of the production manager's
perfonnance and for the use of perfonnance measures for the detennination of the
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production manager's variable compensation. Performance measurement and
compensation are generally treated as one phenomenon in the accounting
literature. This literature is commonly based on the principal-agent paradigm,
which provides an explicit framework for analyzing the use of multiple performance
measures in managerial contracts. In such a managerial contract, it is assumed
that one set of performance measures is used for monitoring and controlling the
actions of managers, and that this same set of measures determines
compensation of these managers. This study is also based on this theory. No
differentiation is thus made in the hypotheses that are developed with regard to the
use of performance measures for the periodic review of the production manager's
performance and the hypotheses developed with regard to the use of performance
measures for variable compensation. However, the study is designed in such a
way that it is possible to perform separate tests. One reason to make this
distinction in purposes of using performance measures is that the practitioners'
literature (e.g., Kaplan, 1996) calls for more diversity in performance measures,
but at the same time reports the frequent observation of a disconnection between
the performance measurement system that is in place and the measures that are
used for incentive compensation. Clearly, the performance measures used in the
performance reports are not always linked to incentive compensation.

Moreover, separate empirical tests will be executed for each type of performance
measure. This is done in spite of the fact that several hypotheses refer, for reasons
of conciseness, to two different types of performance measures.

The hypotheses that are formulated with regard to the effect of a cost focus on the
use of different types of performance measures are similar to the hypotheses
concerning the effect of a flexibility focus. The hypotheses are as follows:

H2a: The use of customer/operational performance measures decreases as the
production strategy focuses more on cost.

H2b: The use of efficiency-based and financial performance measures increases
as the production strategy focuses more on cost.

Inventory management concept and use of performance measures
A fundamental organizational design decision for manufacturing firms is the extent
to which production should be to stock versus to order (Milgrom & Roberts, 1988).
According to Hemmer (1998), the comparison of production to order and
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production to stock has only recently entered into managerial accounting texts,
although it has a long tradition in the operations literature. He also notes that these
comparisons ignore the incentives for individuals carrying out the production and
the implications for the use of performance measures. In the situation of production
to stock, inventories are used as an important buffer between the production
department and customer demand. Situations of production to order involve lower
levels of inventory. In addition, with production to order customer demand has to
be instantaneously communicated to the production department, as it is an
important trigger to start production activity. Interdependence between production
and other departments (e.g. distribution and marketing & sales) is generally
expected to be higher with a production to order inventory management concept.

The suggestions for MCS design following from the inventory management
concept are very similar to the suggestions for MCS design following from the
manufacturing strategy. With a more flexible production strategy, more production
to order may be expected. An important reason for the use of the production to
order concept is the possibility of tailoring the product to the customer's
specifications. As customer's demands are important, the use of customer
performance measures is expected to be higher in production to order situations.
In addition, the use of customer performance measures is higher in a production to
order setting than in a production to stock setting, because with production to stock
buffers between the production department and the customer allow mitigation of
potential problems with regard to the company's customer performance. In a
production to order setting, the customer will be directly affected by low delivery
performance, for example. A high reliance on customer/operational performance
measures is thus expected in a production to order situation, compared to a
production to stock situation.

Furthermore, with production to order, use of efficiency-based performance
measures would be less likely than in a production to stock situation, because the
production volume of the department is directly related to customer demand. Thus,
random effects influencing the efficiency measure are expected to be high in
production to order situations. In addition, interdependence is expected to increase
with production to order and financial performance measures do not capture the
benefits conferred or costs imposed by the production manager's actions on the
firm's other departments. Thus, the use of financial performance measures is
hypothesized to be lower with production to order. In terms of incentive contracts,
the relative weight given to the various performance measures for evaluation of the
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production manager depends on the inventory management concept. A parallel
may be drawn between production to order and the just in time concept. Then,
empirical evidence indicates a link between production to order and non-financial
measures (Durden et al., 1996). Likewise, the results of Sim & Killough (1998)
suggest that the use of customer-satisfaction and quality measures improves
performance in production to order situations. Taken together, the above
discussion leads to the following hypotheses:

H3a: The use of customer/operational performance measures increases as the
inventory management concept is more based on production to order than on
production to stock.

H3b: The use of efficiency-based and financial performance measures
decreases as the inventory management concept is more based on production
to order than on production to stock.

Technological complexity and use of performance measures
In this study, technological complexity relates to the physical hardware of the
manufacturing process and is defined as consisting of technological advancements
in automation that can be used in the production process (see also, Perera et al.,
1997). High tech automation allows an organization to attain a flexibility focus,
while operating departments with a cost focus typically invest in manufacturing
technology, which enables long production runs of standardized products (Howell
& Soucy, 1987; Dean & Susman, 1989; Chase, 1990).

As for the trade-off between flexibility and cost, Schroeder et al. (1990) assert that
computer-controlled processes are able to reduce this trade-off. Thus, a high level
of high tech automation will support firms pursuing a flexible production strategy
(focusing on more dimensions than only cost). Technological complexity is then
regarded as an articulation of the focus on production flexibility, and the
hypotheses to be developed are similar to the production strategy hypotheses:

H4a: The use of customer/operational performance measures increases with the
level of technological complexity.

H4b: The use of efficiency-based performance measures and financial
performance measures decreases with the level of technological complexity.
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Decentralization and use of perfonnance measures
Ittner, Larcker & McDuffie (1996) state that, according to the manufacturing
literature, the adoption of a flexible manufacturing strategy causes the task
environment to be more turbulent and uncertain, in terms of both the level of
complexity and the rate of change. To deal effectively with this task environment
the production department must have the knowledge and the decision rights to
adjust to variations in the workflow and to unforeseen circumstances. As a result,
more decentralization of decision rights to the production department's manager is
expected with a flexible production strategy. Also Wruck & Jensen (1994) assume
that more specific knowledge and more decision rights are present at the lower
organizational levels in total quality management companies. This assumption is
supported by findings of Banker, Potter & Schroeder (1993), who find that
decentralization of production decisions is related to the implementation of
manufacturing practices like just in time and total quality management.
Customer/operational measures are expected to measure adequately the level of
effectiveness in dealing with a task environment that is focused on achieving
flexibility, because these measures increase goal congruence with regard to the
flexibility objectives. Financial and efficiency-based measures are expected to be
less adequate in that respect.

However, an alternative view would suggest that financial measures of
performance could be seen as a delegation device. According to Abernethy et a/.
(2001), the use of detailed, specific measures directly restricts the local manager's
autonomy to make trade-off decisions between alternative actions, and is therefore
at odds with the underlying rationale of decentralization (see also Melumad et a/.,
1992). Thus, more decentralization would be expected to lead to an increase in the
use of financial measures and to a decrease in the use of customer/operational
and efficiency-based measures. The use of both customer/operational measures
of performance and efficiency-based measures can be seen as a limitation of the
decision rights of the production manager. The expectation of an increase in the
use of financial measures is confirmed by the empirical work of Chen hall & Morris
(1996) and the study of Gul & Chia (1994), who find evidence that decentralization
is associated with increased demand for aggregated information. Financial
performance measures, which are able to provide summary information on a large
variety of actions, can be seen as aggregate measures. Aggregate performance
measures provide superiors with an overview of the performance of production
managers. Of course, also non-financial information can be used in an aggregate
way. However, one of the advantages of aggregating information into financial
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performance measures is the possibility of forging an explicit link with the
company's financial performance.

The above views give contradictory indications for the effects of decentralization on
the use of customer/operational and financial measures of performance. Only the
use of efficiency-based measures is expected to decrease, according to both
points of view. Together, the above arguments lead to the following hypotheses.

H5a: The use of customer/operational performance measures and financial
performance measures is influenced by the level of decentralization.

H5b: The use of efficiency-based performance measures decreases with the
level of decentralization.

Information asymmetry and use of performance measures
Decentralization of operations is often associated with lower-level managers
becoming privately informed about competitive and technological factors that affect
the performance of their tasks or the consequences of their decisions (Bushman et
aI., 2001). This private information is similar to the notion of information
asymmetry, which is defined by Dunk (1991) as "the extent to which the
subordinate has more information than the superior relating to the subordinate's
area of responsibility." This definition reflects the dominant view of information
asymmetry in the literature.

The link between information asymmetry and decentralization is analyzed by Chia
(1995). This author follows Tiessen and Waterhouse (1983) in their discussion of
how the location of information affects the organizational structure. They argue that
in situations of either high environmental uncertainty or non-routine technology,
information that a firms needs in order to adapt to uncertainties is frequently
localized with a particular manager. The location of information points out where
information asymmetry exists. In the development of the previous hypothesis, it
was argued that a more uncertain environment demands more decentralization.
This enables a sub-unit manager to respond more quickly to any given event. Chia
posits that the higher the level of information asymmetry in an organization, the
greater is the likelihood of a higher degree of decentralization. The main reason is
that, as the sub-unit managers possess more private information, it is more
effective for decision making to be devolved and located near the (potential)
source of the problem.
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The idea that information asymmetry has something to do with the frequent use of
aggregated performance measures like revenues or expenses, or profits, is also
suggested by Lambert (2001) and supported by Magee (2001). The theory is that
as the agent knows more (relative to the principal) about the opportunities to
increase revenues and reduce costs, it seems likely that the principal will base
incentives on a simple aggregation of these outcome measures - the principal's
payoff outcome. For control purposes, a financial orientation in performance
measurement is more interesting with high information asymmetry, because the
production manager's superior is uncertain with regard to the relationship between
customer/operational or efficiency-based measures, and the company's objectives.
This uncertainty is much lower for the relationship between financial performance
measures and company performance. Additional measures will be included in
performance measurement only if they increase the precision with which the
production manager's actions are assessed (Holmstrom, 1979; Banker & Datar,
1989). With high information asymmetry, the customer/operational and efficiency-
based measures are rather noisy. Certainly, these measures may be relevant,
given the objectives of the production department. From that perspective, they are
not noisy in reflecting a department's activities. However, as the relation between
non-financial performance and financial performance is not always obvious, these
measures may be noisy when you consider how they relate to the company's
objectives. It is therefore expected that the weights placed on these measures are
relatively low.

The use of relatively noisy non-financial performance information may shift the
production manager's effort towards financial performance (Holmstrom & Milgrom,
1991; Feltham & Xie, 1994). This shift could be larger than what would be in the
best interest of the company. Holmstrom and Milgrom's analytical model indicates
that the agent's efforts can be directed to tasks that are easily measured (at the
expense of tasks that are harder to measure), even if this allocation of effort is
detrimental to the organization. In order to avoid a financial orientation that is too
high, the relative weight placed on financial information should be kept at a
minimum. This case is discussed by Lambert (2001) under the label trade-off
between congruity and sensitivity/precision concerns. He states that if the
sensitivity of one performance measure increases too much, then the principal
cannot continue to increase the weight on this performance measure or else the
agent will provide more of the effort that increases performance on this measure
than is effective. As a result, the principal eventually stops increasing the weight
assigned to this measure. The principal uses the increase in the sensitivity of this
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measure to motivate the agent to supply the effort that increases performance on
this measure, and increases the relative weight on other performance measures to
motivate the agent to supply the other dimensions of effort.

An increase in relative weight on financial performance is thus expected, because
the relative weight of the other two types of measures is expected to decrease.
Yet, no increase in relative weight on financial performance is expected, because
of the unavoidable negative consequences. Consequently, no sign is predicted for
the influence of information asymmetry on the use of financial performance
measures. The following hypotheses will be examined:

H6a: The use of customer/operational performance measures and the use of
efficiency-based performance measures decreases with the level of information
asymmetry.

H6b: The use of financial performance measures is influenced by the level of
information asymmetry.

Controllability and use of performance measures
Usually, at a lower organizational level, the influence on the outcomes of non-
financial performance measures is relatively higher than the influence on the
outcomes of financial measures. The financial measures are more subject to
forces that are outside the control of the production department. Therefore, the use
of customer/operational and efficiency-based measures is traditionally more
common in production departments than at higher levels in the organizational
hierarchy. These observations coincide with the recommendations that follow from
the controllability principle, which states that the effectiveness of the use of certain
performance measures is inversely related to the importance of the uncontrollable
factors that affect the results reports (Merchant, 1989, 1998). Based on a review
of the literature related to the controllability issue, Merchant (1987) indicates that
the main rationale for the controllability principle is that, if performance measures
are influenced by uncontrollable events, the indicators become less informative
about the desirability of the actions taken by an individual manager. The variance
in the outcome of a performance measure that is due to uncontrollable factors (the
noise) increases with the level of controllability. Therefore, the noise in the
performance measures depends to a large extent on the amount of controllability
of these measures. The higher the noise in certain performance measures, the
lower the weight that is to be placed on these performance measures. Antle &
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Demski (1988) and Demski (1994) further specify the controllability principle by
introducing the concept of conditional controllability. Consistent with the
informativeness principle, a performance variable is conditionally controllable if the
information content of the variable is controllable, conditional on whatever other
information is being observed. A performance measure that is not controllable by a
manager, but is conditionally controllable, is expected to be useful for relative
performance evaluation purposes. This extension, however, is not explicitly
included in the developed hypothesis. This decision is strengthened by the
empirical finding that management contracts do not incorporate the potential
informational advantages of relative performance evaluation (Aggarwal, 1999).
Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated:

H7: The use of a type of performance measure increases with the level of
controllability of that type of performance measure.

Control variables
The control variables that are used in the study are the following: industry, listing at
a stock exchange, origin of the company, and firm effects. Although industry effects
are not a priori expected to influence the relationships between the variables, it is
decided to take possible effects into account by the inclusion of industry variables.
Listing at a stock exchange could increase the short-term orientation of a company,
and could therefore increase the use of financial and efficiency-based measures at
the expense of customer/operational performance measures. Origin of a company
is included because bonus systems that are based on individual performance are
more common in Anglo-Saxon countries (US/UK) than in continental European
countries and other countries in the world. Although the effect of origin of the
company on pay-for-performance systems is recognized, it is not immediately clear
what effect this variable would have on the use of different types of performance
measures. Therefore, no prediction is made with regard to the sign of the
relationship between origin and the use of different types of performance
measures.

5.4.2 The effects of the use of performance measures

Companies are expected to align their performance management system to the
design of the organization's operating function, because this is expected to
improve performance. Selection processes are expected to take place in
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companies in order to adopt successful practices. Based on that point of view,
hypotheses one through seven develop expectations with regard to relationships
that exist in practice, without addressing the effects on performance. However, as it
is not immediately obvious that organizations always choose the right performance
measurement system, the performance effects of different organizational practices
may be investigated. Using data on performance, collected by means of the
survey, this study examines the effect on performance, when the use of
performance measures is aligned to production flexibility and the organizational
context. Alignment refers to the situations described in hypotheses 1-7 in the
previous subsection. These hypotheses specify appropriate matches between
independent variables and the performance measurement and incentive systems.
It seems valid to expect a higher performance if these matches are found than if
they are not found. Extrapolating from hypothesis 1, a greater use of
customer/operational measures is likely to have a stronger impact on performance
in production departments with a high focus on flexibility than in production
departments with a low focus on flexibility.

To evaluate the effects on performance of appropriate 'matches' of production-
related variables and variables concerning the use of different types of
performance measures, regression equations are used for each combination of
these variables. The coefficients of the interaction terms in these regressions are
investigated to evaluate the performance effects. To summarize, the following
research question is formulated:

Is the effect of the independent variables in hypotheses 1-7 on performance
affected by the use of different types of performance measures?

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter uses an economic contracting perspective to develop hypotheses that
address the relationships between several variables in the production environment
and the use of three different types of performance measures. The study examines
the effects on the use of performance measures for the periodic review of the
production manager's performance and the effects on the use of performance
measures for the determination of the production manager's variable
compensation. The hypotheses hold similar expectations regarding how the
independent variables affect the use of performance measures for periodic review
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and how these variables affect the use of performance measures for variable
compensation.

The hypotheses developed in this chapter are outlined in Table 5.1. Chapter 6
presents more information on the survey method that was used to test the
hypotheses. Chapter seven deals with the empirical results.

Expected relationships in hypotheses 1-7

Customer! Financial Efficiency-

operational measures based

measures measures

H1: Production strategy: +

flexibility focus

H2: Production strategy: + +
cost focus

H3: Inventory +
management concept

H4: Technological +
complexity

H5: Decentralization of N.P. N.P.
decisions

H6: Information N.P.
asymmetry

H7: Controllability of + + +
each type of measures

N.P.= No Prediction

Table 5. 1 Summary of the expected relationships
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6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the research method that was used to test the hypotheses
developed in chapter five. The data obtained with the questionnaire survey are
analyzed. These data will be used in the next chapter to perform the statistical
tests with regard to the developed hypotheses. Survey data were obtained from 89
controllers and 84 production managers in 97 companies located in the
Netherlands. This chapter also describes the measurement instruments used in
the questionnaire and descriptive statistics obtained for the variables. Furthermore,
attention is given to reliability tests and tests for potential bias from non-response.

Section two deals with the method of data collection. Section three discusses the
measurement instruments that are used in the survey. Reliability and validity tests
are described in section four. Finally, section five presents the results of the non-
response analysis.

6.2 Research method

The main empirical research method used for this study is a survey administered
by written questionnaire. The need to collect empirical data for this study follows
from the complication that hypothesis testing is not possible with only publicly
available data. This is a general problem in management accounting and control
research. One of the major strengths of the survey method is its suitability for
studying naturally occurring phenomena (Brownell, 1995). Surveys provide a
higher external validity than experiments and offer more possibilities for statistical
generalization than cases. The written questionnaire also enjoys certain cost
advantages. For that reason, it is overwhelmingly the most popular survey method
found in management accounting research (Brownell, 1995).
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6.2.1 Questionnaire design

One of the main potential disadvantages of the written questionnaire is that the
response rates are generally rather low. In order to circumvent this problem,
several guidelines from the Total Design Method (TDM) were applied when
designing the questionnaire (Dillman, 1978). The total mail-out package consisted
of a cover letter, a questionnaire, and a pre-addressed return envelope. Cover
letters were written in accordance with TDM recommendations (see Appendix B for
the cover letter). Following TDM instructions, the questionnaire was printed as a
booklet. No questions were placed on the front and back pages. These pages
included the information suggested by the TDM method. See Appendix B for the
front page that was used.

The length of the questionnaire, except for the front page and the closing page,
was ten pages and thus did not exceed the 12 pages that were indicated as
plateaus beyond which response rate reductions could be expected. In ordering
the questions, it was chosen to begin with something "easy". The longer questions
were placed closer to the end of the questionnaire. In addition, questions similar in
content were placed together, and within certain content areas. An attempt was
made to build a sense of flow throughout the questionnaires by the order of the
questions, and also by the arrangement of the answer categories. The final TDM
ordering principle that was used is placing questions that are most likely to be
objectionable to respondents after the less objectionable ones. For that reason,
questions about variable compensation and about performance were located at
the last part of the questionnaire.

Pre-testing the questionnaire was done by submitting a concept in "final form" to
the scrutiny of several colleagues. The first round of pre-testing was planned
immediately after a research seminar in which the purpose of the study and the
hypotheses to be tested were presented. Twelve colleagues were asked to do the
following: 1) Imagine a (hypothetical) company and a production department, 2)
Imagine you are a controller/production manager and fill out the questionnaire, 3)
Have a critical look at lay-out, wording, clarity of the questions and put your
comments in the margins, and 4) Have a critical look at the design/content: Will the
questionnaire accomplish the study objectives? Comments may be written on
questionnaire or addressed to me (afterwards).
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A second round of pre-testing was done with three colleagues separately. Taking
into account the purpose of the study, these colleagues thoroughly examined the
questionnaire. After that, the comments on the questionnaires were discussed.

After pre-testing, several adjustments were made. More general questions with
regard to company and respondent characteristics were added. Slight changes in
wording were made. More care was taken with regard to the instructions for
skipping questions. And, finally, for several questions the sequence of the answer
categories was changed.

The survey began on a small-scale basis. As no further adjustments were needed
after this first stage, the survey continued in the same way. Appendix B describes
the measurement instruments that were used for the main variables in the
questionnaire.

6.2.2 Sample

The study is based on data collected from Dutch industrial companies employing
more than a hundred employees. A cross-sectional study was considered
appropriate, as relationships between the production environment and MCS
design were not expected to vary over different industries.

Firms were identified using Reach, a financial database on Dutch companies,
developed by Bureau van Dijk electronic publishing. Subsequently, companies
were contacted by phone, and contact persons or respondents were personally
requested to participate in the study. This was done in order to facilitate access to
the respondents and to increase their willingness to cooperate. The
questionnaires, together with a cover letter and a self-addressed envelope were
mailed to the contact person or respondent, and a telephone follow-up was made
to promote a higher response rate. In addition, several final-year master students
executed company projects, which included administering the questionnaires to
the respondents in industrial companies that were selected by the students. The
selection by the students was limited to the firms originally identified. For these
companies a telephone follow-up verified that the targeted managers had
themselves responded to the questionnaires.
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The study includes the answers of both production managers and controllers. The
production manager that was contacted is the person supervising the production
activities within a business unit. If the researched organization has no business
unit structure, then the production manager responsible for all production activities
relating to a certain group of products was approached. This means that the
production department might be located at the level of the whole organization or at
a lower organizational level.

Business unit

Table 6.1 provides data on the organizational level of the production department
for the firms that are included in the sample. The average (median) time of
employment for the production managers in their current position is 4.7 years (3.0
years) and the average (median) time at the company is 12.9 years (11.5 years).

Percent
The level of the entire company
The divisional level
The business unit level
Other
Total

30.3
14.6
49.4

5.6
100.0

Table 6. 1 Organizational level production department

The controller that was contacted is the person most involved in the business of
the production department and most acquainted with the control system in place
at the production department level. The average (median) time of employment of
controllers in their current position is 3.9 years (2.0 years) and the average
(median) time at the company is 7.8 years (5.0 years). Table 6.2 provides
information on the position of the controller's function for the controllers included
in the sample.
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Percent
At a lower level than the production department
At the level of the production department
At the business unit level
At the divisional level
At the level of the entire company
Other
Total

2.3
18.4
37.9

9.2
29.9

2.3
100.0

Table 6.2 Organizational level controller

Data collection is made more difficult by including two organizational members.
However, the production manager is expected to be the most knowledgeable of
the department and the performance evaluation system that is used. The controller
is expected to have a lot of information about performance evaluation, especially
with regard to the more financially oriented performance measures in place. Also,
and perhaps more importantly, a controller might give answers that are less biased
towards production managers' performance; the controllers' answers are thus used
to check objectivity and internal validity of the study.

6.2.3 Data collection

The questionnaire was administered to 140 industrial companies in the
Netherlands. The final sample contains the completed responses from 97
companies, which represents a response rate of 69%. This response rate is
calculated as the number of companies that returned at least one of the two
questionnaires to the number of companies that received the questionnaires. 89
controllers and 84 production managers completed the questionnaires. Table 6.3
provides industry data for the firms that returned the questionnaires.

For six firms, more than one production department is included in the sample. This
implies that more than one (pair of) observation(s) is used in the statistical
analyses. A pair of observations refers to the response of a production manager
and the response of a related controller. One firm is represented by five (pairs of)
observations; another firm corresponds to three (pairs of) observations, and the
remaining four firms relate to two (pairs of) observations in the sample. Separate
tests for firm effects are described in chapter seven.
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Frequency Percent
Food
Beverage and tobacco
Textile products
Apparel manufacturing
Paper products
Printing and related support activities
Chemicals
Plastics and rubber
Non-metallic mineral products
Furniture and related products
Transportation equipment
Primary metal
Fabricated metal products
Machinery
Computer and electronic products
Electrical equipment, appliances and components
Miscellaneous
Total

23
4
2
1
1
3
6
3
1
1
4
5

16
8
3
7
9

97

23.7
4.1
2.1
1.0
1.0
3.1
6.2
3.1
1.0
1.0
4.1
5.2

16.5
8.2
3.1
7.2
9.3

100.0

Table 6.3 Main industry of responding companies

Ten interviews were conducted by the researcher with production managers and
controllers both to ensure that the questionnaire was applicable, and to gain
qualitative data relating to the study's variables in order to facilitate the
interpretation of the final results. Appendix C gives additional information on the
interviews and the companies involved. The next chapter describes the main
findings of these interviews when discussing the regression results.

6.3 Measurement of the variables

The independent variables in this study are production strategy, the inventory
management concept, technological complexity, decentralization, information
asymmetry and controllability of the various types of performance measures. The
dependent variables are the use of customer/operational performance measures,
the use of financial performance measures, and the use of efficiency-based
performance measures, for both periodic review and variable compensation.
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6.3.1 Independent variables

Focus of the production strategy
The focus of the production strategy was measured by the Miller & Roth
instrument (1994), applied to production managers. This instrument originally
contained eleven items (see Appendix B). A factor analysis is run, resulting in four
factors with eigenvalues greater than one. The factors that are identified reflect
four types of production strategy focus: a time/volume flexibility strategy
(PSTIMEVO), a market scope strategy (PSMARKET), a producUservice flexibility
strategy (PSPROSER) and a low price/cost strategy (PSPRICOS) (see table 6.4).
Appendix D1 provides more details with regard to the factor analysis.

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy tests whether the
partial correlations among variables are small. The KMO measure assesses the
extent to which the items are psychometrically related. The boundaries for KMO
are minus infinity and plus 1 (Kaiser, 1970). Provided that the KMO-score is higher
than 0.5, factor analysis is appropriate (Kaiser & Rice, 1974). For this factor
analysis the KMO-score is 0.64.

Reliability is measured by Cronbach's alpha. Reliability is constituted in the ability
to measure a variable on one dimension with minimal error. The means of
assessing reliability all essentially reduce to examining the correlations between
two or more attempts to measure a variable (Brownell, 1995). The attempts can be
thought of either as measurements taken at different times or the two (or more)
portions of one measurement obtained once. Cronbach's alpha is a model of
internal consistency, based on average inter-item correlation, employing an
adjustment for the number of items making up the instrument.

Cronbach's alpha for the time/volume flexibility strategy is 0.66, for the market
scope strategy it is 0.76, and for the producUservice flexibility strategy it is 0.70.
These values are all beyond acceptable levels (Nunnaly, 1967).
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Rotated component matrix

Component

Time/volume Market
flexibility scope

Product/service
flexibility

Price/
cost

Volume flexibility .729 .212
Conformance .571 .085
Speed .704 -.017
Dependability .756 .003
Advertising .014 .862
Broad distribution .177 .809
Broad line -.009 .635
Design flexibility -.017 .256
Performance .232 -.100
After sales service .196 .266
Low price .010 .029

-.202
.340
.080
.263
.054
.118
.386
.535
.835
.736
-.205

-.213
.109
.010
.078
-.223
.158
.420
-.225
-.236
.143
.845

Eigenvalue 2.1 2.0
Variance explained 19% 18%
Extraction method: Principal component analysis
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser normalization

2.0
18%

1.2
11%

Table 6.4 Focus of the production strategy

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

The instrument used to measure the extent to which the inventory management
concept is to stock versus to order (JIT) is based on a question used by
Kalagnanam & Lindsay (1998). Three additional questions were developed to
increase the reliability of this variable (see Appendix B). The KMO-score is 0.57,
indicating the appropriateness of applying factor analysis to these four items.
Factor analysis shows that the four items load on a single factor. Appendix D2
provides more details with regard to the factor analysis. Item 4 loads only at a level
of 0.217 on this factor, which is far below the conventional level of 0.3. Thus, item 4
was excluded from the instrument. Item 3 has a factor loading of 0.56. However,
excluding the item from the instrument results in an increase in Cronbach's alpha
from 0.61 to 0.70. So, it was decided to add only one item (item 2) to the original
instrument (INVENTMC), which enables a more sharply focused measure (see
Dunk, 1993 for an analogous explanation). Only the first item is used in the
controller's questionnaire (DEMPULL). This item is used for reliability and validity
checks in section 6.4.
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Technological complexity
Technological complexity was measured by the instrument originally developed by
Inkson (1970) and used by Brownell & Merchant (1990). The instrument contains
six items that measure the use of several categories of automation, ascending in
order of complexity (see Appendix B). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of
sampling adequacy is 0.59, which indicates that factor analysis is appropriate for
these six items. Appendix D3 shows the analysis. Two factors with eigenvalues
greater than one are identified, representing the use of high-tech automation
(TECHCOMP) and the use of middle-tech automation (Table 6.5). Cronbach's
alpha was beyond acceptable levels both for high-tech (0,72) and for middle-tech
(0.65). The factor high-tech automation is a proxy for technological complexity, so
this variable will be used in further analysis 1.

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

High-tech Middle-tech
Automation hand tools
Automation powered machines
Automation cycle-automatics
Automation automatic: repeat cycle
Automation self-measuring and adjusting
Automation computer control

-.716
-.652
-.074
.209
.761
.786

-.094
.316
.864
.838
.111
.137

Eigenvalue
Variance explained
Extraction method: Principal component analysis
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

2.2
36%

1.6
26%

Table 6.5 Technological complexity

Decentralization
Decentralization refers to the extent to which decision rights are allocated to the
production manager. To measure the degree of decentralization, a series of
decisions were put forward, and the respondents were asked to indicate their level
of influence relative to their superior. These decisions are extracted from literature

1 Note the significant correlation between a focus on price/cost in the production strategy and the
use of middle-tech automation.
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that uses decentralization as one of the variables (Van der Stede, 1997; Chen hall
& Morris, 1986), and adapted using elements of Ittner, Larcker & McDuffie (1996)
(see Appendix B for the measurement instrument used).

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin score for the factor analysis is 0.75, indicating that factor
analysis is appropriate. Table 6.6 shows a rotated factor solution for these
decentralization items, when the number of factors is limited to two. This choice for
two factors is based on the scree plot, which is shown in Appendix C4. The scree
test is an approach that is used to find the number of factors based on the trend in
the scree plot. In typical fashion, the size of the roots falls rapidly at first and then
tends to straighten out, with small slope, to the last root (Harman, 1976). Catell
(1966) suggested that the scree plot could be examined to identify a clear break.
This break points to the number of factors to be retained.

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

Structural Planning
Developing concepts or plans .524
Developing quality control methods .495
Setting production standards .524
Changes work methods .832
Discontinuing production .427
Spending tools .693
Planning repair .705
Hiring firing people .604
Selecting significant investments .392
Selection vendors .000
Determination WIP-Ievels .247
Outsourcing for capacity reasons .309
Lot size -.102
Choice routings .133

.427

.325

.126

.152
-.049
.039
.185
.108
.348
.570
.605
.585
.832
.796

Eigenvalue 3.7
Variance explained 26%
Extraction method: Principal component analysis
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

2.9
20%

Table 6.6 Decentralization
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The two factors that are retained are comparable with two types of production
decisions that are identified by Banker & Khosla (1995) after they studied several
textbooks on operations management decisions. The first factor, decentralization
of structural production decisions (DECPROD) is comparable to the process
selection decision identified by Banker & Khosla. These decisions are concemed
with determining the specifics of the transformation system to be used to convert
the inputs into outputs. The second factor, decentralization of production planning
and control decisions (DECPLAN), refers to medium-term aggregate planning and
short-term scheduling in operations. Cronbach's alpha for the first factor is 0.80

and for the second factor is 0.71, both of which are beyond acceptable levels.

Information asymmetry
Information asymmetry is measured by using the instrument developed by Dunk
(1992). The original instrument uses six items. Two items have been added that
are extracted from the instrument constructed by Jaworski & Young (1992). All
items measure the production managers' judgement of their own information and
knowledge with regard to their job, relative to the information and knowledge
possessed by their superior with regard to the same job activities. All eight items
were factor-analyzed (see Appendix 05). This analysis revealed that the items
loaded on a single factor, which had an eigenvalue of 3.5 and explained 43.5% of
the variation in the underlying variable. For this factor analysis the KMO measure
of sampling adequacy is 0.83. The Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the eight-item
instrument is 0.80.

Control/ability
A list of performance measures was developed by a combination of the
instruments of Abernethy & Lillis (1995) and Perera & Harrison (1997). Three types
of performance measures are distinguished for this analysis: 1)
customer/operational, 2) financial, and 3) efficiency-based. The production
managers were asked to what extent they agree with the statement, that their
department could control the results on each of the performance measures. The
same categorization of the performance measures is used as for the variable
'performance measures used for periodic review', which will be discussed below.
Cronbach's alpha for controllability of the customer/operational performance
measures is 0.75, for controllability of the financial measures it is 0.68, and for
controllability of the efficiency-based measures it is 0.78.
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Respondents were also asked to indicate the five most controllable measures, as
well as the five least controllable measures. Table 6.7 presents the figures that
describe the production manager's answers regarding the five most controllable
performance measures. The percentages refer to the relative number of production
managers that indicated that a certain performance measure is the most
controllable measure, the second most controllable measure, etc. Clearly, the
three most controllable measures are delivery performance, outgoing quality, and
efficiency. In general, the controllability of the financial measures is lower than the
controllability of the other measures. Appendix E describes the figures for the five
least controllable performance measures.

Delivery performance
Customer complaints
Efficiency
Product defects
Profit/net income
Set-up times
Product returns
Inventory turnover
Standard product costs
Customer satisfaction
Cost reduction/quality
Co-operation people
Responsiveness
Sales assistance
New products
Return on investment
Outgoing quality
Vary product charact.
Lead time standard
Lead time variations
Sales
Purchase price variance
Material scrap
Machine utilization
Other items

Most
controllable

1
21.6%
0.0%
14.9%
2.7%
2.7%
4.1%
0.0%
1.4%
5.4%
0.0%
1.4%
8.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
18.9%
1.4%
4.1%
0.0%
1.4%
0.0%
2.7%
9.5%
0.0%

Most
controllable

2
4.1%
8.1%
13.5%
8.1%
4.1%
4.1%
1.4%
1.4%
6.8%
2.7%
2.7%
6.8%
1.4%
0.0%
0.0%
1.4%

14.9%
1.4%
2.7%
0.0%
0.0%
1.4%
2.7%
10.8%
0.0%

Most
controllable

3
6.8%
5.4%
10.8%
1.4%
4.1%
1.4%
2.7%
5.4%
5.4%
0.0%
2.7%
5.4%
2.7%
0.0%
5.4%
1.4%
12.2%
1.4%
4.1%
1.4%
1.4%
0.0%
9.5%
6.8%
2.7%

Most
controllable

4
2.7%
2.7%
4.1%
8.1%
1.4%
8.1%
0.0%
2.7%
4.1%
0.0%
6.8%
6.8%
8.1%
4.1%
0.0%
1.4%

13.5%
1.4%
8.1%
2.7%
1.4%
1.4%
6.8%
4.1%
0.0%

Most
controllable

5
1.4%
6.8%
8.1%
2.7%
4.1%
6.8%
4.1%
4.1%
2.7%
0.0%
4.1%
8.1%
5.4%
4.1%
1.4%
2.7%
12.2%
1.4%
8.1%
2.7%
0.0%
1.4%
5.4%
2.7%
0.0%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 6.7 The most controllable performance measures
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6.3.2 Dependent variables

PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR PERIODIC REVIEW
The same list of performance measures was used as for the controllability
instrument, which is based on a combination of the instruments of Abernethy &
Lillis (1995) and Perera & Harrison (1997). The production managers were asked
to indicate how much importance is attached to each of the performance
measures, when their performance is reviewed periodically. The emphasis placed
on customer/operational, financial and efficiency-based measures was determined
by summing the scores for the items in these categories. Respondents were also
asked to indicate the five most important measures, as well as the relative weight
in percentages of the five most important items.

Periodic review Most Most Most Most Most
important important important important important

1 2 3 4 5
Delivery performance 27.5% 12.5% 11.3% 5.0% 0.0%
Customer complaints 2.5% 8.8% 11.3% 7.5% 10.0%
Efficiency 13.8% 10.0% 8.8% 7.5% 8.8%
Product defects 0.0% 3.8% 3.8% 5.0% 0.0%
ProfiUNet income 22.5% 5.0% 3.8% 7.5% 7.5%
Set-up times 0.0% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 1.3%
Product returns 0.0% 0.0% 3.8% 1.3% 6.3%
Inventory turnover 2.5% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 5.0%
Standard product costs 8.8% 8.8% 1.3% 3.8% 5.0%
Customer satisfaction 0.0% 1.3% 1.3% 3.8% 0.0%
Cost reduction/quality 1.3% 3.8% 1.3% 8.8% 6.3%
Co-operation people 1.3% 1.3% 2.5% 5.0% 6.3%
Responsiveness 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 2.5% 5.0%
Sales assistance 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 3.8%
New products 0.0% 2.5% 3.8% 0.0% 2.5%
Return on investment 1.3% 8.8% 7.5% 5.0% 3.8%
Outgoing quality 7.5% 12.5% 11.3% 13.8% 6.3%
Vary product charact. 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Lead time standard 3.8% 1.3% 6.3% 5.0% 3.8%
Lead time variations 0.0% 1.3% 2.5% 1.3% 1.3%
Sales 0.0% 1.3% 2.5% 3.8% 0.0%
Purchase price variance 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0%
Material scrap 0.0% 5.0% 5.0% 2.5% 3.8%
Machine utilization 2.5% 10.0% 5.0% 6.3% 3.8%
Other items 5.0% 0.0% 3.8% 1.3% 3.8%

Table 6.8 Importance of performance measures for periodic review
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This information is used to come to the relative use of the measures. Table 6.8
presents the figures that describe the production manager's answers regarding the
importance of the various performance measures for the periodic review of his/her
performance by the superior. The three most important measures are delivery
performance, profit/net income, and efficiency. Appendix E provides information on
the controller's perception of the importance of the various performance measures
for the periodic review of the production manager's performance.

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

Customer/
Operational

Financial Efficiency-
Based

Delivery performance .712
Product returns .543
Inventory turnover .475
Customer satisfaction .630
Cost reduction/quality .399
Co-operation people .566
Responsiveness demands .613
Sales assistance .716
New products .573
Outgoing quality .636
Vary product characteristics .654
Lead time standard .795
Lead time variations .786
Profit/net income -.100
Standard product costs -.080
Return on investment .165
Sales .210
Purchase price variance .041
Efficiency .129
Set-up times .505
Material scrap -.056
Machine utilization .075

-.148
-.095
.269
.238
.273
-.123
.037
.154
.287
-.254
.257
-.089
.036
.737
.515
.639
.652
.704
-.062
.166
.211
.101

.078

.240

.058

.014

.388

.304
-.030
.003
-.179
.359
.107
.118
.102
-.108
.311
.269
-.090
.173
.678
.552
.716
.712

Eigenvalue 5.6
Variance explained 25%
Extraction method: Principal component analysis
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

2.7
12%

2.5
11%

Table 6.9 Performance measures used for the periodic review
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In order to test whether the responses to the customer/operational, financial and
efficiency-based measures each capture one underlying construct, factor analysis
was used. Factor analyzing all customer/operational performance measures, it
turned out that the difference between the eigenvalues of the first and the second
components was very high (see Appendix 06). This variable can thus be
considered as uni-dimensional. Furthermore, all items loaded on the first
component. Only two items loaded relatively low (lower than the 0.5 level), so
these were excluded from the reliance on customer/operational performance
measures variable (REVCUS). This procedure is in accordance with the one
followed by Dunk (1993), who argues that omitting these items makes the
measure more sharply focused. A factor analysis of the remaining items revealed
that they all loaded on the first factor at the 0.5 level. This factor has an eigenvalue
of 5.3 and explained 41 percent of the variation in the underlying variable. In
addition the KMO-score is 0.83. Cronbach's alpha is 0.87 for the
customer/operational measures.

Also the reliance on financial performance measures (REVFIN) and the reliance
on efficiency-based measures (REVEFF) were subjected to a factor analysis,
indicating uni-dimensionality of each of the constructs (see Appendix 06).
Cronbach's alpha for each of the variables is sufficient: 0.70 for the financial
measures, and 0.71 for the efficiency measures. The KMO measure of sampling
adequacy is 0.67 for the factor analysis of the financial performance measures
and 0.74 for the factor analysis of the efficiency-based performance measures.
Factor analysis of all remaining items on three factors resulted in Table 6.9. The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy is 0.72.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR VARIABLE COMPENSATION
The production managers were also asked to indicate how much importance is
attached to the listed performance measures in the determination of their variable
compensation. These questions only applied in case of a variable compensation
higher than 0%. The level of performance-based incentives is measured applying
an instrument similar to that of Baiman, Larcker & Rajan (1995), who use the
proportion of performance based bonus to total compensation to measure the
extent of incentive compensation. The production managers were asked to
indicate the part of their compensation that is variable. Fifty-six production
managers indicated that variable compensation was higher than 0% and twenty-
eight production managers indicated that compensation was fixed. The observed
range varied between 0% and 80%, and the mean (median) was 12.2% (10.0%).
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Table 6.10 presents figures that describe the production manager's answers
regarding the importance of the various performance measures for the
determination of his/her variable compensation. For this purpose, profit/net income
is the most important measure. Delivery performance, standard product costs and
efficiency are three other important measures for variable compensation. Appendix
E provides information on the controller's perception of the importance of the
various performance measures for the determination of the production manager's
variable compensation. The same categories of performance measures for
variable compensation were used as for the periodic review: customer/operational
performance measures (VARCUS), efficiency-based performance measures
(VAREFF) and financial performance measures (VARFIN).

Level variable Most Most Most Most Most
compensation important important important important important

1 2 3 4 5
Delivery performance 14.0% 10.0% 14.0% 2.0% 0.0%
Customer complaints 0.0% 2.0% 8.0% 6.0% 8.2%
Efficiency 6.0% 16.0% 10.0% 4.0% 2.0%
Product defects 4.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 2.0%
Profit/net income 34.0% 12.0% 6.0% 8.0% 4.1%
Set-up times 2.0% 0.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%
Product returns 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 0.0% 2.0%
Inventory turnover 0.0% 4.0% 2.0% 4.0% 8.2%
Standard product costs 16.0% 6.0% 2.0% 4.0% 8.2%
Customer satisfaction 0.0% 4.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0%
Cost reduction/quality 0.0% 4.0% 6.0% 6.0% 8.2%
Co-operation people 2.0% 4.0% 4.0% 10.0% 0.0%
Responsiveness 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.0% 2.0%
Sales assistance 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 0.0%
New products 0.0% 0.0% 6.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Return on investment 8.0% 4.0% 6.0% 4.0% 8.2%
Outgoing quality 6.0% 8.0% 8.0% 10.0% 10.2%
Vary product charact. 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Lead time standard 0.0% 2.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.1%
Lead time variations 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Sales 0.0% 4.0% 0.0% 2.0% 2.0%
Purchase price variance 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.0%
Material scrap 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 2.0% 8.2%
Machine utilitzation 2.0% 10.0% 0.0% 8.0% 4.1%
Other items 4.0% 6.0% 6.0% 4.0% 0.0%

Table 6.10 Importance of performance measures for variable compensation
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Factor analysis of all customer/operational performance measures (except for the
two items excluded from the REVCUS measure) revealed that the difference
between the eigenvalues of the first and the second components was very high.
This variable can thus be considered as uni-dimensional. Also the reliance on
efficiency-based measures (REVEFF) and the reliance on financial performance
measures (REVFIN) were subjected to a factor analysis, indicating uni-
dimensionality of each of the constructs. Reliability of these variables was
measured by calculating Cronbach's alpha: 0.89 for the customer/operational, 0.66
for the financial measures, and 0.65 for the efficiency-based performance
measures.

Min. Max. Mean Median S.D.
Time/volumeflexibilitystrategy- PSTIMEVO 4.00 28.00 22.76 23.00 3.43
Market scope strategy- PSMARKET 3.00 20.00 12.72 13.00 4.29
Product/serviceflexibility strategy- PSPROSER 3.00 21.00 14.82 15.00 3.75
Low price/coststrategy- PSPRICOS 2.00 7.00 5.05 5.00 1.49
Inventorymanagementconcept- INVENTMC 2.00 10.00 6.58 6.00 2.31
Technologicalcomplexity- TECHCOMP -8.00 8.00 -.13 .00 3.73
Structuraldecentralization- DECPROD 33.00 82.00 59.10 49.00 9.38
Planningdecentralization- DECPLAN 5.00 33.00 18.94 24.00 5.51
Informationasymmetry-INFOAS 7.00 28.00 20.95 43.00 4.65
Customer/operationalcontrollability- CONCUS 22.00 61.00 47.21 59.50 7.92
Financial controllability- CONFIN 8.00 35.00 23.50 19.00 5.90
Efficiency-basedcontrollability- CONEFF 26.00 56.00 43.05 21.00 5.91
Customer/operationalperiodicreview- REVCUS 15.00 82.00 56.49 56.50 13.31
Financialperiodic review- REVFIN 3.00 35.00 20.36 21.00 6.58
Efficiency-basedperiodic review- REVEFF 5.00 28.00 17.35 18.00 4.92
Customer/oper.variablecompensation- VARCUS 13.00 73.00 48.02 51.00 15.55
Financialvariablecompensation- VARFIN 5.00 31.00 19.15 20.00 6.51
Efficiency-basedvariable compensation- VAREFF 4.00 28.00 15.58 16.00 5.57

Table 6.11 Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics for the variables used in this study are presented in Table
6.11. The distribution of the data was checked by looking at the skewness and
kurtosis, which indicate how much a distribution varies from a normal distribution.
All variables appeared to have a normal distribution, except for time-volume
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flexibility, which exhibits a negative skewness (long left tail) and a high value for
kurtosis (longer tails). A quadratic function of this variable is used in further
analysis in addition to the original variable, because this transfonnation makes the
data less skewed and reduces the kurtosis.

6.3.3 Performance and other variables

PERFORMANCE
The production department's performance is measured by using a self-rating
single item instrument that is used in several other studies (e.g., Brownell &
Merchant, 1990). By means of this instrument (OVPERF), the production manager
is asked to assess the overall performance of the production department relative to
comparable production departments of competitors (see Appendix B).
Perfonnance is also measured by rating four different dimensions: cost, quality,
flexibility, and customer service (see Appendix B). Two of these dimensions are
adopted from Sim & Killough (1998). The instrument is adjusted by adding two
other dimensions. The four resulting dimensions are acknowledged as main
competitive priorities in the production strategy literature (see chapter two). This
perfonnance instrument is used for validation purposes only (see section 6.4)

CONTROL VARIABLES
The control variables that are used are the following: industry, listing at a stock
exchange (STOCK), origin of the company (continental versus US/UK) (ORIGIN),
and firm effects. Industry effects are captured by four dummy variables (food;
process industry; metal and electronics; machinery and miscellaneous). Finn
effects are captured by six dummy variables.

CONTROLLERS'RESPONSES
Several instruments are also included in the controller's questionnaire. The
following instruments are included: production strategy, inventory management
concept (only one item: DEMPULL), structural and operational decentralization,
information asymmetry, the use of customer/operational, financial and efficiency-
based perfonnance measures for periodic review and for variable compensation,
and perfonnance. The questions were rephrased in order to make them applicable
to the production manager or the production manager's department. The results
are used for reliability and validity checks regarding the production managers'
answers.
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6.4 Reliability and validity of the measures

The reliability and validity of the instruments were assessed using several
statistical tests. As reported in the previous section, reliability of all instruments
was tested using Cronbach's alpha. Reliability of several measures was also
evaluated by using inter-rater reliability tests. These tests compare the answers
of the production managers with the answers of the controllers. Furthermore, the
reliability of the instruments measuring the use of the three types of performance
measures was tested by comparing the answers of the "absolute measures" with
the "relative-to-total measures" and with the "relative weight measures". The
validity of a measure concerns the simple question of whether that specific
measure allows us to obtain the information we intend to obtain (Brownell, 1995).
More specifically, construct validity is concerned with validity of inferences about
unobserved variables (the constructs) on the basis of observed variables (their
presumed indicators) (Pedhazur & Pedhazur-Schmelkin, 1991).

6.4.1 Reliability tests

In order to test the reliability of measurement instruments a Paired-Samples T-test
is used. This procedure compares the means of two variables for a single group.

Mean PM Mean Co Std.dev. Pm Std.dev.Co Corr. P-value
PSTIMEVO 22.7162 22.4595 3.5366 2.5918 .280 .016
PSMARKET 12.7808 12.3014 4.0457 3.7958 .410 .000
PSPROSER 15.1200 14.6800 3.3770 3.4294 .278 .016
PSPRICOS 5.0400 4.8133 1.4653 1.5040 .531 .000
DEMPULL 3.4200 3.6200 1.2900 1.1900 .359 .001
DECPROD 47.2254 45.1831 8.1402 6.4394 .345 .003
DECPLAN 23.4706 22.6765 6.0458 5.5083 .278 .022
INFOAS 42.9600 39.5067 5.9308 6.3637 .188 .106
REVCUS 56.0156 58.7656 13.0183 9.9948 .249 .047
REVFIN 20.4627 19.0896 6.4275 5.8251 .090 .467
REVEFF 17.3571 18.7143 4.6812 4.5751 .431 .000
VARCUS 45.1600 47.6400 14.9267 13.0380 .319 .120
VARFIN 18.4667 17.9000 6.1124 6.0307 .015 .936
VAREFF 15.3103 16.1379 4.7817 5.1874 .541 .002
OVPERF 3.5100 3.5700 .7500 .9000 .353 .002

Table 6. 12 Analysis of the answers from production managers and controllers
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A Paired-Samples T-test computes the differences between values of the two
variables for each case and tests whether the average differs from zero. Table 6.12
compares the answers of production managers and controllers on measures for
the focus of the production strategy, the inventory management concept,
decentralization, information asymmetry, use of performance measures and overall
performance. For all measures, except for the use of financial performance
measures, a significant correlation is observed, which indicates a parallel between
the answers of the production managers and the controllers.

Table 6.13 describes the results of the Paired Samples T-test. From this test, it is
concluded that the means for the variables decentralization of structural decisions,
information asymmetry, and use of efficiency-based performance measures differ
significantly between production managers and controllers. For the other variables
it cannot be concluded that the means are significantly different. Appendix F details
several related reliability tests, such as the Wilcoxon sign test, which yielded
similar results. Similar to the Paired Sample T-Test, the Wilcoxon sign test is a
nonparametric procedure used with two related variables to test the hypothesis
that the two variables have the same distribution. It makes no assumptions about
the shapes of the distributions of the two variables.

Paired Differences
95% confidence

Intervalof the Difference
Mean Std. Lower Upper P-value

Deviation ~2-tailedl
PSTIMEVO- PSTIMECO .2568 3.7528 -.6127 1.1262 .589 .558
PSMARKET-PSMARKCO .4795 4.2626 -.5151 1.4740 .961 .340
PSPROSER-PSPROSCO .4400 4.0910 -.5013 1.3813 .931 .355
PSPRICOS- PSPRICCO .2267 1.4386 -.1043 .5577 1.365 .177
DEMPULL-DEMPULLCO -.20 1.40 -.52 .12 -1.225 .225
DECPROD-DECPROCO 2.0423 8.4573 0.04043 4.0441 2.035 .046
DECPLAN-DECPLACO .7941 6.9552 -.8894 2.4776 .942 .350
INFOAS- INFOASCO 3.4533 7.8401 1.6495 5.2572 3.815 .000
REVCUS- REVCUSCO -2.7500 14.3006 -.63222 .8222 -1.538 .129
REVFIN- REVFINCO 1.3731 8.2753 -.6454 3.3916 1.358 .179
REVEFF- REVEFFCO -1.3571 4.9374 -2.5344 -.1799 -2.300 .024
VARCUS- VARCUSCO -2.4800 16.3863 -9.2439 4.2839 -.757 .457
VARFIN- VARFINCO .5667 8.5205 -2.6149 3.7483 .364 .718
VAREFF- VAREFFCO -.8276 4.7889 -2.6492 .9940 -.931 .360
OVPERF- OVPERFCO -.0833 .95 -.31 .14 -.748 .457

Table 6. 13 Paired Samples T-test
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The production managers' appraisal of the decentralization of structural decisions
and information asymmetry is higher than the controllers' appraisal. The production
managers' assessment of the use of efficiency-based performance measures for
the periodic review of the production manager's performance is lower than the
controllers' assessment. These differences are quite understandable, given the
different perspectives and the different interests of production managers and
controllers. If you expected to see a difference, then you would probably expect a
production manager to indicate a higher level of decentralization than the
controller. Also, controllers are generally more involved in making cost reports and
are therefore more likely to attach importance to efficiency-based measures. Thus,
the observed differences are not believed to indicate a serious reliability problem.

Reliability of the instruments assessing the use of performance measures
The reliability of the instruments measuring the use of the three types of
performance measures for periodic review and for variable compensation was
tested by comparing the answers of the "absolute measures" with the "relative-to-
total measures" and with the "relative weight measures". For each type of
performance measures, the "absolute measures" are based on the indicated
importance of a set of performance measures indicated on a Likert-scale. The
"relative-to-total measures" divide the importance of one type of performance
measure by the importance of all three types of performance measures. The
"relative weight measures" sum the weights that are assigned to each type of
performance measure.

In general, the correlations between the instruments are high and significant (see
Table 6.14). For financial and efficiency-based measures that are used for variable
compensation, a low correlation is observed between absolute and relative-to-total.
This could be explained by variation in the "total" (denominator in "relative to total").
The total is largely determined by variations in the customer/operational measures.
This variation is high because more customer/operational measures are used in
the instrument than financial and efficiency-based measures (see also Table 6.11).
Furthermore, the correlation between VARCUS, VARFIN and VAREFF is higher
than the correlation between REVCUS, REVFIN and REVEFF. To some extent,
this explains that changes in the use of performance measures have a relatively
lower impact on the relative-to-total model than on the absolute model. As a
consequence, the correlation between absolute instruments and relative-to-total
instruments for financial and efficiency-based measures is lower for variable
compensation than for the periodic review.
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Types of
Performance measures

Correlations between instruments (P-value (2 tailed»
Absolute and Absolute and Relative-to-total
relative-to-total relative weight and relative weight

Customer/operational
for periodic review

.451 (.000) .621 (.000) .590 (.000)

Financial
for periodic review

.442 (.000) .701 (.000) .579 (.000)

.527 (.000)Efficiency-based
for periodic review

.357 (.001) .667 (.000)

.652 (.000)Customer/operational for
variable compensation

.596 (.000) .745 (.000)

.661 (.000)Financial for
variable compensation

.169 (.252) .380 (.008)

.651 (.000)Efficiency-based for
variable compensation

.207 (.167) .385 (0.007)

Table 6. 14 Instruments assessing the use of performance measures

6.4.2 Validity Tests

Convergent and discriminant validity tests are conducted for overall performance.
These tests are combined into a multitrait-multimethod matrix (Campbell & Fiske,
1959). This method requires the measurement of at least two constructs by at least
two methods (Brownell, 1995, Bouwens, 1998). Performance is assessed using
two different instruments (traits): 1) overall performance and 2) performance in
dimensions. Information is obtained from two sources (methods): self-ratings and
ratings by the controllers.

The set of correlations among traits and methods (raters) permits assessment of
both convergent and discriminant validity (see Table 6.15). Convergent validity
refers to a convergence among different methods designed to measure the same
construct. Discriminant validity refers to the distinctiveness of constructs
demonstrated by the divergence of methods designed to measure different
constructs. With regard to convergent validity, the same trait/different raters
correlation is important (overall performance controller/overall performance
production manager, step 1). The convergent validity correlation (step 1) should be
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higher than the correlation between different traits using a single rater (step 2) and
should also be higher than the correlation between different traits using different
raters (step 3). If the above conditions are fulfilled, then it may be concluded that
the validity of the instrument is sufficient.

Step Traits/rater Correlation (P-value (2-tailed))
3 Different traits/different raters

Performance in dimensions controller/ 0.229 (0.030)
Overall performance production manager

2 Different traits/single rater
Performance in dimensions production manager/ 0.291 (0.008)
Overall performance production manager

1 Same traitldifferent raters
Overall performance controller/ 0.353 (0.002)
Overall performance production manager

Table 6. 15 Multitrait-multimethod matrix for performance validity analysis

Discriminant validity is assesed by three separate, increasingly rigorous criteria
(Brownell, 1995). First, the convergent validity correlations (step 1) should be
higher than the correlations between different traits using different raters (step 3).
As 0.353 is higher than 0.229, this first criterion is met. The second test involves
comparison of the convergent validity correlations (step 1) with the
heterotraitlhomomethod correlations (step 2). As 0.353 is higher than 0.291, this
second criterion is also met. The third test is based on the similarity of all
heterotrait correlations (steps 2 and 3). The correlation between two traits
thought to be different should be low and reasonably uniform across the
measurement methods (raters). These correlations range from 0.291 (see step 2)
to 0.351 (performance in dimensions controller/overall performance controller),
which is not too large a range.

The multitrait-multimethod matrix is applied to overall performance for two
reasons. The first is that this variable, of all variables in the study, is most
expected to be subject to bias. The second reason is that this variable consists of
only one single item. The use of one single indicator for the measurement of a
construct increases the risk of problems with regard to validity (Pedhazur &
Pedhazur-Schmelkin, 1991). It may be concluded from the results on the above
test that the validity of the overall performance measure is sufficiently high.
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6.5 Non-response analysis

Two methods were used to assess whether responses from non-respondents
would have been significantly different from the data collected. These methods
compared the association between (a) known characteristics of both respondents
and non-respondents, and (b) responses from early and late responses.

A) Respondents compared to non-respondents
A comparison between respondent firms and non-respondent firms was made
using characteristics of industry and size (number of employees). On the basis of
these characteristics companies were classified into four categories for industry
and into three categories for size. To test if the respondent and non-respondent
categories contain the same proportion of values, a chi-square test is executed.
For both characteristics the test finds a significance value larger than the critical
value 0.05, indicating that the observed distribution conforms to the hypothesized
distribution. Appendix G provides more details on the two chi-square tests.

Mean Std. Deviaton

Early Late Early Late
PSTIMEVO 23.0698 22.4250 2.2824 4.3435
PSMARKET 12.8780 12.5610 4.2083 4.4105
PSPROSER 14.8837 14.7561 3.5403 3.9924
PSPRICOS 4.8605 5.2500 1.5366 1.4277
INVENTMC 6.3953 6.7805 2.4018 2.2194
TECHCOMP -.4286 .1707 4.1269 3.3008
DECPROD 46.2927 48.1795 7.3799 8.4289
DECPLAN 23.9286 23.0000 5.2003 6.6590
INFOAS 40.9070 45.2927 5.9794 4.9812
CONCUS 58.3750 59.8684 10.0299 8.7090
CONFIN 19.5122 18.3333 6.0792 4.8413
CONEFF 20.5122 21.3902 4.6321 4.6844
REVCUS 59.1389 53.9737 13.4932 12.8052
REVFIN 21.3500 19.3902 6.7351 6.3517
REVEFF 17.4500 17.2439 4.1321 5.6293
VARCUS 52.5909 44.1538 9.8834 18.3928
VARFIN 20.0769 18.2857 5.5636 78.2819
VAREFF 15.9600 15.2222 4.2474 6.6294

Table 6. 16 Comparison between early and late responses
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The conclusion that the respondent and non-respondent categories are the same
is affirmed by the result of an Independent Samples T-test, which was executed for
the number of employees. Contrary to the previous tests, this test did not use the
categorized values, but the specific values for each company. The significance
value for the T-test (0.421) and the confidence interval for the mean difference
(which contains zero) show that no significant difference exists between the mean
number of employees of respondents and non-respondents. Appendix G also
describes an analysis that shows that certain industry groups (especially food) are
over represented in the sample, compared with the presence of these industry
groups in the Netherlands.

b) Early and late responses
The likelihood of non-response bias was also assessed using late responses as a
proxy for non-responses. The average response-time for production managers and
controllers was used to split the respondents into early and late respondents. Table
6.16 shows the means and standard deviations for the main variables in the study.

T-test for Egualit:t of Means
95% Confidence

Interval
df P-value Mean Std. Error Lower Upper

~2-tailed~ difference difference
PSTIMEVO .855 81 .395 .6448 .7541 -.8557 2.1452
PSMARKET .333 80 .740 .3171 .9520 -1.5776 2.2117
PSPROSER .155 82 .877 .1276 .8224 -1.5084 1.7636
PSPRICOS -1.194 81 .236 -.3895 .3262 -1.0387 .2596
INVENTMC -.762 82 .448 -.3851 .5052 -1.3902 .6199
TECHCOMP -.730 81 .468 -.5993 .8215 -2.2338 1.0352
DECPROD -1.067 78 .289 -1.8868 1.7689 -5.4084 1.6348
DECPLAN .691 76 .492 .9286 1.3439 -1.7481 3.6052
INFOAS -3.643 82 .000 -4.3857 1.2038 -6.7805 -1.9909
CONCUS -.701 76 .486 -1.4934 2.1317 -5.7390 2.7521
CONFIN .956 78 .342 1.1789 1.2327 -1.2752 3.6329
CONEFF -.853 80 .396 -.8780 1.0289 -2.9255 1.1694
REVCUS 1.690 72 .095 5.1652 3.0571 -.9289 11.2593
REVFIN 1.348 79 .182 1.9598 1.4543 -.9349 4.8544
REVEFF .187 79 .852 .2061 1.0994 -1.9823 2.3945
VARCUS 1.927 46 .060 8.4371 4.3784 -.3763 17.2504
VARFIN 1.010 52 .317 1.7912 1.7737 -1.7681 5.3505
VAREFF .474 50 .638 .7378 1.5581 -2.3917 3.8673

Table 6. 17 Independent Samples T-test
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Table 6.17 presents the results of an independent T-test for potential response
bias. A comparison of the means of the two groups indicates that there is little
difference between early and late respondents. For only one variable (information
asymmetry), the t-value is significant and the confidence interval for the mean
difference does not contain zero. This is not believed to be a serious problem and
could be due to chance (see also Roberts, 1999). For the other 17 variables, the
data do not indicate a significant difference. Appendix G presents similar results
obtained from the Mann-Whitney U-test. The Mann-Whitney U is a nonparametric
equivalent to the T-test, and tests whether two independent samples are from the
same population. It requires only an ordinal level of measurement.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the research method was analyzed and the data obtained with the
questionnaire survey were described. The statistical tests of the hypotheses are
presented in the following chapter. Section 6.2 outlined the main characteristics of
the sample. Section 6.3 described the measurement of the variables. For most of
the instruments used, a factor analysis was applied in order to derive uni-
dimensional variables. Also, some descriptives were made available on the most
important measures for the periodic review and determination of the variable
compensation. Section 6.4 provided an analysis of the reliability and validity of the
data. The data obtained from the controllers were used as an important means to
test the reliability of the data obtained from the production manager. Some minor
differences were observed, which were not believed to indicate a fundamental
reliability problem. Finally, the results in section 6.5 suggest that the findings do not
suffer from a non-response bias.
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7.1 Introduction

This chapter reports the results of a survey of 97 industrial companies, which was
described in chapter six. The hypotheses to be tested in this investigation involve
the relationship between several explanatory variables and the use of three types
of performance measures for the periodic review of the production manager's
performance and for the determination of his or her variable compensation.
These hypotheses were developed in chapter five. This chapter is structured as
follows. Section 7.2 presents the test results concerning the hypotheses with
regard to the relationships between the explanatory variables and the use of
performance measures. Section 7.3 deals with the additional analyses that were
performed, for example to test for potential problems that might result from
endogeneity. Section 7.4 analyzes the performance effects of the use of
performance measures. Section 7.5 analyses the empirical results from both the
interviews and the survey. The last section summarizes the findings and
discusses the conclusions, implications, and limitations of the study.

7.2 Explanatory variables and the use of performance measures

In this section the hypotheses are tested that relate the independent variables to
the use of performance measures. The hypotheses are tested using ordinary least
square (OLS) regressions. Section 7.2.1 details the Pearson correlations between
the variables and section 7.2.2 presents the regression results for the use of
performance measures.

7.2.1 Correlations

The correlations among all independent variables are presented in Tables 7.1 and
7.2. Note that the production strategy focus on product/service flexibility
(PSPROSER) and the production strategy focus on time/volume flexibility
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(PSTIMEVO) are significantly correlated with the extent to which the inventory
management concept is based on production to order (INVENTMC). Furthermore,

a production strategy with a focus on time/volume flexibility is positively correlated
with the controllability of the customer/operational measures (CONCUS).

PSTIMEVO PSMARKET PSPROSER PSPRICOS INVENTMC TECHCOMP
PSTIMEVO 1.000

PSMARKET .257* 1.000
.021

PSPROSER .385** .372** 1.000
.000 .001

PSPRICOS -.021 .055 -.157 1.000
.853 .623 .155

INVENTMC .229* -.038 .401** -.031 1.000
.037 .732 .000 .781

TECHCOMP .028 -.056 -.158 .047 -.034 1.000
.806 .617 .154 .678 .758

DECPROD .066 -.035 .047 .101 .007 .173
.565 .757 .676 .373 .952 .127

DECPLAN .157 -.026 .035 .096 -.094 -.004
.169 .821 .762 .408 .412 .973

INFOAS -.026 -.086 -.140 .124 -.195 .143
.818 .444 .206 .265 .076 .196

CONCUS .369** .057 .110 .025 .120 .284*
.001 .624 .338 .831 .297 .012

CONFIN .120 .085 .149 .004 .181 .310**
.292 .458 .187 .975 .109 .005

CONEFF .079 .129 -.094 .089 .024 .377**
.484 .253 .403 .428 .828 .000

**, Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*, Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Table 7.1 Correlations between the independent variables (a)

Also, technological complexity (TECHCOMP) is positively correlated with the
controllability of the customer/operational measures. In addition, technological

complexity is positively correlated with the controllability of financial and efficiency-
based performance measures (CONFIN and CONEFF). Although a flexible

production strategy is expected to be related to more technological complexity, this

is not supported by the correlation results. The same observations are made for a
flexible production strategy and decentralization (DECPROD and DECPLAN), and
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a flexible production strategy and information asymmetry (INFOAS). As stated in
chapter five, a relationship between a flexible production strategy and these
variables is expected. This expectation is the basis for several hypotheses.
However, these correlations are not found in the data set.

Pearson Correlations P-value (2-tailed)

DECPROD DECPLAN INFOAS CONCUS CONFIN CONEFF
DEC PROD 1.000

DECPLAN .413** 1.000
.000

INFOAS .370** .252* 1.000
.001 .026

CONCUS .267* .249* .235* 1.000
.020 .033 .039

CONFIN .159 .067 -.189 .510** 1.000
.168 .572 .092 .000

CO NEFF .510** .159 .294** .366** .253* 1.000
.000 .169 .007 .001 .023

**, Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*, Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Table 7.2 Correlations between the independent variables (b)

Decentralization of structural decisions as well as decentralization of planning
decisions are positively correlated with information asymmetry. The controllability
of customer/operational measures is positively correlated with both types of
decentralization and with information asymmetry. The controllability of financial
measures is not significantly correlated with any of these three variables. The
controllability of efficiency-based measures is positively correlated with
decentralization of structural decisions and with information asymmetry. Table 7.3
gives an overview of the correlations between the independent and dependent
variables. Appendix H shows the correlations between the independent variables
and the other instruments that are used to measure the use of performance
measures ("relative-to-total" and "relative weight"; see chapter six for an
explanation of these variables). These correlations differ slightly from the
correlations in table 7.3.
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Pearson Correlations P-value (2-tailed)

REVCUS REVFIN REVEFF VARCUS VARFIN VAREFF
REVCUS 1.000

REVFIN .212 1.000
.069

REVEFF .372** .316** 1.000
.001 .004

VARCUS .467** .239 .096 1.000
.001 .102 .515

VARFIN -.035 .658** .122 .422** 1.000
.807 .000 .378 .003

VAREFF .125 .328* .504** .634** .526** 1.000
.399 .018 .000 .000 .000

PSTIMEVO .410** .208 .018 .246 .107 .178
.000 .065 .875 .091 .440 .207

PSMARKET -.048 .253* .262* .045 .102 .111
.687 .024 .020 .765 .467 .436

PSPROSER .163 .129 -.066 .344* .026 .144
.165 .252 .560 .017 .855 .310

PSPRICOS .011 -.016 .363** -.137 -.053 .084
.928 .891 .001 .354 .701 .556

INVENTMC .102 .092 -.014 -.024 -.015 -.080
.386 .413 .901 .869 .913 .575

TECHCOMP -.093 .167 .107 -.244 .045 -.024
.429 .139 .344 .095 .747 .868

DECPROD -.043 -.027 .206 .020 -.004 .291*
.725 .813 .073 .895 .978 .038

DECPLAN -.068 .079 -.208 .145 .219 .019
.577 .499 .073 .338 .123 .898

INFOAS -.251* -.292** -.158 -.094 -.120 -.070
.031 .008 .158 .523 .389 .622

CONCUS .300** .241* -.008 .190 .020 -.035
.010 .037 .948 .205 .887 .812

CONFIN .205 .632** .240* .258 .412** .232
.082 .000 .035 .080 .002 .105

CONEFF -.142 .161 .351** -.101 .173 .282*
.232 .155 .002 .494 .212 .045

**, Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*, Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Table 7.3 Correlations between independent and dependent variables

As predicted, the use of different categories of performance measures is

associated, in general, with production flexibility. The extent of production strategy
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focus on time/volume flexibility (PSTIMEVO) and the extent of production strategy
focus on producUservice flexibility (PSPROSER) are positively correlated with the
use of customer/operational measures (REVCUS and VARCUS). PSTIMEVO is
significantly correlated with REVCUS, and PSPROSER is significantly correlated
with VARCUS. The extent of production strategy focus on market scope
(PSMARKET) is significantly correlated with the use of financial and efficiency-
based measures of performance for the periodic review (REVFIN and REVEFF).
The extent of production strategy focus on price/cost (PSPRICOS) is positively
correlated with the use of efficiency-based measures for periodic review. Both
PSMARKET and PSPRICOS are not correlated with the use of financial and
efficiency-based performance measures for variable compensation (VARFIN and
VAREFF).

The inventory management concept shows no correlation with the use of
customer/operational performance measures, efficiency-based performance
measures, and financial performance measures.' Technological complexity shows
only a significant negative correlation with the use of customer/operational
performance measures for variable compensation. Decentralization of structural
decisions is positively correlated with the use of efficiency-based performance
measures for both periodic review and variable compensation. Decentralization of
planning decisions is Significantly correlated with the use of efficiency-based
performance measures for periodic review. Information asymmetry is negatively
correlated with the use of customer/operational measures and with tlLE;luse of
financial measures for the periodic review of the production manager's
performance.

The controllability of customer/operational measures of performance is positively
correlated with the use of customer/operational and financial measures for the
periodic review. The controllability of financial measures of performance is
positively correlated with the use of customer/operational, financial and efficiency-
based measures for the periodic review and with the use of financial measures for
determination of the variable compensation. The controllability of the efficiency-
based measures shows a positive correlation with the use of efficiency-based
measures, for both the periodic review and variable compensation.

t Further analysis shows a positive correlation between the extent to which the inventory
management concept is based on production to order and the use of time-related
customer/operational measures for the periodic review of the production manager's performance.
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7.2.2 Regressions regarding the use of performance measures

The variables relating to the use of performance measures have been regressed
on the independent variables by means of the following regression equations:

ao + ~1PSTIMEVO(i) + ~2PSMARKET(i) + /33PSPROSER(i) +
~4PSPRICOS(i) + ~5INVENTMC(i) + ~6TECHCOMP(i) +
~7DECPROD(i)+ ~8DECPLAN(i) + ~9CON(P) (i)+ ~1OCONTROL+ f.(i)

Y(P)(i) = the use of each type of performance measure (P) for periodic
review and for determination of variable compensation;

PSTIMEVO = production strategy focus on time/volume flexibility;
PSMARKET = production strategy focus on market scope;
PSPROSER = production strategy focus on product/service flexibility;
PSPRICOS = production strategy focus on price/cost;
INVENTMC = inventory management concept;
TECHCOMP = technological complexity;
DECPROD = decentralization of structural decisions;
DECPLAN = decentralization of planning decisions;
INFOAS = information asymmetry;
CON(P) = controllability of each type of performance measure (P) for

periodic review and for determination of variable compensation;
CONTROL = control variables.

These regressions have been run for both the measures related to the periodic
review (REVCUS, REVEFF and REVFIN) and the measures related to variable
compensation (VARCUS, VAREFF, VARFIN).

Table 7.4 shows the regression results for the use of customer/operational
performance measures. Two instruments are used to assess the use of
performance measures: 1) "absolute" and 2) "relative-to-total". The relative
instrument is included because the theory used in chapter five makes predictions
about the relative weights on the different types of performance measures.
However, the absolute instrument is also used because the relative instrument
seems to have the undesirable property that it reacts mainly indirectly through the
effect of the independent variable on the use of the other types of performance
measures. Appendix 11 shows the regression results for the other instrument that is
used to measure the use of performance measures ("relative weight"). However,
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these results are not included in the analysis because this instrument correlates
significantly with the other instruments. Moreover, the adjusted R2for most of the
regressions that use this instrument for the dependent variable is rather low.

The control variables that are used are the following: industry, listing at a stock
exchange (listed versus not listed) (STOCK), origin of the company (continental and
other countries versus US/UK) (ORIGIN), and firm effects. Industry effects are
captured by four dummy variables (d1, food; d2, process industry; d3, metal and
electronics; d4, machinery and miscellaneous). In the tables below, the second and
fourth columns show the regression results for the performance measures including
the significant control variables. ORIGIN is positively correlated with the use of
financial performance measures for variable compensation. STOCK and ORIGIN
are both correlated with the use of efficiency-based measures.

Although the industry dummies are correlated with the use of different types of
performance measures, this effect becomes insignificant at conventional levels (p-
values>0.10) in most of the regressions. In these regressions, the industry effects
are probably captured by the other independent variables. In several other
regressions the industry dummies become significant. Separate tests for firm
effects lead to significant results only for the use of financial performance
measures. One company dummy significantly affects the use of financial measures
for the periodic review (REVFIN). Including this dummy in the regression does not
change the results, with the exception of the coefficient for PSMARKET, which tums
out to be insiqniticant. Two other industry dummies are significant in the regressions
explaining the use of financial performance measures for variable compensation
(VARFIN). Incorporating these dummies in the regressions makes no difference for
the results on the other independent variables. In general, the results of the
regressions without the control variables are used to test the hypotheses when the
control variables are insignificant, and the results of the regressions including the
control variables are used to test the hypotheses when the control variables are
Significant. In some cases, the coefficient of one of the variables in the regression
becomes insignificant when the control variables are included in the regression. In
these cases, another regression is run that includes only the significant control
variables. This procedure is followed because the correlations between the
independent variables and the control variables may cause collinearity problems.
Inclusion of all control variables leads to an increase in the condition index to values
above 50. Such high values suggest serious problems with collinearity. The overall
results of the regressions are presented in the last column of each table.
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The condition indices for most of the regressions are relatively high, even without
control variables (between 30 and 50). These values signal possible problems with
collinearity. However, the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) give no values higher
than 2, so the level of collinearity is considered high but acceptable. Nevertheless,
the collinearity issue clearly demands extra analysis. In general, the values for VIF
are lower than 1.7. The highest value is for decentralization of structural decisions
(DECPROD). Therefore, it has been investigated whether DECPROD should
remain in the regressions as a separate variable. Requiring especially careful
consideration is the relationship with decentralization of planning decisions
(DECPLAN) and with information asymmetry (INFOAS), because these variables
are highly correlated and, theoretically, decentralization is commonly associated
with information asymmetry. For that reason, a factor analysis is run on all the
items included in these three variables. The results show a clear decline in the
eigenvalues from the third to the fourth factors (from 2.73 to 1.96), suggesting a
three-factor solution. A rotated factor solution suggests clearly the same three
factors as identified in chapter six. The only item that is somewhat suspicious is
the item "potential impact of external factors" in the information asymmetry
instrument. This item loads slightly higher on DECPLAN (.460) than on information
asymmetry (.401). The other items show the highest loading on the instruments
they originally belong to. Thus, the factor results give no reason to change the use
of the three variables.

Particularly for the regressions explaining the use of efficiency-based performance
measures for the periodic review (REVEFF and REVEFFRE), the variance inflation
factors are relatively high. In the regression explaining REVEFF, VIF is 1.886 for
DECPROD, and 1.866 for controllability of efficiency-based performance
measures (CONEFF). In the regression explaining REVEFFRE, VIF is 1.969 for
DECPROD, and 1.818 for CONEFF. This result is consistent with the rather high
Pearson correlation (.510) between DECPROD and CONEFF. These values are
still acceptable. However, in the interpretation of the regression results additional
attention to potential collinearity problems with regard to these two factors is
realistic, as these values for VIF are quite high.

Because time-volume flexibility has a negative skewness (long left tail) and a high
value for kurtosis (longer tails), a quadratic function of this variable (PSTIMEQ) is
used in addition to the original variable, because this transformation makes the
data less skewed and reduces the kurtosis. The results from the regressions on
PSTIMEQ confirm the results from the regressions on PSTIMEVO.
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(T-statistics in Earentheses~

USE OF CUSTOMER/OPERATIONAL MEASURES FOR PERIODIC REVIEW
MODEL 1 MODEL2

P.S. REVCUS REVCUS REVCUSRE REVCUSRE SUPPORT

PSTIMEVO + .282** .292** .074 .180 +
(2.317) (2.137) (.574) (1.318)

PSMARKET -.115 .047 -.432*** -.252
(-.971) (.286) (-3.454) (-1.534)

PSPROSER + .061 -.050 .162 .032
(.475) (-.319) (.1202) (.207)

PSPRICOS .068 -.054 .033 -.001
(.591 ) (-.373) (.273) (-.009)

INVENTMC + .001 -.134 -.081 -.220
(.010) (-.840) (-.596) (-.1379)

TECHCOMP + -.185 -.203 -.291** -.262*
(-1.623) (-1.419) (-2.417) (-1.829)

DECPROD N.P. .015 .105 -.070 -.060
(.107) (.669) (-.467) (-.382)

DECPLAN N.P. -.152 -.260* -.085 -.254*
(-1.131) (-.1821) (-.596) (-1.775)

INFOAS -.300** -.341** -.037 -.010
(-2.348) (-2.381) (-.277) (-.072)

CONCUS + .353*** .295** .198 .168 +
(2.658) (2.078) (1.412) (1.187)

STOCK -.051 -.167
(-.378) (-1.232)

ORIGIN N.P. .106 .110
(.765) (.797)

01 INDUSTRY N.P. -.361 -.518**
(-1.670) (-2.395)

02 INDUSTRY N.P. .082 -.150
(.427) (-.787)

03 INDUSTRY N.P. -.038 -.188
(-.205) (-1.021)

R2 .347 .490 .271 .490
Adjusted R2 .229 .283 .138 .284
P-value .005 .017 .046 .016

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1,0.05, and 0.01 level.
P S. is predicted sign, NP is no prediction

Table 7.4 Regressions for customer/operational measures (periodic review)
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!T-statistics in Earenthesesl

USE OF CUSTOMER/OPERATIONAL MEASURES FOR VARIABLE COMPENSATION
MODEL 1 MODEL 2

P.S. VARCUS VARCUS VARCUSRE VARCUSRE SUPPORT

PSTIMEVO + .236 .378 .187 .402*
(1.195) (.1459) (1.136) (1.894)

PSMARKET -.075 .114 -.338** -.215
(-.480) (.454) (-2.593) (-1.051)

PSPROSER + .309* .257 .510*** .488*** +
(1.820) (1.229) (.3596) (2.854)

PSPRICOS -.046 .024 .011 .039
(-.307) (.117) (.084) (.239)

INVENTMC + -.151 -.202 -.215 -.161
(-.942) (-.829) (-1.607) (-.806)

TECHCOMP + -.344** -.154 -.349*** -.157
(-2.252) (-.726) (-2.732) (-.908)

DECPROD N.P. -.189 -.173 -.352** -.428**
(-1.038) (-.780) (-2.313) (-2.352)

DECPLAN N.P. .056 .030 .049 .005
(.321) (.136) (.339) (.029)

INFOAS -.047 -.089 .065 .162
(-.268) (-.392) (.442) (.870)

CONCUS + .063 .018 .047 -.025
(.308) (.071) (.275) (-.119)

STOCK -.154 -.056
(-.769) (-.339)

ORIGIN N.P. -.200 -.201
(-.941) (-1.156)

01 INDUSTRY N.P. -.342 -.234
(-.857) (-.717)

02 INDUSTRY N.P. -.211 -.080
(-.766) (-.355)

03 INDUSTRY N.P. -.093 .003
(-.285) (.013)

R2 .344 .461 .543 .639
Adjusted R2 .139 .075 .400 .381
P-value .130 .346 .002 .028

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 level.
P S. is predictedsign, NP is no prediction

Table 7.5 Regressions forcustomerloperational measures (variable rewards)
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(T-statistics in parentheses)

USE OF FINANCIAL MEASURES FOR PERIODIC REVIEW
MODEL 1 MODEL 2

P.S. REVFIN REVFIN REVFINRE REVFINRE SUPPORT

PSTIMEVO .121 .059 -.111 -.188
(1.187) (.494) (-.909) (-.1381)

PSMARKET + .177* .158 .193 .030 (+)a

(1.660) (1.001 ) (.1549) (.174)
PSPROSER -.101 -.094 -.120 .030

(-.922) (-.645) (-.917) (.189)
PSPRICOS + -.100 -.174 -.195 -.229

(-.991) (-1.247) (-1.630) (-.1463)
INVENTMC .071 .094 .039 .153

(.656) (.626) (.298) (.920)
TECHCOMP .023 -.020 .174 .139

(.233) (-.154) (1.473) (.959)
DECPROD N.P. -.242** -.146 -.243* -.234

(-2.083) (-1.019) (-1.668) (-.1434)
DECPLAN N.P. .206* .273* .277** .390** +

(1.864) (1.991 ) (2.042) (2.657)
INFOAS N.P. -.094 -.139 .116 .137

(-.822) (-.956) (.853) (.857)
CONFIN + .519*** .461*** .338** .282* +

(4.540) (3.193) (2.451 ) (1.747)
STOCK + .034 .012

(.258) (.085)
ORIGIN N.P. -.018 -.012

(-.144) (-.086)
01 N.P. .232 .549**

(1.051) (2.422)
02 N.P. .229 .218

(1.226) (1.065)
03 N.P. .178 .279

(.975) (1.408)
R2 .486 .515 .313 .462
Adjusted R2 .395 .328 .186 .238
P-value .000 .006 .017 .038

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.
a. This effect is not significant when controlling for firm effects.
Table 7.6 Regressions for financial measures (periodic review)
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(T-statistics in parentheses)

USE OF FINANCIAL MEASURES FOR VARIABLE COMPENSATION
MODEL 1 MODEL 2

P.S. VARFIN VARFIN VARFINRE VARFINRE SUPPORT

PSTIMEVO .132 .063 -.120 -.370**
(.875) (.378) (-.710) (-2.170)

PSMARKET + .253 .317 .296* .241 +
(1.654) (1.395) (1.864) (1.103)

PSPROSER -.216 -.428** -.438** -.517**
(-1.338) (-2.091) (-2.488) (-2.711)

PSPRICOS + -.106 -.009 -.121 -.160
(-.713) (-.047) (-.772) (-.917)

INVENTMC -.028 -.018 .282* .226
(-.192) (-.086) (1.740) (1.117)

TECHCOMP -.112 -.280 .266* -.031 +
(-.790) (-1.467) (1.689) (-.169)

DECPROD N.P. -.181 -.076 .025 .090
(-1.179) (-.422) (.146) (.505)

DEC PLAN N.P. .323** .471** .155 .248 +
(2.072) (2.448) (.901) (1.409)

INFOAS N.P. -.011 -.157 -.093 -.179
(-.072) (-.803) (-.552) (-.970)

CONFIN + .418** .408** .051 .138 +
(2.550) (2.202) (.286) (.783)

STOCK + -.153 .000
(-.827) (-.001 )

ORIGIN N.P. .036 .470**
(.194) (2.557)

01 N.P. .219 .358
(.617) (1.054)

02 N.P. -.174 -.037
(-.637) (-.155)

03 N.P. .167 .174
(.602) (.633)

R2 .323 .466 .321 .592
Adjusted R2 .140 .133 .109 .300
P-value .103 .225 .180 .067

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1,0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.
Table 7.7 Regressions for financial measures (variable rewards)
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(T-statistics in parentheses)

USE OF EFFICIENCY-BASED MEASURES FOR PERIODIC REVIEW
MODEL 1 MODEL2

P.S. REVEFF REVEFF REVEFFRE REVEFFRE SUPPORT

PSTIMEVO .191** .178* -.253** -.211 * + I -
(1.936) (1.725) (-2.427) (-1.911)

PSMARKET + .341*** .380*** .269** .254* +
(3.252) (2.782) (2.462) (1.779)

PSPROSER -.094 -.157 -.066 -.143
(-.872) (-1.259) (-.563) (-1.063)

PSPRICOS + .281*** .357*** .308*** .483*** +
(2.907) (3.119) (3.002) (3.868)

INVENTMC .055 .069 -.110 .055
(.524) (.528) (-.954) (.386)

TECHCOMP -.055 -.031 -.079 -.025
(-.546) (-.266) (-.750) (-.209)

DECPROD .311** .374** .371*** .412*** +
(2.461) (2.661) (2.712) (2.765)

DECPLAN -.361 *** -.365*** -.421*** -.331 ***
(-3.358) (-3.153) (-3.619) (-2.755)

INFOAS -.281 *** -.371*** -.081 -.097
(-2.666) (-3.242) (-.706) (-.782)

CONEFF + .207 .165 .298** .119
(.1644) (1.105) (2.263) (.780)

STOCK + .250** .271**
(2.236) (2.305)

ORIGIN N.P. -.168 -.203*
(-1.546) (-1.720)

01 N.P. -.239 -.038
(-1.272) (-.201)

02 N.P. -.066 -.224
(-.453) (-1.358)

03 N.P. -.209 -.237
(-1.396) (-1.465)

R2 .509 .637 .543 .634
Adjusted R2 .424 .501 .400 .481
P-value .000 .000 .002 .000

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.

Table 7.8 Regressions for efficiency-based measures (periodic review)
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~T-statistics in ~arenthesesl

USE OF EFFICIENCY-BASED MEASURES FOR VARIABLE REWARDS
MODEL 1 MODEL2

P.S. VAREFF VAREFF VAREFFRE VAREFFRE SUPPORT

PSTIMEVO .277 .393** -.121 -.045 +
(1.675) (2.216) (-.706) (-.222)

PSMARKET + .026 .108 .064 .001
(.154) (.454) (.382) (.002)

PSPROSER .084 .006 -.153 -.067
(.491 ) (.028) (-.882) (-.312)

PSPRICOS + .044 .182 .137 .155
(.286) (.998) (.886) (.763)

INVENTMC -.178 -.203 -.112 -.063
(-.1080) (-.913) (-.651 ) (-.261)

TECHCOMP -.233 -.159 .089 .197
(-1.329) (-.698) (.495) (.800)

DECPROD .063 .116 .404* .405 +
(.322) (.492) (1.977) (1.578)

DECPLAN -.063 -.153 -.249 -.283
(-.375) (-.764) (-1.433) (-1.393)

INFOAS -.132 -.240 -.019 .062
(-.778) (-1.187) (-.113) (.286)

CONEFF + .332 .397 .141 .076
(.1487) (1.401 ) (.613) (.252)

STOCK + -.009 .108
(-.047) (.535)

ORIGIN N.P. -.393* -.304
(-2.010) (-1.407)

D1 N.P. -.170 -.085
(-.463) (-.223)

D2 N.P. -.129 .175
(-.488) (.672)

D3 N.P. -.058 -.117
(-.206) (-.407)

R2 .222 .403 .280 .399
Adjusted R2 .005 .030 .061 -.010
P-value .443 .422 .281 .509

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.

Table 7.9 Regressions for efficiency-based measures (variable rewards)
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The tables above suggest that all regressions are significant, except for the
regression explaining the use of efficiency-based measures for variable rewards.
The exception for the efficiency-based measures probably results from the low
number of companies in the sample that use efficiency-based measures as a basis
for determining the level of variable compensation. When the same observations
are used in the regressions explaining the use of efficiency-based measures for
the periodic review, these regressions become insignificant as well. Another
explanation may be that the use of efficiency-based measures increases the short-
term orientation, and this effect comes on top of the short-term focus that may
already ensue from the use of variable compensation, per se. The explanatory
power of the independent variables in the regression for the absolute use of
efficiency-based measures for the periodic review is quite high, as can be inferred
from the adjusted R2 of 0.501. This validates the model specification choices that
have been made.

The first hypothesis is that a) the importance of customer/operational performance
measures increases as the manufacturing strategy focuses more on flexibility and
that b) the importance of efficiency-based and financial performance measures
decreases as the manufacturing strategy focuses more on flexibility. The results
indicate a support for hypothesis 1a: the use of customer/operational performance
measures for periodic review of the production manager's performance is related
to the extent of focus on time/volume flexibility as a competitive capability.
Additionally, the use of customer/operational performance measures for the
determination of the variable compensation of the production manager is positively
related to the extent of the production strategy's focus on producUservice flexibility
as a competitive capability. The results are partially supportive of hypothesis 1b.
The use of financial measures decreases both with an increase in focus on
time/volume flexibility and with an increase in focus on producUservice flexibility.
However, this decrease is only significant for determining the production
manager's variable compensation and not for the purpose of the periodic review.
The absolute use of efficiency-based measures grows with an increasing focus on
timelvolume flexibility, whereas the relative use of these measures diminishes at
the same time. Further analysis shows that the total use of performance measures
increases with a focus on time/volume flexibility. This accounts for the differences
that are observed between the effect on the absolute use of efficiency-based
measures for the periodic review (model 1) and the effect on the relative use of
these measures (model 2).
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With regard to the second hypothesis, note that the variable focus on market
scope may be considered as an equivalent of focus on volume. Therefore, the
same effects on the use of performance measures are expected as for the
production strategy variable focus on price/cost. Indeed, a negative relationship is
observed between the focus on market scope and the use of customer/operational
performance measures, both for the periodic review and for the determination of
variable compensation. Also, the use of financial measures increases as the
production strategy focuses more on market scope. This increase is observed only
for the determination of the variable compensation. Furthermore, for the periodic
review, only the use of efficiency-based performance measures shows a positive
relationship with the extent of focus on low price/cost in the production strategy,
and the use of customer/operational and financial performance measures is not
affected. For determination of variable compensation, the focus on price/cost has
no effect on the use of all three types of performance measures.

The third hypothesis is that a) the importance of customer/operational performance
measures increases as the inventory management concept is more based on
production to order than on production to stock and that b) the importance of
financial and efficiency-based performance measures decreases as the inventory
management concept is more based on production to order than on production to
stock. The regression results show no support for this hypothesis. It was already
established in the previous section that the extent of production to order is
positively correlated with the use of time-based customer/operational performance
measures for the periodic review of the production manager's performance (e.g.
delivery time and lead-time).

The fourth hypothesis states that technological complexity encourages the use of
customer/operational performance measures and deters the use of financial and
efficiency-based performance measures. Technological complexity shows a
significant relationship with the use of customer/operational performance
measures for the production manager's variable compensation. However, the
effect is different than expected: a higher level of technological complexity
diminishes use of customer/operational performance measures. Furthermore, an
increase in the use of financial measures is observed for the determination of the
variable compensation. Note that here also the sign of the effect is opposite to the
expectation. Possible explanations will be provided in subsection 7.4.
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The fifth hypothesis posits that more decentralization will lead to less use of
efficiency-based measures. No expectation is stated with regard to the effects on
the use of customer/operational and financial performance measures. In the
regressions, two decentralization variables have been distinguished: 1) structural
decentralization (DECPROD) and 2) decentralization of planning decisions
(DECPLAN). A significant decrease in the use of efficiency-based measures is
found only for DECPLAN, and only for the purpose of the periodic review.
DECPROD even leads to an increase in the use of efficiency-based measures for
both purposes. Furthermore, DECPROD leads to a decrease in the use of
customer/operational measures for variable compensation and to a decrease in
the use of financial measures of performance for the periodic review. An increase
in DECPLAN is associated with less use of customer/operational measures for the
periodic review and an increase in the use of financial performance measures for
the periodic review and for variable compensation.

In the sixth hypothesis, no expectation is expressed for the effect of information;
asymmetry on the use of financial performance measures. Information asyrnrnetryv-
is expected to decrease the use of customer/operational and efficiency-based
performance measures. The regressions provide support for this hypothesis: The
use of both customer/operational measures and efficiency-based measuress
decreases, albeit only for the periodic review. The use of financial performancez
measures is not affected.

Hypothesis seven expects the controllability of a type of performance measure to
be positively related to its use. This hypothesis is supported only for
customer/operational performance measures (for periodic review) and for financial
performance measures. High correlation between structural decentralization
(DECPROD) and controllability of efficiency-based measures causes the lack of
support for the relation between controllability of the efficiency-based measures
and the use of efficiency-based measures. Excluding DECPROD from the
regressions, all the effects that were significant appear to remain significant, but
the coefficient for the variable controllability of the efficiency measure becomes
significant as well. This is the case both for the use of efficiency-based measures
for the periodic review and for the use of these measures for variable
compensation.

These regression results will be analyzed in more detail in subsection 7.4. Below,
first some additional analyseswill be performed with regard to 1) the possible pay-
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off of using Seemingly Unrelated Regressions, 2) the effect of including additional
variables in the regressions, 3) the controllers' responses, and 4) potential
problems that may arise due to endogeneity of the variables that are treated as
exogenous in the OLS regressions. This will be followed by a description of the
interaction effects of the exogenous variables and the variables pertaining to the
use of the performance measures.

7.2.3 Additional analyses

The regression equations used in the previous subsection are all quite similar in
form. This raises the question whether these equations should be treated
separately or as a set. They might be treated as a set because there might be
some common factors influencing the disturbances in the different equations that
have not been specified explicitly in the separate OLS regressions (Johnston &
Dinardo, 1997). A method to make efficient use of these correlations between the
disturbances is Seemingly Uncorrelated Regressions (SUR). However, the
efficiency gains by using SUR depend on a number of factors. One of the factors
applying to this study is the level of similarity between the sets of independent
variables that are used. If the equations have identical explanatory variables, then
SUR brings no efficiency gains over OLS (Greene, 2000). The more correlation
there is between the X matrices, the lower the gain in using SUR. Because the
independent variables in this study are almost the same in each equation (except
for the controllability variables), there is almost no pay-off to using SUR.

Additional independent variables
Because of the high level of collinearity, it was decided not to bring more
independent variables into the regressions, although their inclusion might be
theoretically justifiable. However, the effects of adding two sorts of variables have
been examined: 1) controllability, and 2) the use of performance measures.

Variables that also could have been included are the controllability of types of
performance measures other than the type of performance measure that the
dependent variable relates to. When these variables are used in the model-1
regressions (using the absolute instruments), only a significant effect of CONEFF
is observed in both the regressions explaining REVCUS and VARFIN. Inclusion of
this variable gives no changes in the results on the other independent variables,
except for the coefficient for DECPROD, which becomes significantly negative in
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the regression explaining VARFIN. Adding variables in the other regressions yields
several significant results and also leads to several changes in the results for the
regression coefficients. For conciseness, the latter will not be explicated here. For
model-2 regressions (using the relative instruments), a significantly negative effect
is found for both CONFIN and CONEFF in the regression explaining REVCUSRE.
In addition, CONEFF is significantly positive in the regression explaining
REVFINRE, and CONCUS is significantly negative in the regression explaining
REVEFFRE. Other variables that also could have been included as independent
variables in the regressions are the use of the types of performance measures
other than the type of performance measure that the dependent variable relates to.

For the model-1 regressions (using the absolute instruments), two significant
effects are observed. The first is the positive effect of REVEFF on REVCUS. The
second significant effect is the positive effect of REVCUS on REVEFF. For the
model-2 regressions (using the relative instruments), almost by definition, more
significant effects are found. The coefficients are significant for almost all additional
variables incorporated in the regressions and, not surprisingly, all significant effects
are negative. The only exceptions are REVEFFRE, which yields no significant
result in the regression explaining REVFINRE, and REVFINRE, which, in turn,
gives no significant result in the regression explaining REVEFFRE.

Controllers'responses
The controllers' responses are not used in the regressions. Do the results change,
however, when questionnaire responses of controllers are used? Regressions
were run that use the controllers' answers for the use of different types of
performance measures. The production managers' answers were used to assess
the independent variables. Unfortunately, the regressions are significant only for
the use of efficiency-based performance measures for the periodic review of the
production manager's performance.

The results from these regressions are similar to the regressions using only the
production managers' responses, except for the non-significant effect of a
production strategy that focuses on time/volume flexibility. The lack of significant
regression results may follow from the decrease in useful observations, because
the responses of both the controllers and the production managers are needed for
these regressions. However, running the regressions on the production managers'
responses with the same dataset as used for the regressions explaining the
variables obtained by the controllers' responses, only gives a lower R2 for the use
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of customer/operational measures for variable compensation. Probably a better
explanation for the lack of significant results is that the controller has a limited
understanding of the performance measures that are important in the production
area. This explanation is supported by extensive discussions in several
companies between the production manager and the controller after comparing
the answers to the questionnaires.

Endogeneity
One of the concerns with regard to model specification for empirical work in
management accounting should be that causality between the variables may be
reciprocal or that the independent variables may be endogenous choices of the
company (Ittner, 2001; Zimmerman, 2001). Hausman (1978) proposed a test
statistic for endogeneity. Davidson & MacKinnon (1993) developed a version of the
Hausman test that is used here in order to test for possible endogeneity. The test
evaluates whether endogeneity affects the consistency of the /3-coefficients in the
OLS regressions.

If test results indicate that the OLS regressions suffer from a simultaneous
estimation bias, then OLS becomes less adequate and a model should be run that
explicitly acknowledges the simultaneous choices of organizational design and the
use of performance measures. For this study, the Hausman test is performed for
all regressions shown in tables 7.4-7.9. To test whether endogeneity of structural
decentralization (DECPROD) has any significant effect on the estimates of /3,the
instrumental variable size of the production department has been used. Size of the
production department was measured by the number of employees. The early
work of Bruns & Waterhouse (1975) already assumed and found a significant
relationship between production department size and decentralization. Also this
study finds a significant relationship between structural decentralization of
production decisions and the size of the production department (correlation is
0.263; two-tailed P-value is 0.013). This makes size an appropriate instrument.

To carry out the Hausman test, two OLS regressions are needed. In the first
regression, the potentially endogenous regressor (structural decentralization) is
run on all exogenous variables and the instrument variable. The residual is
retrieved from this regression. In the second regression, the use of performance
measures is regressed on the system including the residuals from the first
regression as additional regressors. If the OLS estimates are consistent, then the
coefficient on the first stage residual should not be significantly different from zero.
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In this study, the test does not reject the hypothesis of consistent OLS estimates
for any of the regressions run (see Appendix 12). So, it might be inferred that
endogeneity does not cause a serious problem, although it should be kept in mind
that the test is rather weak as just one instrument is used. Moreover, the test has
only been done for the independent variable that is most likely to be an
endogenous organizational choice. However, other supposedly independent
variables may reflect endogenous choices as well, and may result in inconsistent
B-coefficients. Solving this problem completely would require adequate
instrumental variables for all independent variables in the model. The survey could
not be designed in such a way that enough information would be available for that
particular course of action. Nevertheless, the results achieved are consistent with
the empirical results of Nagar (2002), who finds that although decentralization
affects the choice of the incentive system, the incentive system does not influence
the degree of decentralization. The results are also in line with prior research of
Abemethy et al. (2001), which suggests that decentralization choices are not
determined by performance measurement choices.

7.3 Performance effects of the use of performance measures

The second part of this study relates to the effects of adapting the use of
performance measures to the design of the organization's operating function. In
particular, the effects on the production department's overall performance are
studied. These effects are assessed by fitting two types of regressions, each
employing a multiplicative interaction term. The coefficients of the interaction terms
are examined to assess whether the appropriate "match" results in better
performance.

The regression equations used to assess the influence of the match between the
variables that capture the design of the operating function and the variables that
capture the use of performance measures on production performance are similar
to the equations used by Brownell (1982) and Abernethy & Lillis (1995). The
regressions run to test the interaction effects on performance are of the following
form:

Y(il = production department's overall performance;
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FLEX(J}(i) = elements of the production environment (J), J= focus of the
production strategy, inventory management concept, technological
complexity, decentralization, information asymmetry, and
controllability of each type of performance measures;

PERFMEAS(P}= the use of each type of performance measure (P) for the periodic
review and for determination of the variable compensation;

FLEXPERFMEAS(i) = interaction between elements of the production environment
(J) and use of each type of performance measure (P).

The results are summarized in Table 7.10. Appendix 13 shows the regression
results for the significant interactions.

INTERACTION EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE

REVCUS VARCUS REVFIN VARFIN REVEFF VAREFF

PSTIMEVO

PSMARKET +

PSPROSER +

PSPRICOS +

INVENTMC

TECHCOMP +

DECPROD

DEC PLAN +

INFOAS

CONTROLLABILITY +

Table 7. 10 Summary of the results of the regressions that test for interaction
effects on performance

The results suggest that if a production strategy focuses on producUservice
flexibility, and if production planning and control decisions are decentralized, then
an increase in the use of customer/operational measures for variable
compensation leads to higher production performance. Likewise, if a production
strategy focuses on price/cost, then an increase in the use of financial measures
for the periodic review positively affects production performance. Moreover, the
use of efficiency-based measures for the periodic review enhances the influence of
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a production strategy that focuses on market scope, technological complexity and
the controllability of efficiency-based measures on production performance.

7.4 Discussion of results

A difference is observed between the regression results for the use of performance
measures for periodic review and for variable compensation. Using the same
dataset for both series of regressions does not eliminate these differences.
Time/volume flexibility is related only to the use of customer/operational measures
for the periodic review, whereas product/service flexibility is related only to the use
of customer/operational measures for the determination of the variable
compensation. The value of the combination of product/service flexibility and the
use of customer/operational measures for the determination of the production
manager's variable compensation is also reflected in the observed positive
interaction effect on performance. An explanation for the different results might be
that the use of variable compensation causes a short-term orientation, which might
be reduced by including more customer/operational performance measures in the
basis for variable compensation. Product/service flexibility can be interpreted as a
flexibility strategy that is more long-term oriented, while time/volume flexibility is a
more short-term-oriented flexibility strategy. Including customer/operational
performance measures in the basis for the determination of the variable
compensation is thus especially important for firms following a production strategy
with a focus on product/service flexibility that is more long-term oriented.

The differences in results may also indicate a divergence in the main objectives of
the use of the performance measures. The use of performance measures in the
periodic review may relate to a more instrumental use focusing on decision
making. The use of performance measures for the determination of variable
compensation may be more motivational rather than instrumental. Another
explanation for the differences in results may be that the performance measures
that are used for the determination of variable compensation are more firm-specific
than department-specific. Specifically, the use of financial performance measures
for variable compensation may follow a firm-wide policy, and thus may only be
slightly affected by the focus of the production strategy. This latter explanation is
supported by the interview results, which revealed that arrangements for variable
compensation were introduced recently in two of the companies. For both of these
companies, variable compensation was linked to the profit of the entire company.
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This system was applied to all managers above a certain level. Especially the
production manager of the larger company showed dissatisfaction with this
system, because he had almost no influence on the profit level of the entire
company.

From the interviews, it was also understood that several (leading) measures get
attention in the periodic review only when the reported (lagging) variable is below
the target. These "leading" variables serve to provide insight into the causes of
deviations in the "lagging" variables. So, the performance measures that are
discussed in the periodic review also depend on the results on other measures.
This effect may also account for (part of) the difference between the results for the
periodic review and for variable compensation, as this effect is only mentioned in
relation to the periodic review.

The regression results also suggest that a production strategy focusing on
price/cost stimulates the use of efficiency-based performance measures for the
periodic review of the production manager's performance. Furthermore, the use of
customer/operational measures decreases with a focus on market scope, whereas
the use of financial measures for variable compensation and the use of efficiency-
based measures for the periodic review increase with a focus on market scope.
Moreover, performance increases with the interaction between financial measures
for the periodic review and a focus on price/cost and with the interaction between
efficiency-based measures for the periodic review and a focus on market scope.

The inventory management concept shows no direct relationship with the use of
performance measures, except for time-related customer/operational performance
measures. Technological complexity shows a positive relationship with the use of
financial measures for the periodic review and no relationship with the use of
financial performance measures for variable compensation. An explanation may be
the high level of spending that is generally related to high-tech automation. One of
the production managers who was interviewed indicated that the importance of the
efficiency-based measures was the result of the high capital expenditure on the
installation and the equipment that was used for the production processes.
Although production managers maintained that the quality of the product and
customer service were considered important in competing in the market place,
they indicated that high capital expenditure compelled them to focus on return on
investment and efficiency-based measures. Another explanation for the increased
use of financial measures for the periodic review may follow from more knowledge
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about input-output relationships, which is a consequence of more process
standardization. Also, it may be inferred from the production managers' answers to
the survey questionnaires that the level of technological complexity in their
departments is related to the extent to which the automation present is acquired in
order to achieve process efficiencies (Pearson correlation is 0.276 and P-value =
0.012). In contrast, the level of technological complexity is not significantly related
to the extent to which the automation present in the production department is
acquired in order to achieve flexibility. This observation works against the initial
idea that technological complexity will be found in companies pursuing a flexible
production strategy and may therefore (partially) explain the unexpected findings.

Furthermore, the results show that decentralization of production planning
decisions is positively correlated with financial performance measures and
negatively correlated with the use of customer/operational and efficiency-based
measures for the periodic review. These findings fit with one of the two alternative
views that underlie hypothesis 5a and 5b. The view that is supported by the
findings suggests that more decentralization will lead to the use of more aggregate
measures and fewer specific measures. The other view expected
customer/operational performance measures to be more important in case of a
high level of decentralization. This was expected because of the presumed relation
between flexibility objectives and decentralization. This latter view is not directly
supported by the regression results. However, decentralization of planning
decisions and the use of customer measures for variable compensation show a
positive interaction effect on performance.

The results for the decentralization of structural decisions are more difficult to
explain. More decentralization of these decisions leads to a greater use of
efficiency-based performance measures. The higher controllability of efficiency-
based measures, which is significantly correlated with this kind of decentralization,
probably drives the results with regard to the efficiency-based measures. The
decrease in financial measures may result from the attempt to prevent too much
focus on the combination of financial and efficiency-based measures at the
expense of customer/operational measures. This attempt may then be initiated by
the anticipated negative side effects of focusing too much on these measures, like
a short-term orientation and a lack of congruence with the strategy.

As predicted, information asymmetry does not affect the use of financial measures,
which is consistent with the prediction in hypothesis 6b. In addition, fewer
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customer/operational measures and efficiency-based measures are used for the
periodic review when information asymmetry is high. These results provide partial
support for the prediction in hypothesis 6a, which was based on the idea that these
measures are relatively noisy in case of high information asymmetry.

The regression results provide no support for hypothesis 6a, as far as the use of
specific measures for variable compensation is concerned. This may be caused by
the positive effect of information asymmetry on the controllability of
customer/operational and efficiency-based measures. Controllability of these
measures may be more important for variable compensation, as risk for the agent
then becomes an issue. Consequently, the direct negative effect of information
asymmetry is eliminated by the indirect effect that works through controllability.
Another explanation for the negative but not significant effect for the efficiency-
based measures may be the smaller number of observations with regard to the
use of performance measures for the determination of variable rewards. Using this
smaller number of observations, INFOAS becomes insignificant in explaining
REVCUS, but remains significant in explaining REVEFF (although the T-stat. turns
out to be somewhat lower (-1.990». The lack of a substantial decrease in the use
of customer/operational measures for variable rewards may also be accounted for
by an attempt to mitigate adverse effects that could follow from such a decrease,
such as the loss of a long-term orientation.

Overall, the regression results suggest that the controllability of a type of
performance measure increases the use of that type of measure. However, the
controllability of the efficiency-based measures is not significant in explaining the
use of efficiency-based measures for the periodic review. As stated previously, this
may result from the correlation with structural decentralization. Another related
explanation for this finding comes from the interview sessions. At the end of the
interviews, the production manager and the controller of one company discussed
at length the importance of the financial measures for the evaluation of the
production manager's performance. According to the controller, the production
department was a cost center, so performance measures that concerned any kind
of profit were not important for the evaluation. The production manager, however,
maintained that profit was quite important in the evaluation. The reason for this
discrepancy was that both the superior and the production manager considered it
important to take into account how any given decision would influence the overall
profit of the company. Too much focus on efficiency could easily result in
suboptimal decisions. To conclude, the production manager argued that it is better
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to use a type of performance measure that is less controllable, but more clearly
related to the overall goal of the company.

In contrast to the production manager's opinion, however, the usefulness of the
combination of controllability of efficiency-based measures and the use of these
measures is substantiated by the observed interaction effect on production
performance. In addition, the controllability variable is not significant in any of the
regressions explaining the use of customer/operational and efficiency-based
measures for variable compensation. To some extent, this is surprising, as risk for
the agent would typically be expected to be more important for variable
compensation than for the periodic review. One reason for this finding may be the
lower number of observations for the use of performance measures for the
determination of variable compensation. This explanation is substantiated by the
regression results that explain the use of performance measures for the periodic
review with the same limited dataset as used for the regressions explaining the
use of performance measures for variable compensation. Both the effects of
CONCUS and CONEFF become insignificant when this procedure is followed.
Another reason may be that controllability of these specific measures could be
considered as a necessary precondition for the use of variable compensation. So,
it is not so much the weight of these variables that is influenced by the
controllability of the variables, but more the incentive intensity of the composite
performance measure. This view is supported by the significant correlations
between the level of variable compensation and the controllability of
customer/operational as well as efficiency-based measures. For the
customer/operational measures, the Spearman correlation is 0.277 and P-value =
0.015. For the efficiency-based measures, the Spearman correlation is 0.236 and
P-value = 0.038.

ORIGIN is positively correlated with the use of financial performance measures for
variable compensation. This finding is confirmed by the results of the interviews.
One of the companies included in the interview sample was recently taken over by
a British company, which conveyed a strong increase in the concern for short-term
financial results after the change. The management team of the company followed
rules that were provided by the UK Head-office with regard to the frequency and
content of the financial reports. The pressure for financial results was perceived to
be very high, so that the company seemed to have lost any possibility for long-term
investment and improvement. The management team expects this to cause a
reduction in the financial returns in years to come.
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During the interviews, several general observations were made with regard to the
performance measurement systems in place. Most companies used insightful
graphical presentations for the performance measures. Nearly all companies were
still working on improving the reporting system. In two companies, the production
managers indicated a difference in information coming from a local system and
information coming from a general company system. In case of divergence, the
local system is used to avoid discussion on deviations in data coming from
different systems and to show confidence in the information that is produced under
responsibility of the production manager's subordinates. Yet, the observed
deviations are used as a trigger for the improvement of the information systems.
These changes in the performance measurement and the performance reporting
systems, as well as the combination of local and general information systems may
offer interesting avenues of future research.

7.5 Summary and conclusions

This study examined the link between production flexibility and the use of
performance measures. In particular, the study sought to find explanations for the
use of customer/operational, financial and efficiency-based performance
measures. A questionnaire survey was the main empirical research method used
for this study. Data were collected on a sample of 97 Dutch industrial companies.
The analysis includes the answers of both production managers and controllers.
The study's main contribution to the literature is that it provides evidence on the
relation between the use of three types of performance measures and several
variables describing the production department. The use of these three types of
measures is investigated both for the periodic review of the production managers'
performance and for the determination of the variable compensation of the
production managers. The choice to draw on these three types of measures is
validated by an analysis of the answers with regard to a whole list of performance
measures. This can be considered as a methodological extension of prior
research. Furthermore, the study takes into account production strategy,
technology and organizational design variables as explanatory variables, which
mitigates the probability of omitted variable bias.

The findings are subject to several limitations. First, the study suffers from some of
the limitations associated with the survey method. The survey analysis is based on
the answers of the production managers. This implies that the data reflect the
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situation as it is perceived by the production managers, which may lead to
deviations from reality. However, the validation of the instruments is done carefully
(as described in chapter six). Especially the use of instruments already established
in the literature, multi-item instruments, and comparison with the controller's
answers help to circumvent this potential drawback. Furthermore, it is not always
possible with a mail survey to understand what respondents are thinking about
when they are completing the questionnaire. The presumptions that underlie the
analysis of the survey data may not always approach the actual situation. The
interviews were done in order to understand better the ideas and background of
the respondents.

Second, the result may be subject to omitted variable bias. While the study design
included many independent variables and controlled for several variables that
were considered likely to influence the results, it is impossible to control for all
potential confounding variables. The study includes the use of performance
measures for the periodic review and for variable compensation. However, other
elements of the compensation package may provide additional incentives.

Finally, although a test was performed to check for endogeneity bias, it is not
possible to rule out this possibility completely. One test has been done for the
independent variable that is most likely to be an endogenous organizational
choice. However, due to a lack of adequate instrumental variables, tests for other
supposedly independent variables have not been executed.

Overall, the study supports the notion that the use of performance measures is
adapted to the flexibility and organizational design of the production function. The
findings are summarized in Table 7.12. The results clearly support the view that the
use of performance measures is related to the focus of the production strategy.
This is in line with earlier studies of Abernethy & Lillis (1995) and Perera et al.
(1997). The predicted effects of the inventory management concept are not
supported by the regression results, which is in contrast with previous studies on
the relation between the similar concept of just in time and the use of performance
measures (Sim & Killough, 1998; Durden, 1996). The results for technological
complexity are also different than hypothesized. The main explanation for this
difference is that technological complexity did not have the expected association
with a production strategy focus on flexibility. For the predicted effect of
decentralization only mixed support is found. To some extent, this can also be
explained by the unforeseen absence of an association between decentralization
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and a production strategy focus on flexibility. Strong support is found for the

hypothesis that predicts the effects of information asymmetry on the use of

performance measures. The support is limited, however, to the use of performance
measures for the periodic review. Also, evidence is provided for the hypothesis that
predicts the effects of controllability on the use of performance measures. The
support is again limited to the use of performance measures for the periodic

review.

Results from the survey

Customer/operational Financial measures Efficiency-based
measures measures

Periodic Variable Periodic Variable Periodic Variable
Review Rewards Review Rewards Review Rewards

H1: Production
strategy:
flexibility focus
- time/volume + - ± +

- product/service + -
H2: Production
strategy: cost focus
- market scope - - + +
- price/cost +
H3: Inventory
management concept
H4: Technological
complexity - - +
H5: Decentralization
of decisions
- structural - - + +

- planning - + + -

H6: Information
asymmetry - -
H7: Controllability of
each type of
measures + + +

Table 7.7 Summary of the observed relationships
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Mixed support is found for the anticipated interaction effect on performance.
Following Ittner & Larcker (1999), it is recognized that the choice of performance
measures is an endogenous decision. If all organizations optimally select
performance measures based on exogenous factors, there should be no statistical
relation between production performance and performance measure choice (after
controlling for the exogenous determinants). The results may be explained by non-
optimizing behavior by organizations. In addition, the results provide some
confirmation that the effect of the use of performance measures on the level of
decentralization is not reciprocal. This is consistent with prior empirical findings of
Nagar (2002) and Abernethy et al. (2001). This result also mitigates the concern
for inconsistent ~-coefficients, which could follow from such a reciprocal effect.

One of the main findings is that different exogenous factors drive the use of
performance measures for the periodic review and for variable compensation. The
distinction between different purposes when using performance measures is
usually not made in agency models. Based on the empirical evidence provided,
this seems to be an omission in the models developed thus far. Another important
finding, which is connected with the results of the first part of the research
(chapters three and four), is the observed lack of complementarity between the
different elements of the production strategy. The survey data do not confirm the
expectations with regard to the relationships between production strategy, on the
one hand, and technological complexity, decentralization and information
asymmetry, on the other hand. This reinforces the earlier suggestion that further
research may well focus on the role of performance management systems in non-
complementary situations.

Future research focusing on strategy, organizational design and technology may
well capture more explanations for the observed results. Research may be
directed, in particular, to the underlying causes of the differences between the use
of performance measures for periodic review and for the determination of
performance-based incentives. Future research might also carefully study both ex-
ante determinants of the use of performance measures and ex-post effects of the
use of performance measures. Finally, another fruitful avenue of research might
explore the connections between the use of performance measures at various
organizational levels and research into the relations between the use of
performance measures and other organizational control mechanisms.
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8.1 Introduction

This dissertation reports the findings of an empirical investigation into the
relationship between the characteristics of the operating function and the design
and use of a management control system. This final chapter summarizes and
discusses the main findings of the research. Section 8.2 gives an overview of the
results for each of the two central parts of the research, while section 8.3 details
some of the limitations of the research. Section 8.4 evaluates the contribution of
each part of the research to the existing body of literature and discusses the major
implications of the research. Section 8.5 ends this chapter by indicating some
directions for future research.

8.2 Summary of the results

Motivated by the observation that the relationship between the operating function
and management control system design is not fully understood, this thesis has
addressed two distinct but related topics. The first, which is examined in the first
part of the research (chapters three and four), deals with complementarities
between elements of production environment and management control system
design. An encompassing view on management control is used in this part of the
research. Three case studies are conducted to examine how production
environment elements and aspects of the management control system work
together in practice. The second topic (chapters five, six and seven) deals with the
impact of several characteristics of the production environment on the use of
different types of performance measures. The use of different types of
performance measures is only a small subset of the general concept of
management control. A questionnaire survey is the empirical research method
applied in this second part of the research.

The first part, then, starts with the development of a theoretical framework. The
framework draws attention to several important characteristics of the production
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environment that affect some salient features of the management control system.
Subsequently, the complementarity principle is used to formulate expectations with
regard to the relationship between management control system design and
production environment. It is clear from the description of the theory as well as
from the case research, that determining the type of production environment,
conventional or flexible, is difficult. It is not always possible to draw rigid
boundaries, e.g., between conventional and flexible production technologies.
Nevertheless, the combination of the variables used in the three case studies gives
a good overall view of the type of production environment. With regard to the
complementarity of the different elements of the production environment, it is
concluded that complete complementarity exists in none of the cases and that
changes occur frequently in the production environment. Still, performance is quite
satisfactory in two companies. Although the observed designs of the management
control system are not fully consistent with the stated expectations, the
management control system of the company operating in the most flexible
production environment turns out to match best the specified system design.
Therefore, the cases indicate that the devised theoretical framework has some
predictive value for MCS design in a flexible production environment.

The second part of this research examined the link between production flexibility
and the use of performance measures. In particular, the study seeks to find
explanations for the use of customer/operational, financial, and efficiency-based
performance measures. To examine this topic empirically, a questionnaire survey
is used. Data were collected on a sample of 97 Dutch industrial companies. The
analysis includes the answers of both production managers and controllers, but
focuses on the responses of the production managers. Overall, the study provides
evidence for the notion that the use of performance measures is adapted to the
flexibility and organizational design of the production function. The results clearly
support the view that the use of performance measures is related to the focus of
the production strategy. The data also show that the use of a production to order
inventory management concept increases the use of time-related
customer/operational measures. The results for technological complexity are
different than expected. The regression results suggest that technological
complexity negatively affects the use of customer/operational measures and
positively affects the use of financial measures. For the predicted effect of
decentralization only mixed support is found. For decentralization of production
planning and control decisions, which is one of the two types of decentralization
that are distinguished, the data confirm the view that more decentralization will
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lead to greater reliance on financial measures and less reliance on
customer/operational and efficiency-based measures. Strong support is found for
the hypothesis that predicts the effects of information asymmetry on the use of
performance measures. The support is limited, however, to the use of performance
measures for the periodic review. Also, evidence is provided for the hypothesis that
predicts the effects of controllability on the use of performance measures. The
support is again limited to the use of performance measures for the periodic
review.

Furthermore, several differences are observed in results for the use of
performance measures for periodic review and for variable compensation. These
may follow from a short-term focus in the variable compensation, which needs
adjustment by the inclusion of measures that are related to long-term objectives.
To attain a long-term focus, variable compensation should have a stronger
customer/operational measure component than the periodic review, which is more
long-term oriented by nature. Also, some support is found for the predicted
interaction effect on performance. In addition, the test results provide no support
for a reciprocal effect of the use of performance measures on the level of
decentralization. Such a reciprocal effect might have caused a potential bias in the
regression results.

8.3 Limitations

This research has several limitations that should be taken into account when
interpreting the results. Besides, these limitations may serve as a starting point for
the design of future lines of research. The first part of this research relates to
findings derived from case studies, which may suffer from several potential
limitations. First, a common concern with case studies relates to their ability to
provide results that can be generalized to other firms and other settings. Although
attention was given to the data collection methods as a means to mitigate this
concern, generalizability remains an issue. Second, one of the main advantages of
case research is its potential to provide a rich description of emerging business
practices. In this case research, the use of a structured framework restricts the
level of detail when describing the case findings. Third, the theoretical framework
that is used draws on theory that is at an early stage of development. Given this
constraint, the empirical procedure that is used for the application of the framework
is quite straightforward.
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Findings in the second part of the research should also be interpreted within the
confines of the research method used. First, the study bears the typical limitations
associated with the survey method. The test results are primarily based on the
answers of the production managers. This implies that the data reflect the situation
as it is perceived by the production managers. Inevitably, all survey research has
to deal with these measurement error issues, which may cause bias in the OLS
estimates. However, use of instruments already established in the literature, multi-
item instruments, and the comparison with the controller's answers helps to get
around this potential drawback. Second, the results may be subject to omitted
variable bias. While the study design included many independent variables and
controlled for several variables that were considered likely to influence the results,
it is impossible to control for all potential confounding variables. Third, although a
test was performed to check for endogeneity bias, this possibility could not be
ruled out completely. In conclusion, the study is subject to several limitations.
Nevertheless, several important contributions remain.

8.4 Contribution and implications

The case studies address the complex but relevant issue of the role of
management control systems within flexible production settings. One of the main
contributions of this part of the research is that it draws on the complementarity
principle. This principle puts forward a theoretical basis for the distinction between
the conventional and the flexible environment and offers the opportunity to study
many related variables. The research explores the possibilities of extending
application of this principle to the design of management control systems. Sim &
Killough (1998) and Drake et al. (1999) use the notion of complementarity to
explain that management accounting and control system aspects are part of a
system of mutually enhancing elements. However, Sim & Killough study only a few
management control system elements, whereas Drake et al. examine only costing
systems. This study investigates many aspects of management control systems.
The case-based evidence indicates that the theoretical framework is valuable,
because it facilitates analysis of company practice. This, in turn, suggests that the
complementarity principle offers a good basis for the development of such a
framework. Moreover, this principle specifically addresses the complex issue of
simultaneity in design decisions for all relevant production environment elements
and aspects of management control system design. The notion of complementarity
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basically assumes simultaneity in design decisions, because a complementary
situation requires matching in all aspects. However, neither simultaneity nor
complete complementarity is found in the cases. This might be due to limitations in
the selection of the cases. It might also follow from this same notion of
complementarity, which contends that change may be difficult in a system marked
by strong and widespread complementarities. The observed lack of
complementarity in the cases would then indicate a general phenomenon, and,
consequently, non-complementary situations should be expected in all
organizations. Another noteworthy contribution of the case studies is that they
provide insight on the changes in the management control systems that are
implemented in flexible production settings. The case studies clearly show that
change is an important issue in current business practice. For that reason,
controllers and management accountants should constantly think about
appropriate adjustments for the management control systems already in place. On
top of that, firms should take care that the systems they put in place are flexible
(easy to adapt to changing circumstances).

The large-scale survey research provides evidence on the use of performance
measures in different production environments. Most of the previous literature on
performance measurement in production environments has been narrowly
focused. Thus, earlier studies show a small subset of performance measures, the
use of performance measures either for periodic reviews or for determining bonus
rewards, and only one or two variables that describe the production environment.
In that respect, this study makes an important contribution to the existing empirical
evidence.

The study's main contribution is threefold. First, the study points out that it is useful
to distinguish between customer/operational and efficiency-based measures rather
than to consider a single category of 'non-financial measures'. While the use of
customer/operational measures is higher in 'flexibility-focused' production
environments than in 'cost-focused' production environments, the opposite holds
for efficiency-based measures. Also, some evidence suggests that the emphasis
on financial measures increases in 'cost-focus' of the production strategy and
decreases with 'flexibility' of the production strategy. Second, the study finds,
contrary to predictions of organizational design theory, that the determinants of the
use of performance indicators for periodic reviews are not highly associated with
the determinants of the use of these measures for determining bonus rewards. The
use of more respondents per company and the focus on the business unit level are
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also highly desirable features rarely found in the literature. Third, the study
develops and tests theory on the impact of the production strategy, the inventory
management concept, technological complexity, decentralization, information
asymmetry and controllability of different types of performance measures on the
use of performance measures.

8.5 Directions for further research

Future research in the field of accounting and control system design could
continue with the application of the complementarity principle. The study of non-
complementary situations could offer interesting research directions. One of these
is to see in what way the control system can help to overcome or mitigate the
adverse consequences of a non-complementary production environment. A
second avenue to explore involves estimating empirically what factors cause a
system to be non-complementary, and what specific non-complementary
combinations of elements occur more or less frequently and more or less
successfully. Future lines of inquiry should also consider the issue of
complementary combinations of practices that are appropriate in different
contextual settings. In addition, our understanding of what is included within a set
of complementary practices is limited.

Future research concentrating on strategy, organizational design and technology
may well capture more explanations for the use of performance measures.
Research may focus on the use of performance measures for various purposes.
What differences can be observed and how can these differences be explained?
Also, having established the classification of performance measures into three
distinct categories, the next logical approach would be conducting an analysis
specifically designed to test the robustness of these categories in various
organizational contexts. Some research may systematically investigate both ex-
ante determinants of the use of performance measures and ex-post effects of the
use of performance measures. This may reveal the most important driving forces
for choosing the performance measurement and incentive systems that are
currently in place in business practice. Finally, future research may focus on the
connections between the use of performance measures at various organizational
levels and the link between the use of performance measures and other
organizational control mechanisms.
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APPENDIX A CASE STUDY EVIDENCE

A1 Production strategy aspects

Production strategy Company A Company B CompanyC
aspects

Focus

product price/cost critical importance critical importance less important

on-time delivery less important less important critical importance

product basic models with products basically products differ but
standardization specifications by the alike, specifications have common

company / customer by the customer components

product quality higher than the same as significantly higher
competitors competitors than competitors

product features the same as the same/lower than significantly higher
competitors competitors than competitors

focus relative to
competition on:
- operating efficiency -lower - slightly higher - neutral
- cost reduction - slightly lower - higher - slightly higher
- innovation as

reputation - slightly lower - slightly higher - higher
- number of new
products offered - neutral - neutral - higher

level of education high level low level low level

individual production low high low
volumes

complexity and high high average
diversity of products high low high

BU-strategy

brand image lower than the same/lower than lower than
competitors competitors competitors

strategy increase sales and increase sales and maintainlincrease
market share market share sales/market share

marketing and sales high high very low
expenditures

place in market and product group 1: follower leader
timing leader late entrance early entrance

product group 2:
followerllate entrance
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A2 Production technology and organization aspects

Production
technology and
organization
aspects

Company A CompanyB CompanyC

Typology of processes

process same process is same process is used change-over to
standardization used most of the every time different standard

time processes

typology job shoplbatch/ job shop/batch and job shoplbatch
assembly line assembly line

Flexible technology

equipment few computer- many computer- few computer-
controlled controlled robots controlled giant
processes machines

use of latest lower higher higher
technology relative to
competition

capital investment slightly higher slightly higher slightly lower
in new equipment
relative to
competition

Operations management orientation

production 50% assemble to make to order and make to order and
orientation stock 50% assemble to order assemble to order

assemble to order

planning MRP purchasing of products specified by efficient resource
parts, much customers, planning is usage is main item;
outsourcing important planning is important

connection between discontinuities technological operational flexibility
process operations interdependencies

Automation

focus on automation lower higher slightly lower
relative to
competition

most automatic piece computer computer controlled computer controlled
of equipment controlled

bulk of equipment hand tools and computer controlled powered machines
manual machines and tools

finished products partial full measurement partial measurement
evaluation measurement
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APPENDIX B QUESTIONNAIRE/MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

B1 Coverletter production manager

Dear respondent,

I would like to ask for your help on a study about the relationship between
production environment and management control system design. More specifically,
the research addresses the use of performance measures and the link with
incentive systems in different production situations.

Your participation is critical to the success of the study. The cooperation of both the
production manager and the controller who is most closely involved with the
production department is needed in order to obtain useful results. Filling out the
questionnaire will take you about 20-30 minutes.

You may be assured of complete confidentiality. The questionnaire has an
identification number for mailing purposes only. This is so that we may check your
name off of the mailing list when your questionnaire is returned. Your name will
never be placed on the questionnaire.

You may receive a summary of results by writing your name and address on the
back of the return envelope. Please do not put this information on the
questionnaire itself. If you have any questions concerning the study, please do not
hesitate to write or call (e-mail address: P.M.G.Dirks@kub.nl and tel.: 013-
4663406). Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Ir. Paula van Veen-Dirks RC
Tilburg University
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82 Front page of the questionnaire

Survey on the use of performance measures
in production environments

Many practitioners and academics consider the choice of performance measures

as an important decision with regard to management control system design.

This survey will provide insights on how factors like strategy, organizational

structure and technology relate to the use of performance measures in industrial

organizations.

You are kindly requested to answer the questions as they apply to your production

department. Please answer all of the questions. If you wish to comment on any

questions or qualify your answers, please feel free to use the space in the margins.

Your comments will be read and taken into account.

Thank you for your help,

CentER for Economic Research

Tilburg University

P.O. Box 90153

5000 LE Tilburg

The Netherlands
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83 Measurement instruments

The measurement instruments that are used for the main variables in the study are
reflected below. Several instruments are used both in the questionnaire for the

production manager and in the questionnaire for the controller. This is indicated
after each description of an instrument.

Low price to compete on price 2 3 4 5 6 7

Design flexibility to make rapid design changes and/or 2 3 4 5 6 7

to introduce new products quickly

Volume flexibility to respond to changes in volume 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Conformance to offer consistent quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Performance to provide high performance products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Speed to deliver products quickly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dependability to deliver on time (as promised) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

After Sales Service to provide after sales service 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Advertising to advertise and promote the product 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Broad Distribution to distribute the product broadly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Broad Line to deliver a broad product line 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The same measurement instrument has been used in the questionnaire for the
controller (instrument: Miller & Roth, 1994)
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In a large part
of the

production
operations

o

In almost all of
the production

operations
o

The above measurement instrument has also been used in the questionnaire for
the controller (instrument: Ka/agnanam & Lindsay, 1998).

~a
Somewhat

below average
o
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ing questions,basedon the individualanswer
scales.(Pleasecircle numq fro for e~wn9uesJJon1,~--~~~~~7-~~~~~----9

1. In comparisonwith your superior,who is in possessionof better informationregarding
the activitiesundertakenin your area of responsibility?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

My superiorhas We have about the same I have much
much better information uali of information better information
2. In comparisonwith your superior,who is more familiarwith the input-outputrelationships

inherent in the internaloperationsof your area of responsibility?
123 456 7

My superior is We are about I am much
much morefamiliar equally familiar more familiar
3. In comparisonwith your superior,who is more certainof the performancepotentialof

your area of responsibility?
123 456 7

My superior is We are about I am much
much morecertain e uall certain more certain
4. In comparisonwith your superior,who is more familiar technicallywith the work of your

area of responsibility?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

My superior is We are about I am much
much morefamiliar e uall familiar more familiar
5. In comparisonwith your superior,who is betterable to assessthe potential impact on

your activitiesof factors externalto your area of responsibility?
123 456 7

My superior is We are about I am much
much betterable e uall able betterable
6. In comparisonwith your superior,who is better able to specifyperformanceobjectives

to coverthe rangeof activitiesyou perform?
123 456 7

My superior is We are about I am much
much betterable e uall able betterable
7. In comparisonwith your superior,who is more familiarwith the day-to-daydecisionsthat

are taken in your department?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

My superior is much We are about I am much
more familiar e uall familiar more familiar
8. In comparisonwith your superior,who has a better understandingof what can be

achievedin your area of responsibility?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

My superiorhas a much We have about the same I have much better
better understandin understandin Understandin
The instrument (Dunk, 1993) has been used in the controller's questionnaire too.
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1 = not at all 7 = completely
influenced by influenced by
my production my production
department department

1. developing new concepts or plans for the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
production system as a whole

2. developing quality control methods 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. setting production standards I initial work methods 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. making changes in work methods 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. discontinuing a major production operation 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. determining the level of spending on tools 2 3 4 5 6 '7
7. planning of repair activities 2 3 4 5 6 '7
8. selection of vendors 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. determination of work-in-process levels 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. hiring and firing of people in the department 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. selecting significant investments 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. outsourcing for capacity reasons 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. lot size determination for production orders 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. choice of routings for production orders 1 2 3 4 5 6 ·7
The above measurement instrument has also been used in the questionnaire for
the controller (based on: Van der Stede, 1997; Chenhall & Morris, 1986, etc.)

5 = used to a
reat extent

hand tools and manual machines
powered machines and tools
single cycle-automatics and self-feeding machines
automatic: repeats cycle
self-measuring and adjusting: feedback
computer control: automatic cognition

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5

(The instrument: Inkson, 1970; Brownell, 1990)
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1. On-time deliveryperformancerecords
2. Numberof customercomplaints
3. Labour utilization/efficiencystatistics
4. Report on productdefects
5. Profit/net income
6. Change-overset-uptimes
7. Numberof product returnsand/or warranty claims
8. Inventoryturnover ratio
9. Reporton whether standardproductcosts are met
10.Survey of customersatisfaction

11.Measurementof cost reductiondue to quality improvements 1 2
12.Co-operationof people in manufacturing 1 2
13.Responsivenessto the demandsof other departments 1 2
14.Customersatisfactionwith sales assistance/problemsolving 1 2
15.Rateof introductionof new products 1 2
16.Returnon investment 1 2
17.0utgoing quality 1 2
18.Evaluationof the abilityto vary productcharacteristics 1 2
19.Leadtime from order to delivery (standardproducts) 1 2
20.Leadtime for customer-requestedproductvariations 1 2
21.Sales 1 2
22.Materialpurchasepricevariance 1 2
23.Rateof materialscrap loss 1 2
24.Measurementof machineutilizationand down time. 1 2

456 7
456 7
456 7
456 7
456 7
456 7
456 7
456 7
4 567
456 7
4 5 6 7
456 7
456 7
456 7

;;21. Next. placefbe relativewei
(,:X::; ,._ ~--. _"",1,."014' >1". "

lsecona'cofumrf(t9taf = '100%).
This measurement instrument has also been used in the controller-questionnaire.
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1= 7=
completely completely
disagree a ree

1. On-time delivery performance records 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Number of customer complaints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Labour utilization/efficiency statistics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Report on product defects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

_ _ 5. Profit/net income 1 2 3 4 5 6 7--- --- (n~-haiige:ovei-seT-i.ii;Hme-s--------------------------------------------- -r--f--:f-4---S---if-"j-
7. Number of product retums and/or warranty claims 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Inventory turnover ratio 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Report on whether standard product costs are met 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

__ 10.Survey of customer satisfaction 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
--- -- - - -- - -- -- - - - -- - - -- --.- ---- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - ---- - ---- - - - - - - -.- - - -... - --------- -- - ---------- ---

11.Measurement of cost reduction due to quality improvements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12.Co-operation of people in manufacturing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13.Responsiveness to the demands of other departments 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14.Customer satisfaction with sales assistance/problem solving 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15.Rate of introduction of new products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

---- -- -f€l.- Return- on- lnvestme-nt ----- ----- ----- ------ ---- ------- ---- ----- --- ----- -f ---2" --3 ---4- --5- --6"- -Y
17. Outgoing quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. Evaluation of the ability to vary product characteristics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. Lead time from order to delivery (standard products) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. Lead time for customer-requested product variations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7---- -- 21-.-siiles ------ --------- ------ ----- ----- ------- --- ---- ------ ----- ----- ---- ---- -r--z-- T--4---5---6"- -7-
22. Material purchase price variance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
23. Rate of material scrap loss 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
24. Measurement of machine utilization and down time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
25. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7~~.........,.=:-

fi~t
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Individual/departmental rewards
Business unit/division/company rewards
Total 100%

The above measurement instruments have also been used in the questionnaire for
the controller (See Baiman, Larcker and Rajan, 1995 for a similar instrument).
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1. On-time deliveryperformancerecords 2 4 5 6 7
2. Numberof customercomplaints 2 4 5 6 7
3. Labour utilization/efficiencystatistics 2 4 5 6 7
4. Report on productdefects 2 4 5 6 7
5. Profit/net income 2 4 5 6 7

_______ •• __ - - - - - __ - - - - - - - - - ."._. - ., - - __ - _M •• ••• ••••• _

6. Change-overset-up times 2 4 5 6 7
7. Numberof productreturnsand/or warranty claims 2 4 5 6 7
8. Inventoryturnover ratio 2 4 5 6 7
9. Reporton whether standardproduct costs are met 2 4 5 6 7
10.Surveyof customersatisfaction 2 4 5 6 7

--- ---- -1-1-:Measuremenrofcosrredliction-(iue-io-qualitY-improve-ments----1--2------4"--5---6---7"
12.Co-operationof people in manufacturing 1 2 4 5 6 7
13.Responsivenessto the demands of other departments 1 2 4 5 6 7
14.Customersatisfactionwith sales assistance/problemsolving 1 2 4 5 6 7
15.Rateof introductionof new products 1 2 4 5 6 7

_______________ - - __ OM • - - - • - - _._ - _._ - - - _. - - - •. - M'. M •• ••• , M _

16.Returnon investment 1 2 4 5 6 7
17.0utgoing quality 1 2 4 5 6 7
18.Evaluationof the abilityto vary productcharacteristics 1 2 4 5 6 7
19.Leadtime from order to delivery (standardproducts) 1 2 4 5 6 7
20.Lead time for customer-requestedproductvariations 1 2 4 5 6 7

--- ---- -21 :Saies---------------------------------------------------------------------- -1---2 --- -. -4"--[;- -6---7"
22.Materialpurchasepricevariance 1 2 4 5 6 7
23.Rate of materialscrap loss 1 2 4 5 6 7
24.Measurementof machineutilizationand down time. 1 2 4 5 6 7
.................................. 12 4567
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wellbelow wellabove
average 0 0 0 0 average 0

b. Quality wellbelow wellabove
average 0 0 0 0 average 0

c. Flexibility wellbelow wellabove
average 0 0 0 0 average 0

d. Customer wellbelow wellabove
Service average 0 0 0 0 average 0

The above measurement instrument has also been used in the questionnaire for
the controller (instrument: e.g., Brownell & Merchant, 1990).
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APPENDIX C INTERVIEW DATA

Industry category Number of Date Date
employees Interview Interview

Controller Production
manager

Furniture and related products 111 15-Mar-01

Food 1161 31-0ct-00 31-0ct-00

Primary metal 750 13-Feb 01 13-Feb-01

Machinery 1932 19-Feb 01 05-Mar-01

Printing and related support activities 464 09-Feb-01

Food 130 26-Jan-01 26-Jan-01
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APPENDIX D FACTOR ANALYSIS

This appendix describes factor analyses performed for the following variables:
1) production strategy
2) inventory management concept
3) technological complexity
4) decentralization
5) information asymmetry
6) periodic review of performance measures

D1 Factor analysis production strategy
Correlationmatrix

~ ~:c ~ ~ :c Q)·x ·x o
Q) c :c OJ c c <J)

c;::: (\J
(\J c 0 Q) Q)

(\J Q) Q)

E "0 ·iii :s :§ c;:::
E m~ o

Q) .... c t: c '§'E S "0 "0.0 "0 OJ ~:J
Q) Q) Q) co "i:: (\J ·iii Qi ·2c Q) 0- > 0- e ~

~ 0 0- Q)

~
.... <J) Q) Q) ~51 0o (J) 0 co '0 co 0 a.. -I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1.000

2 .177 1.000

3 .350 .277 1.000

4 .399 .462 .348 1.000

5 .136 .157 .041 .013 1.000

6 .159 .240 .107 .191 .548 1.000

7 -.007 .172 .045 .159 .378 .556 1.000

8 .122 .054 .093 .093 .276 .117 .210 1.000

9 .053 .338 .249 .310 .026 .104 .128 .386 1.000

10 .140 .278 .164 .308 .254 .299 .445 .304 .519 1.000

11 -.011 -.049 .025 -.055 -.090 .064 .145 -.038 -.309 -.032 1.000
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Scree Plot
3.5.-------------------------,

1.
Q)
::Jro .5>c
Q)
C>m 0.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Component Number

TotalVarianceExplained
Initial Eigenvalues Rotationsums of sguared loadings

Component Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative
variance % variance %

1 3.098 28.161 28.161 2.050 18.634 18.634
2 1.706 15.506 43.667 2.001 18.194 36.828
3 1.358 12.348 56.015 1.964 17.852 54.680
4 1.009 9.170 65.185 1.156 10.505 65.185
5 .965 8.769 73.955
6 .677 6.154 80.108
7 .646 5.870 85.978
8 .500 4.545 90.524
9 .410 3.729 94.253
10 .382 3.475 97.728
11 .250 2.272 100.000

ExtractionMethod:PrincipalComponentAnalysis
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Component Matrix"

Component
1 2 3 4

Low price -.095 .285 .560 .594
Design flexibility .457 .086 -.428 -.056
Volume flexibility .403 -.337 .460 -.418
Conformance .583 -.281 .152 .136
Performance .591 -.353 -.560 .168
Speed .442 -.445 .329 -.028
Dependability .596 -.456 .273 .090
After sales service .712 .058 -.264 .302
Advertising .505 .549 .014 -.489
Broad distribution .613 .520 .238 -.148
Broad line .581.564 .057 .264

Extraction method: Principal component analysis
a. 4 components extracted

02 Factor analysis inventory management concept
Correlation Matrix

Demand WIP-inventory Attention LevelWIP-
pull ascribed to minimizing inventory

customer orders set-up time
Demand pull 1.000 .552 .278 .050

WIP-inventory ascribed to .552 1.000 .212 .112
customer orders
Attention minimizing set-up .278 .212 1.000 .047
time
Level WIP-inventory .050 .112 .047 1.000

Total Variance Explained

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction sums of squared loadings
% of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative

variance % variance %
Component Total

1 1.739
2 .984
3 .837
4 .440

43.486 43.486 1.739 43.486 43.486
24.605 68.090
20.916 89.006
10.994 100.000

Extraction method: Principal component analysis
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Component matrix"

Component
1

Demand pull
WIP-inventory ascribed to customer orders
Attention minimizing set-up time
Level WIP-inventory

.838

.820

.564

.217

Extraction method: Principal Component analysis
a.1 component extracted

03 Factor analysis technological complexity

Correlation Matrix

Automation Automation Automation Automation Automation Automation
hand tools powered cycle- automatic: self- computer

machines automatics repeat measuring/ control
~cle adjustins

Automation hand 1.000 .399 .013 -.265 -.298 -.406
tools
Automation powered .399 1.000 .169 .046 -.294 -.264
machines
Automation cycle- .013 .169 1.000 .516 .022 .064
automatics
Automation -.265 .046 .516 1.000 .183 .159
automatic: repeat
cycle
Automation self- -.298 -.294 .022 .183 1.000 .606
measuring/adjusting
Automation computer -.406 -.264 .064 .159 .606 1.000
control

Total Variance Explained

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction sums of squared loadings
Component Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative

variance % variance %
1 2.226 37.096 37.096 2.226 37.096 37.096
2 1.545 25.747 62.843 1.545 25.747 62.843
3 .851 14.191 77.034
4 .592 9.872 86.907
5 .458 7.637 94.543
6 .327 5.457 100.000

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
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Component Matrixa

Component

1 2
Automation hand tools -.717 .088
Automation powered machines -.552 .469
Automation cycle automatics .144 .855
Automation automatic: repeat cycle .412 .759
Automation self-measuring and adjusting .764 -.083
Automation computer control .795 -.064

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
a. 2 Components extracted

04 Factor analysis decentralization
Correlation Matrix

, C
<Il ~

a.. Q)
t: <Il s: 0.. ~t: .- 0 ~ <Il

(1l 'iii <Il U ~ 0 0 <;:: ~ t: <Il

0.. 5- '8 ..><: en 'ro "0 t: Q) 'c ¢2~ Ol
::J 0 Ol '0 t: a. t:

C) '- C'>:5 "0 t: .9 a. Q) 0 .S!> en 0l(1l ~e <Il := 'S t:
Q) > ~ Ol en .... t: Q)t:0 t:Q) ~ t: t: '(3 ~ 0'5..l!l '5. E 0.'0 <Il en t: 0 Ol Ol t: t: .;:: 0lQ) ~

l- Q)'O ~ts t: t: 0 'E !E: .5 E ~~ Q)
o a. 0- 0l(1l 010 '5 'c 13 .!.::l s-w-o .5 '0 o ::J .... en Ol 1) .... o 0Wo w .... t:..c: 0'0 t: t: Q) Q)- t: Q) en <Il (1l <Il '0> t: > C ==t: (1l .... Q) .... Q) _W .... 0.
Q)o Q)o W (1l ..c:Q) en 0 a. (1l (j) W > ·c Q) > 8~ '0 ..c:
DoDo CI)(;i ()E 00. CI) a::: CI) D~ I CI).5 ....J o

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 1.000

2 .604 1.000

3 .410 .448 1.000

4 .436 .390 .638 1.000

5 .185 .181 .200 .214 1.000

6 .276 .294 .369 .532 .253 1.000

7 .276 .179 .583 .648 .151 .466 1.000

8 .202 .063 -.044 .114 .052 .269 .184 1.000

9 .277 .131 .217 .360 .152 .271 .241 .342 1.000

10 .226 .280 .396 .438 .258 .273 .381 -.055 .209 1.000

11 .340 .100 .276 .268 .097 .324 .266 .217 .267 .330 1.000

12 .458 .268 .225 .307 .186 .242 .313 .242 .330 .172 .272 1.000

13 .171 .251 .120 .026 .012 -.075 .152 .369 .408 .124 .133 .344 1.000

14 .339 .363 .282 .265 -.091 .021 .256 .217 .389 .246 .316 .419 .623 1.000
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Scree Plot
5~--------------------------------------------~

2

4

3

Q)
::l
(ij
>c
Q)
OJ
W 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14

Component Number

Total Variance Explained

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction sums of sguared loadings
Component Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative

variance % Variance %
1 4.618 32.986 32.986 4.618 32.986 32.986
2 1.904 13.600 46.586 1.904 13.600 46.586
3 1.257 8.981 55.567 1.257 8.981 55.567
4 1.068 7.629 63.196 1.068 7.629 63.196
5 .936 6.687 69.884
6 .862 6.155 76.039
7 .698 4.985 81.024
8 .624 4.457 85.482
9 .532 3.798 89.280
10 .455 3.253 92.533
11 .330 2.355 94.888
12 .287 2.052 96.940
13 .228 1.630 98.570
14 .200 1.430 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis
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Component Matrix

Component
1 2 3 4

Developing concepts or plans .675 .034 -.251 .420
Developing quality control methods .591 -.031 -.521 .400
Setting production standards .695 -.355 -.252 -.191
Changes work methods .760 -.371 .030 -.139
Discontinuing production .315 -.292 .172 .505
Spending tools .581 -.380 .432 .130
Planning repair .677 -.286 .168 -.352
Selection vendors .337 .459 .582 .198
Determination WIP-Ievels .557 .341 .309 -.064
Hiring firing people .550 -.271 -.138 -.285
Selecting significant investments .521 .048 .240 -.178
Outsourcing for capacity reasons .596 .288 .022 .221
Lot size .411 .731 -.119 -.104
Choice routings .579 .563 -.298 -.255

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis

05 Factor analysis information asymmetry

Correlation Matrix

00 ~ Q) coQ) 00 E ~ - o >-..!.o..
~ ::J.- S ~

a I:: CIl s:
o...c Uoo CIl "C ~"C

t5 E II:: 00
.... 0.. '2 CIl I- .8

C)Q).- I:: l- I:: >CIl s: .Q ::J Q) s: 0...8 .g I

I:: jlii a o o E o >- '6 .!!1
a 001:: 2 =S Q) 00 CIl I::.c"Coo CIl o
~ I- ~

CIl CIl
I- CIl- 0..Q)

I- I:: .... CIl.s z .!: E ~ .- CIl ~~ ss e Q)E =::J {g.g 'E cE '0 lil Q)oO

S Eo.. Q) Q) E '0 "CI::
CIl"S Q) Q) CIl Ox ~E CIlQ) 5r3.s LL.O 00.. LL. n, Q) U)o LL."C

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1.000

2 .410 1.000

3 .461 .365 1.000

4 .358 .347 .495 1.000

5 .181 .176 .249 .229 1.000

6 .353 .263 .391 .238 .294 1.000

7 .359 .339 .567 .285 .142 .391 1.000

8 .457 .396 .515 .228 .195 .526 .418 1.000
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Total Variance Explained

Component Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative
variance % variance %

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction sums of sguared loadings

1 3.480 43.495 43.495 3.480 43.495 43.495
2 .933 11.660 55.155
3 .905 11.309 66.464
4 .736 9.199 75.663
5 .611 7.641 83.303
6 .549 6.859 90.162
7 .469 5.858 96.020
8 .318 3.980 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis

Component Matrii'

Component

Information activities
Familiar with input-output relationships
Certain about performance potential
Familiar technically
Potential impact of external factors
Specify performance objectives
Familiar day-to-day decisions
Understanding what can be achieved

.696

.626

.796

.594

.406

.661

.688

.736

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis,
a. 1 component extracted
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06 Factor analysis performance measures

• Factor analysis customer/operational performance measures

Correlation Matrix

rJl
rJl U
"0 ~c:

~ m ·c
(J.) il c: E (J.)

o c: 0 ro (J.) (J.) 13 rJlc: 'ro .... U :J c.. "0 ~ 'E c:m (J.) C1' m 0
E c.. rJl > J!! 0 rJl (J.)

~ m "0 ~13 rJl (J.) rJl U s:.g E c: 0 en c: c. (J.) c: o c:
.S? c: ~ rJl ro *

.~
0 .... .... 0 c: m 13 13(J.) o (J.) :J .a en U c: (J.) 1ii :J >"0 ~ 0 > :J C1' :JC. .... ID :J

~
'iii (J.) (J.)

(J.) rJl e- 'iii "0 C) "0
e- "0 rJl e e E EE 13 13 .9 E ~ c: m c:
(J.) 0 :J :J 0 (J.) 0 c. '0 c. :;:::; :;:::;

.2: c: c. C. rJl
1ii "0 "0 (J.) 1ii 1ii 0 rJl (J.) :;: .E' e- "0 "0

Qj e e ro m m:J > :J 0 0 (J.) (J.) :J
~ (J.) (J.)

Cl 0 o, o, E 0 0 0 a:: (f) z 0 ....J ....J

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 1.000

2 .301 1.000

3 .211 .378 1.000

4 .345 .373 .496 1.000

5 .357 .136 .232 .367 1.000

6 .358 .150 .341 .309 .315 1.000

7 .136 .194 .062 .227 .315 .399 1.000

8 .336 .131 .032 .264 .220 .324 .324 1.000

9 .321 .010 .076 .147 .213 .274 .121 .558 1.000

10 .305 .068 .299 .300 .291 .534 .307 .384 .510 1.000

11 .296 -.054 .052 .204 .161 .313 .087 .274 .342 .386 1.000

12 .584 .436 .403 .474 .224 .355 .229 .391 .207 .334 .257 1.000

13 .369 .128 .280 .312 .309 .384 .408 .240 .245 .383 .420 .378 1.000

14 .616 .061 .209 .395 .295 .391 .324 .390 .318 .375 .381 .525 .522 1.000

15 .484 .049 .203 .385 .295 .346 .436 .349 .411 .416 .342 .437 .532 .769 1.000
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TotalVarianceExplained
Initial Eigenvalues Extractionsums of sguared loadings

Component Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative
variance % Variance %

1 5.502 36.683 36.683 5.502 36.683 36.683
2 1.715 11.436 48.119 1.715 11.436 48.119
3 1.111 7.405 55.525 1.111 7.405 55.525
4 1.088 7.250 62.775 1.088 7.250 62.775
5 .993 6.620 69.395
6 .803 5.350 74.746
7 .696 4.639 79.384
8 .652 4.343 83.728
9 .562 3.749 87.477
10 .446 2.975 90.452
11 .398 2.651 93.103
12 .341 2.272 95.374
13 .274 1.826 97.200
14 .247 1.646 98.845
15 .173 1.155 100.000

Extraction method: Principal Component analysis

Scree Plot
6~-------------------------------------------'

5

4

3

2

<1>
:::Iro 1>c
<1>
C>W O+-~--~--~~ __~ __r-~ __ ~~ __ -r __~~ __~~

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Component Number
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Component Matrix"

4
Delivery performance .688
Customer complaints .320
Product defects .446
Product returns .611
Inventory turnover .513
Customer satisfaction .647
Cost reduction I quality .501
Co-operation people .582
Responsiveness demands .532
Sales assistance .662
New products .505
Outgoing quality .699
Vary product characteristics .672
Lead time standard .773
Lead time variations .754

Component
2 3

.088 -.386

.696 -.126

.594 .039

.441 -.011

.096 .322
-.011 .301
-.044 .652
-.284 -.191
-.457 -.269
-.220 .122
-.385 -.171
.330 -.317

-.077 .239
-.147 -.122
-.205 .033

-.223
.180
.198
.032
.054
.253

-.055
.352
.439
.409

-.044
-.088
-.287
-.432
-.364

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis,
a. 4 components extracted

• Factor analysis financial performance measures

Correlation Matrix

Correlation
Profit! Standard Return on Sales Purchase

net income product investment price
costs variance

Profit!net income 1.000 .304 .379 .301 .300
Standard product costs .304 1.000 .336 .100 .292
Return on investment .379 .336 1.000 .292 .300
Sales .301 .100 .292 1.000 .570
Purchase Erice variance .300 .292 .300 .570 1.000

Total Variance Explained

Initial eigenvalues Extraction sums of sguared loadings
Component Total % of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative

variance % variance %
1 2.283 45.650 45.650 2.283 45.650 45.650
2 1.003 20.057 65.707 1.003 20.057 65.707
3 .711 14.225 79.932
4 .618 12.350 92.282
5 .386 7.718 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis
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Component Matrixa

Component
2

Profit/net income .674
Standard product costs .564
Return on investment .681
Sales .692
Purchase price variance .753

.239

.594

.302
-.592
-.388

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
a. 2 components extracted

• Factor analysis efficiency-based performance measures

Correlation Matrix

Correlation
Efficiency Set-up times Material

scrap
Machine
utilization

Efficiency
Set-up times
Material scrap
Machine utilization

1.000
.294
.350
.424

.294
1.000
.364
.378

.350

.364
1.000
.445

.424

.378

.445
1.000

Total Variance Explained

Component Total

1 2.131
2 .712
3 .624
4 .533

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction sums of sguared loadings
% of Cumulative Total % of Cumulative

variance % variance %
53.285 53.285 2.131 53.285 53.285
17.801 71.086
15.588 86.674
13.326 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis

Component Matri~

Component

Efficiency .702
Set-up times .684
Material scrap .745
Machine utilization .785

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
a.1 component extracted
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APPENDIX E USE OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES

E1 The least controllable performance measures (according to the
production manager

Least Least Least Least Least
controllable controllable controllable controllable controllable

1 2 3 4 5
% % % % %

Delivery performance 0.0% 3.2% 3.1% 0.0% 3.2%

Customer complaints 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 6.5% 1.6%

Efficiency 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 1.6%

Product defects 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 3.2% 1.6%

ProfiUnet income 0.0% 3.2% 1.6% 4.8% 6.5%

Set-up times 0.0% 0.0% 3.1% 0.0% 3.2%

Product returns 3.1% 0.0% 4.7% 6.5% 1.6%

Inventory turnover 0.0% 1.6% 10.9% 6.5% 1.6%

Standard product costs 0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 3.2% 3.2%

Customer satisfaction 1.6% 7.9% 9.4% 17.7% 16.1%

Cost reduction I quality 1.6% 1.6% 3.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Co-operation people 1.6% 1.6% 0.0% 3.2% 1.6%

Responsiveness 0.0% 1.6% 3.1% 3.2% 3.2%

Sales assistance 3.1% 14.3% 3.1% 3.2% 8.1%

New products 9.4% 11.1% 15.6% 12.9% 8.1%

Return on investment 3.1% 0.0% 6.3% 1.6% 3.2%

Outgoing quality 0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Vary product characteristics 0.0% 6.3% 6.3% 8.1% 3.2%

Lead time standard 3.1% 4.8% 1.6% 3.2% 3.2%

Lead time variations 3.1% 9.5% 7.8% 1.6% 9.7%

Sales 48.4% 12.7% 1.6% 3.2% 8.1%

Purchase price variance 15.6% 15.9% 10.9% 6.5% 3.2%

Material scrap 1.6% 1.6% 1.6% 4.8% 4.8%

Machine utilization 3.1% 0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 3.2%
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E2 Importance of performance measures for the periodic review of the
production manager's performance (according to the controller)

Review most Review most Review most Review most Review most
important important important important important

1 2 3 4 5
% % % % %

Delivery performance 20.2% 17.9% 4.8% 4.8% 4.8%

Customer complaints 1.2% 7.1% 9.5% 3.6% 14.3%

Efficiency 16.7% 7.1% 11.9% 6.0% 4.8%

Product defects 0.0% 1.2% 1.2% 4.8% 3.6%

Profit/net income 10.7% 7.1% 4.8% 0.0% 1.2%

Set-up times 0.0% 3.6% 2.4% 0.0% 2.4%

Product returns 1.2% 2.4% 1.2% 3.6% 4.8%

Inventory turnover 0.0% 1.2% 1.2% 3.6% 1.2%

Standard product cost 10.7% 7.1% 13.1% 4.8% 6.0%

Customer satisfaction 2.4% 1.2% 2.4% 2.4% 3.6%

Cost reduction I quality 0.0% 3.6% 3.6% 4.8% 4.8%

Co-operation people 1.2% 2.4% 1.2% 6.0% 3.6%

Responsiveness 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 2.4% 3.6%

Sales assistance 1.2% 2.4% 0.0% 8.3% 1.2%

New products 1.2% 1.2% 3.6% 2.4% 0.0%

Return on investment 1.2% 3.6% 2.4% 3.6% 3.6%

Outgoing quality 14.3% 14.3% 15.5% 13.1% 10.7%

Vary product characteristics 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.0%

Lead time standard 3.6% 2.4% 3.6% 7.1% 1.2%

Lead time variations 1.2% 2.4% 1.2% 0.0% 3.6%

Sales 1.2% 1.2% 3.6% 1.2% 3.6%

Purchase price variance 0.0% 2.4% 1.2% 0.0% 6.0%

Material scrap 1.2% 0.0% 7.1% 8.3% 3.6%

Machine utilization 3.6% 7.1% 3.6% 7.1% 7.1%

Other items 6.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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E3 Importance of performance measures for the production manager's
variable compensation (according to the controller)

Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable
rewards rewards rewards rewards rewards

most most most most most
important important important important important

1 2 3 4 5

Delivery performance 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 2.5% 2.5%

Customer complaints 2.5% 7.5% 7.5% 10.0% 2.5%

Efficiency 12.5% 15.0% 2.5% 10.0% 7.5%

Product defects 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 2.5% 10.0%

Profit/net income 35.0% 5.0% 2.5% 0.0% 2.5%

Set-up times 0.0% 0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 2.5%

Product returns 0.0% 0.0% 7.5% 0.0% 2.5%

Inventory turnover 0.0% 2.5% 2.5% 5.0% 2.5%

Standard product costs 17.5% 10.0% 10.0% 2.5% 5.0%

Customer satisfaction 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 2.5% 0.0%

Cost reduction/quality 0.0% 2.5% 10.0% 0.0% 2.5%

Co-operation people 0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%

Responsiveness 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0%

Sales assistance 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0%

New products 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0%

Return on investment 2.5% 2.5% 0.0% 2.5% 2.5%

Outgoing quality 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 15.0% 2.5%

Vary product characteristics 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 2.5% 0.0%

Lead time standard 0.0% 0.0% 7.5% 5.0% 2.5%

Sales 2.5% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5%

Purchase price variance 0.0% 2.5% 2.5% 0.0% 2.5%

Material scrap 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 0.0%

Machine utilization 5.0% 2.5% 2.5% 10.0% 7.5%

Other items 2.5% 7.5% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5%
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APPENDIX F VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
Test Statistics?

z Asymp. P-value
(2-tailed)

PSTIMECO-PSTIMEVO
PSMARKCO-PSMARKET
PSPROSCO-PSPROSER
PSPRICCO-PSPRICOS
DEMPULLCO-DEMPULL
DECPROCO-DECPROD
DECPLACO-DECPLAN
INFOASCO-INFOAS
REVCUSCO-REVCUS
REVFINCO-REVFIN
REVEFFCO-REVEFF
VARCUSCO-VARCUS
VARFINCO-VARFIN
VAREFFCO-VAREFF
OVPERFCO-OVPERF

a. Based on positive ranks.
b. Based on negative ranks.
c. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test.

Sign Test
Test Statisttcs"

Exact P-value
(2-tailed)

_.770a
-.683a

-.661a

-1.372a

-1.250b

-2.168a

-1.171 a
-3.636 a
-1.333 b

-1.316a

-2.254b

-.417b

-.388a

-1.233 b

-.743b

.441

.494

.509

.170

.211

.030

.241

.000

.183

.188

.024

.677

.698

.218

.457

Z Asymp. P-value
(2-tailed)

PSTIMECO-PSTIMEVO
PSMARKCO-PSMARKET
PSPROSCO-PSPROSER
PSPRICCO-PSPRICOS
DEMPULLCO-DEMPULL
DECPROCO-DECPROD
DECPLACO-DECPLAN
INFOASCO-INFOAS
REVCUSCO-REVCUS
REVFI NCO-REVFI N
REVEFFCO-REVEFF
VARCUSCO-VARCUS
VARFINCO-VARFIN
VAREFFCO-VAREFF
OVPERFCO-OVPERF

-1.125
-.252
-.625
-.857
-.961

-1.576
-1.240
-3.371

.000
-1.512
-1.260

.261

.801

.532

.391

.337
.115
.215
.001

1.000
.131
.208

-.189 .850
1.000a

-.610 .542

a. Binomial distribution used.
b. Sign Test.
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APPENDIX G NON-RESPONSE ANALYSIS

G1 Respondents compared to non-respondents

Chi-square test for industry:

The following classification for industry is used:

Category 1 includes: Food, Beverage and Tobacco

Category 2 includes: Textile mills, Textile products, Apparel manufacturing, Leather
and allied products, Wood products, Paper products, Printing and related activities,
Petrol and coal products, Chemicals, Plastics and rubber, Non-metallic mineral
products.

Category 3 includes: Primary metal, Fabricated metal products, Computer and
electronic products, Electrical equipment, appliances and components.

Category 4 includes: Furniture and related products, Machinery, Transportation
equipment, Miscellaneous.

Case processing summary

Cases
Valid Missing Total

BRCAT * nrvar
>=98 (FILTER)

N Percent N Percent
140 100.0% 0 .0%

N Percent
140 100.0%

Value Of Asymp.
P-value (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square 5.334a
N of valid cases 140

3 .149

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.21.
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Chi-square test for number of employees:

The following classification for number of employees is used:

Category 1: < 500 employees
Category 2: > 500 employees and < 1000 employees

Category 3: > 1000 employees

Count

Respondent Non-respondent Total
1.00
2.00
3.00
Total

61
16
20
97

25
8
10
43

86
24
30
140

Value df Asymp.
P-value(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square .283a

N of valid cases 140
2 .868

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5.
The minimum expected count is 7.37.

Independent T-test for number of employees:

Group Statistics

NRVAR N Mean Std. Std. Error
Deviation Mean

EMPLVAR >=98 43 832.6977 1017.4030 155.1525
<98 97 692.7320 915.1634 92.9208
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Independent Samples Test

EMPLVAR

Equal Equal variances
variances not assumed
assumed

Levene's Test for F
Equality of Variances

P-value
t-test for Equality of t
means

.663

.417

.806 .774

Of
P-value (2-tailed)
Mean Difference
Std. Error
Difference
95% Confidence
Interval of the
difference

138
.421

139.9657
173.5799

73.401
.441

139.9657
180.8496

Lower -203.2545 -220.4338

Upper 483.1859 500.3652

G2 Chi-square test sample compared to total population

The reliability of the sample is tested by a comparison for each industry category
between the number companies that have been approached for the survey and the
total number of Dutch companies.

Industry
category

Number of companies in
the sample

Total number of companies
in the population

Population
Percentage

1,2 38 370 10.1
3-13 30 1192 32.6
16-17;19-20 38 822 22.5
14-15;18;21 34 1270 34.8

BRCAT

Observed N Expected N Residual
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Total

38
30
38
34
140

14.2
45.6
31.5
48.7

23.8
-15.6
6.5

-14.7
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Test Statistics

BRCAT
Chi-square" 51.005
ill 3
Asymp. P-value .000

a. 0 cells have expected frequencies less than 5.
The minimum expected cell frequency is 14.2

It may be concluded that the observed distribution does not conform to the
hypothesized distribution. Especially, the first category is over represented.
The figure below gives some additional information on the sample and the
population.

Industry category Sample Sample Population Population
Count Percentage Count Percentage

1. Food 23 23.7 333 9.1
2. Beverage and Tobacco 4 4.1 37 1.0
3. Textile mills 0 0 19 0.5
4. Textile products 2 2.1 65 1.8
5. Apparel manufacturing 1 1.0 31 0.9
6. Leather and allied prod 0 0 17 0.5
7. Wood products 0 0 100 2.7
8. Paper products 1 1.0 124 3.4
9. Printing and related act. 3 3.1 206 5.6
10. Petrol and coal prod. 0 0 21 0.6
11. Chemicals 6 6.2 255 7.0
12. Plastics and rubber 3 3.1 194 5.3
13. Non-metallic mineral 1 1.0 160 4.4
14. Furniture and related 1 1.0 218 6.0
15. Transportation equip 4 4.1 177 4.8
16. Primary metal 5 5.2 90 2.5
17. Fabricated metal prod 16 16.5 442 12.1
18. Machinery 8 8.2 512 14.0
19. Computer and electronic products 3 3.1 117 3.2
20. Electrical equipment, appliances 7 7.2 173 4.7
and components
21. Miscellaneous 9 9.3 363 9.9
Total 97 100 3654 100
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G3 Mann-Whitney U-test early versus late respondents

Test Statisticsa

Mann-Whitney U WilcoxonW Z Asymp. P-value
~2-tailedl

PSTIMEVO 842.500 1662.500 -.161 .872
PSMARKET 811.000 1672.000 -.275 .784
PSPROSER 877.000 1823.000 -.040 .968
PSPRICOS 733.000 1679.000 -1.184 .237
INVENTMC 799.000 1745.000 -.747 .455
TECHCOMP 807.500 1710.500 -.489 .625
DECPROD 653.500 1514.500 -1.408 .159
DEC PLAN 717.500 1383.500 -.387 .699
INFOAS 473.500 1419.500 -3.656 .000
CONCUS 652.500 1472.500 -1.077 .282
CONFIN 700.000 1480.000 -.960 .337
CONEFF 736.500 1597.500 -.968 .333
REVCUS 508.500 1249.500 -1.900 .057
REVFIN 651.500 1512.500 -1.595 .111
REVEFF 805.500 1666.500 -.137 .891
VARCUS 215.500 566.500 -1.460 .144
VARFIN 313.500 719.500 -.876 .381
VAREFF 318.500 696.500 -.349 .727

a. Grouping variable: NTILES of RESPGEMA
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APPENDIX H CORRELATIONS

Pearson Correlations P-value (2-tailed)

REVCUSRE REVFINRE REVEFFRE VARCUSRE VARFINRE VAREFFRE
REVCUSRE 1.000

REVFINRE -.824** 1.000
.000

REVEFFRE -.506** -.072 1.000
.000 .541

VARCUSRE .536** -.312* -.470 1.000
.000 .035 .001

VARFINRE -.425** .455** .057 -.678** 1.000
.003 .001 .705 .000

VAREFFRE -.195 -.136 .548** -.484** -.316* 1.000
.195 .368 .000 .000 .029

PSTIMEVO .099 -.016 -.151 .188 -.159 -.054
.404 .894 .204 .201 .281 .717

PSMARKET -.318** .181 .282* -.108 .071 .054
.006 .127 .016 .471 .634 .717

PSPROSER .068 -.001 -.117 .400** -.285* -.177
.567 .992 .319 .005 .050 .229

PSPRICOS -.101 -.123 .365** -.213 .022 .248
.391 .296 .001 .146 .880 .089

INVENTMC .009 .017 -.043 -.093 .134 -.039
.936 .883 .715 .530 .365 .791

TECHCOMP -.286* .304** .040 -.364' .241 .183
.014 .008 .737 .011 .099 .214

DECPROD -.069 -.044 .186 -.144 -.099 .304'
.568 .719 .120 .333 .507 .038

DEC PLAN -.053 .174 -.170 .157 -.079 -.102
.667 .153 .163 .297 .600 .500

INFOAS -.062 .001 .108 -.001 -.125 .150
.600 .995 .360 .993 .398 .308

CONCUS .059 .116 -.281* .190 -.108 -.121
.615 .326 .015 .205 .475 .425

CONFIN -.273 .389** -.116 .011 .062 -.089
.019 .001 .330 .943 .677 .553

CONEFF -.390** .234* .327** -.358* .126 .312*
.001 .047 .005 .013 .395 .031

**, Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*, Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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Pearson Correlations P-value (2-tailedl
CUSTREV FINREV EFFREV CUSTVAR FINVAR EFFVAR

CUSTREV 1.000

FINREV -.448** 1.000
.000

EFFREV -.262* -.292** 1.000
.019 .009

CUSTVAR .503** -.236 -.242 1.000
.000 .103 .094

FINVAR -.200 .281 .001 -.347* 1.000
.168 .050 .993 .013

EFFVAR -.218 -.184 .630** -.273 -.352* 1.000
.132 .206 .000 .055 .012

PSTIMEVO .182 .052 -.035 .345* -.216 .240
.108 .650 .760 .014 .132 .093

PSMARKET -.095 .057 .196 -.005 -.036 .208
.408 .618 .085 .972 .806 .152

PSPROSER .147 -.193 -.087 .395** -.158 .016
.192 .086 .441 .005 .273 .914

PSPRICOS -.283* .100 .181 -.112 .021 .126
.012 .381 .111 .439 .886 .382

INVENTMC .073 -.099 -.061 .173 .247 -.093
.518 .383 .590 .228 .084 .522

TECHCOMP -.168 .041 .163 -.320* -.011 .218
.140 .722 .152 .023 .941 .128

DEC PROD -.047 -.073 .134 .054 -.032 .038
.685 .530 .247 .710 .826 .795

DEC PLAN .114 -.006 .070 .190 -.121 -.032
.329 .962 .549 .201 .417 .833

INFOAS .126 -.097 .074 .195 -.186 -.014
.265 .394 .515 .176 .195 .925

CONCUS .214 .048 -.016 .303* -.143 .131
.066 .683 .895 .038 .339 .381

CONFIN -.009 .240· .108 .125 -.097 .115
.936 .037 .352 .392 .509 .430

CONEFF -.214 .109 .256* -.188 .223 .106
.060 .343 .024 .192 .120 .464

'", Correlation is Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*, Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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APPENDIX I REGRESSION ANALYSIS

11 Regressions with the "relative weight" instruments

!T-statistics in ~arenthesesl
PS. CUSTREV CUSTREV CUSTVAR CUSTVAR

Time/volume flexibility- + .148 .256* .180 .171
PSTIMEVO (1.169) (1.766) (1.142) (.841)
Market scope strategy- -.130 -.037 .027 .143
PSMARKET (-1.036) (-.218) (.193) (.691 )
Product/service f1exibility- + .099 -.070 .272* .290
PSPROSER (.738) (-.423) (1.893) (1.623)
Low cost/price strategy- -.259** -.260* -.151 -.181
PSPRICOS (-2.131) (-1.688) (-1.089) (-.998)
Inventory management concept- + .067 .025 .105 -.031
INVENTMC (.491 ) (.150) (.726) (-.148)
Technological complexity- + -.165 -.089 -.495*** -.370**
TECHCOMP (-1.376) (-.571 ) (-3.795) (-2.182)
Structural decentralization- N.P. -.191 -.160 -.160 -.165
DECPROD (-1.291) (-.959) (-1.026) (-.868)
Planning decentralization- N.P. .095 -.052 .070 -.040
DECPLAN (.664) (-.331) (.475) (-.215)
Information asymmetry- .216 .182 .238 .403*
INFOAS (1.620) (1.205) (1.530) (2.007)
Customer/operational controllability- + .212 .178 .145 .131
CONCUS (1.546) (1.194) (.870) (.635)
STOCK -.015 -.145

(-.104) (-.813)
ORIGIN N.P. .052 .061

(.364) (.340)
D11NDUSTRY N.P. -.436* -.347

(-1.811) (-1.138)
D21NDUSTRY N.P. -.105 -.104

(-.508) (-.403)
D31NDUSTRY N.P. -.123 .028

(-.624) (.109)
R2 .250 .385 .491 .573
Adjusted R2 .119 .148 .337 .281
P-value .064 .111 .006 .073

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1,0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.

Regression results for customer/operational measures
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IT-statistics in ~arentheses~

P.S. FINREV FINREV FINVAR FINVAR

Time/volume fJexibility- -.069 -.148 .015 -.055
PSTIMEVO (-564) (-1.025) (.087) (-.437)
Market scope strategy- + -.023 -.160 .125 .015
PSMARKET (-.181) (-.859) (.739) (.086)
Product/service flexibility strategy- -.368*** -.092 -.163 -.099
PSPROSER (-2.802) (-.541 ) (-.945) (-.658)
Low cost/price strategy- + .048 -.016 -.026 -.134
PSPRICOS (.399) (-.100) (-.159) (-.935)
Inventory management concept- -.053 -.004 .453** .803***
INVENTMC (-.407) (-.021) .(2.678) (5.041)
Technological complexity- -.025 -.036 .112 .036
TECHCOMP (-.207) (.233) (.709) (.260)
Structural decentralization- N.P. -.136 -.090 .193 .131
DECPROD (-.981 ) (-.528) (1.148) (.930)
Planning decentralization- N.P. .037 .146 -.021 .445***
DECPLAN (.277) (.882) (-.123) (3.040)
Information asymmetry- N.P. .045 .088 -.199 -.335*
INFOAS (.332) (.509) (-1.057) (-2.021)
Financial controllability- + .410*** .342** -.208 -.370**
CONFIN (3.054) (2.094) (-1.139) (-2.611)
STOCK + -.090 .190

(-.582) (1.307)
ORIGIN N.P. .035 .262*

(.237) (1.901)
D1 INDUSTRY N.P. .490* 1.063***

(1.832) (4.079)
D21NDUSTRY N.P. .232 .339

(1.051 ) (1.575)
D31NDUSTRY N.P. .206 .711***

(.960) (3.386)
R2 .250 .296 .237 .701

Adjusted R2 .121 .032 .013 .506

P-value .058 .370 .420 .003

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1,0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.

Regression results for the financial measures
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(T-statistics in parentheses)

P.S. EFFREV EFFREV EFFVAR EFFVAR

Time/volume flexibility-
PSTIMEVO
Market scope strategy-
PSMARKET
Product/service flexibility strategy-
PSPROSER
Low cost/price strategy-
PSPRICOS
Inventory management concept-
INVENTMC
Technological complexity-
TECHCOMP
Structural decentralization-
DECPROD
Planning decentralization-
DECPLAN
Information asymmetry-
INFOAS
Efficiency-based controllability-
CONEFF
STOCK

D1 INDUSTRY N.P.

.078 .070 .290* .244
(.623) (.500) (1.713) (1.353)

+ .322** .244 .203 .127
(2.401) (1.341) (1.162) (.519)
-.042 -.100 -.110 -.100

(-.304) (-.605) (-.647) (-.477)
+ .099 .203 .111 .212

(.797) (1.321) (.651) (1.055)
-.034 .058 -.171 -.103

(-.252) (.345) (-1.008) (-.490)
-.003 -.040 .093 .115

(-.023) (-.251) (.505) (.512)
.141 .136 .049 .005

(.884) (.730) (.256) (.021)
-.034 -.011 -.068 -.158

(-.249) (-.067) (-.391) (-.779)
-.076 -.140 -.114 -.074

(-.571) (-.913) (-.603) (-.325)
+ .146 .072 .038 .019

(.934) (.375) (.182) (.074)
.232 .326

(1.567) (1.598)
-.271* -.464**

(-1.884) (-2.362)
.080 -.096

(.313) (-.278)
-.204 -.269

(-.989) (-.967)
-.218 -.398

(-1.087) (-1.513)

+

ORIGIN N.P.

D21NDUSTR N.P.

D31NDUSTRY N.P.

R2

Adjusted R2
P-value

.197

.061

.183

.326 .182 .379

.079 -.052 -.009

.234 .649 .506

*, **, *** correlations are significant at the 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 level.
P.S. is predicted sign, N.P. is no prediction.

Regression results for the efficiency-based measures
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12 The Hausman test

The residuals used for the Hausman test are retrieved from the regression in which
structural decentralization (DECPROD) is run on all exogeneous variables and the
instrumental variable. The exogeneous variables are the same as the variables
that are used in tables 7.4.-7.9 in chapter 7. Control variables are included in the
Hausman tests that executed for REVCUSRE, REVFINRE, VARFINRE, REVEFF,
REVEFFRE, VAREFF, and VAREFFRE.

Beta, t-value and P-value of the residuals that are derived from the regressions explaining
DECPROD with an instrumental variable.

Separate regressions have been run that explain the following variables:

Variables Beta P-value

REVCUS
REVCUSRE
VARCUS
VARCUSRE
REVFIN
REVFINRE
VARFIN
VARFINRE
REVEFF
REVEFFRE
VAREFF
VAREFFRE

.148
-.205
.878
.696
.121
.750
.339
.349

-.459
-.432
-.113
-.831

.344
-.381
1.648
1.515

.356
1.260

.682

.379
-1.145
-1.013

-.137
-.988

.732

.706
.111
.141
.723
.217
.501
.709
.260
.319
.892
.336

13 Interaction models and performance

Significant interactions for overall performance:

Overall Perfonnance
Variable Beta P-value

PSPROSER
VARCUS
PSPROSER * VARCUS

-.521
-1.104
1.577

-1.152
-1.626
1.718

.256

.111

.093
R2 = .111, Adjusted R2 = .049, F = 1.783, P-value = .165
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Overall Performance
Variable Beta P-value
DECPLAN
VARCUS
DECPLAN*VARCUS

-.915
-.954
1.471

-2.431
-1.932
2.295

.019

.060

.027
R2 = .135, Adjusted R2= .073, F = 2.178, P-value = .105

Overall Performance
Variable Beta P-value
PSPRICOS
REVFIN
PSPRICOS * REVFIN

-.808
-.914
1.183

-1.903
-1.941
1.931

.061

.056

.057
R2= .049, Adjusted R2 = .010, F = 1.276, P-value = .289

Overall Performance
Variable Beta P-value
PSMARKET
REVEFF
PSMARKET * REVEFF

-.877
-.816
1.635

-2.051
-2.084
2.499

.044

.041

.015
R2= .124, Adjusted R2= .088, F = 3.476, P-value = .020

Overall Performance
Variable Beta P-value
TECHCOMP
REVEFF
TECHCOMP * REVEFF

-.932
.217
.849

-2.560
1.990
2.333

.012

.050

.022
R2= .121, Adjusted R2= .085, F = 3.429, P-value = .021

Overall Performance
Variable Beta P-value
REVEFF
CONEFF
REVEFF * CONEFF

-.654
1.246
-.601

-1.615
2.214
-1.949

.110

.030

.055
R2 = .106, Adjusted R2= .070, F = 2.930, P-value = .039
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SUMMARY IN DUTCH I NEDERLANDSE
SAMENVATTING

1. Inleiding

Veel ondernemingen bevinden zich tegenwoordig in situaties van snel en sterk
wijzigende marktomstandigheden en een toenemende concurrentie. Om succesvol
te kunnen blijven inspelen op de eisen van de klant, worden aanzienlijke
strategische en organisatorische veranderingen doorgevoerd. Belangrijke factoren
hierbij zijn een breder productassortiment, meer nadruk op kwaliteit en
productontwerp, kortere productlevenscycli en een betere service. Ook wordt
steeds meer gebruikt gemaakt van geavanceerde technologie. De onzekerheid op
de afzetmarkt vereist doorgaans een grotere flexibiliteit. Parallel aan de
bovenstaande ontwikkelingen kunnen ook in de operationele functie, ofwel
productiefunctie, in veel bedrijven belangrijke veranderingen geconstateerd
worden. Het gaat hierbij om de activiteiten in een organisatie welke gericht zijn op
het produceren van een product of service.

Bij een effectieve opzet en inrichting van het management control systeem zal de
motivatie en aansturing van de medewerkers in een organisatie veelal beter
verlopen. Zo kan door een juiste keuze en toepassing van prestatiemaatstaven
sneller en adequater inzicht worden verkregen in prestaties. In het algemeen kan
ervan worden uitgegaan dat veranderingen in een organisatie samen moeten gaan
met aanpassingen in het management control systeem. Dit betekent ook dat
wijzigingen in de operationele functie zullen leiden tot aanpassingen in het
prestatie-evaluatie en beloningssysteem. Bij menige organisatie zien we dan ook
dat meer gebruik wordt gemaakt van informatie die medewerkers aanzet tot
kwaliteitsverbetering, flexibiliteit in de productie en innovatie. Het goed managen
van professionele medewerkers op verschillende niveaus in de organisatie vergt
hierbij speciale aandacht. Deze overwegingen leiden overigens tot belangrijke
implicaties voor het vakgebied van controllers en management accountants. Er
ontstaat een behoefte aan meer kennis van de business en aan informatie over een
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bruikbare vertaling van deze kennis naar de opzet en inrichting van management
control systemen.

Toch is er nog maar weinig systematisch onderzoek gedaan naar de complexe
relatie tussen kenmerken van de operationele functie en het ontwerp van
management control systemen. Het doel van de dissertatie is om deze relatie te
analyseren. Het onderzoek richt zich met name op management control in relatie
tot de functie van de afdelingsmanager die verantwoordelijk is voor de operationele
processen.

De bestaande literatuur leert ons dat het moeilijk is om een goede specificatie te
geven van de variabelen die de operationele functie beschrijven. Hierbij kan
gedacht worden aan variabelen die de productiestrategie, de productieorganisatie
en de productietechnologie nader aanduiden. In dat verband kan worden
geconstateerd dat in empirisch onderzoek vaak de invloed van maar een van deze
productiegerelateerde variabelen op het management control systeem wordt
geanalyseerd. Sovendien worden aspecten van het management control systeem
meestal evenzeer geTsoleerd bestudeerd. Seide begrenzingen kunnen leiden tot
ernstige beperkingen in de interpreteerbaarheid van de resultaten. Empirische
onderzoeken hebben in het verleden niet altijd eenduidige resultaten opgeleverd.
Een voorbeeld hiervan is het effect van automatisering op het gebruik van
management control systemen of het effect van Total Quality Management op het
gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven. Op grond van het voorafgaande kan worden
gesteld dat de relatie tussen productiefunctie en het ontwerp van management
control systemen als onderwerp van studie nog veel interessante mogelijkheden
biedt. Verder blijkt duidelijk de relevantie van dit onderzoeksdomein.

Voor de ontwikkeling van het theoretische kader is in dit promotieonderzoek gebruik
gemaakt van de economische invalshoek. Het onderzoek is langs twee lijnen
uitgezet. Het eerste gedeelte bevat een analyse van de literatuur en gaat uit van
een brede kijk op management control. De relatie tussen management control en
de operationele functie wordt uitgewerkt in een theoretisch framework. Dit
framework is vervolgens gebruikt voor de beschrijving en de analyse van drie case-
studies (zie paragraaf 2). In het tweede gedeelte zijn hypothesen opgesteld over de
relatie tussen de operationele functie en het gebruik van prestatiemetings- en
beloningsystemen. Toetsing heeft plaatsgevonden door een omvangrijk survey-
onderzoek onder Nederlandse industriele ondernemingen (zie paragraaf 3).
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Tenslotte zijn conclusies en aanbevelingen geformuleerd op basis van beide
gevolgde onderzoekstrajecten (zie paragraaf 4).

2. Management control in een veranderende productieomgeving

In het eerste gedeelte van het onderzoek wordt ingegaan op het onderscheid
tussen de traditionele en de flexibele productieomgeving en de gevolgen hiervan
voor het ontwerp van management control systemen. Het complementariteits-
principe wordt gebruikt voor het nader uitwerken van het verschil tussen de
traditionele en de flexibele omgeving. Dit is de veronderstelling dat het meer doen
van een activiteit het voordeel vergroot van het eveneens meer doen van een
andere activiteit. In de flexibele productieomgeving past dan ook tegelijkertijd het
intensievere gebruik van flexibele machines, een breed productassortiment, korte
productieruns, lage voorraden etc. Het beschikken over meer flexibele machines
vergroot namelijk het voordeel van het hebben van een groter productassortiment,
van korte productieruns, van lage voorraden en omgekeerd, aangezien flexibele
capaciteit een snellere overschakeling naar andere producten mogelijk maakt. Ook
bij traditionele massaproductie kan er sprake zijn van complementariteit als er
tegelijkertijd gebruik wordt gemaakt van gespecialiseerde machines, van grote
series, van productie van grote volumes, etc. Het complementaritiesprincipe vormt
de grondslag voor de opvatting dat het de moeite waard is om het verschil tussen
de traditionele massaproductie en de moderne flexibele productieomgeving grondig
te bestuderen. De complementariteitsgedachte kan ook worden uitgebreid naar
management control, door het onderscheid tussen organisaties in de traditionele en
in de flexibele productieomgeving als startpunt te nemen voor onderzoek naar het
ontwerp van passende (complementaire) management control systemen.

Het onderscheid tussen een traditionele en een flexibele productieomgeving is in
essentie gebaseerd op de productiestrategie. Hiermee worden keuzen bedoeld
inzake het effectief gebruik maken van de sterke kanten van het productiesysteem.
De productiefunctie wordt daarbij gezien als een belangrijk concurrentiewapen.
Voor het genoemde onderscheid is het van belang of de nadruk in de
productiestrategie exclusief wordt gelegd op kosten of ook op andere dimensies
zoals kwaliteit en flexibiliteit. Verder dienen technologie en organisatievorm in de
beschouwing betrokken te worden. Daarbij wordt geconstateerd dat de klassieke
indeling van productieprocessen Gob shop, batch, assembly line en continuous
flow) te conventioneel is om belangrijke aspecten van moderne productieprocessen
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in voldoende mate te kunnen onderscheiden. Derhalve is het aan te bevelen om
voor het onderscheid tussen een traditionele en een flexibele productieomgeving
de orientatie ten aanzien van het logistieke systeem en de
automatiseringsbenadering (voor massaproductie of voor flexibele productie) te
hanteren.

Het ontwikkelde theoretische framework specificeert vervolgens de eisen die
gesteld worden aan een management control systeem voor een flexibele
productieomgeving. Het gaat hierbij vooral om kenmerken van
prestatiemaatstaven, het evaluatieproces en het beloningssysteem. De behoefte
aan meer informatie-uitwisseling wordt hierbij verondersteld de belangrijkste
drijfveer te vormen voor de inrichting van het management control systeem in een
flexibele productieomgeving. Deze behoefte komt voort uit de grotere mate van
delegatie van beslissingsbevoegdheden aan lagere niveaus in de organisatie die
naar verwachting in een flexibele productieomgeving zal optreden. Zowel de
complementaire productieomgeving als de complementariteit tussen de
productieomgeving en het management control systeem worden verondersteld een
positief effect te hebben op de prestaties. Ook wordt aandacht besteed aan de
veranderingen die optreden in het management control systeem. Deze zijn
mogelijkerwijs namelijk het gevolg van ontevredenheid over het management
control systeem, veroorzaakt door een gebrek aan complementariteit tussen de
productieomgeving en het management control systeem.

Drie case studies zijn uitgevoerd om te onderzoeken op welke wijze de elementen
uit de productieomgeving en het management control systeem op elkaar inwerken.
De patronen die aangetroffen zijn in de case studies worden vergeleken met de in
het theoretische model ontwikkelde patronen. Welbeschouwd opereren de
onderzochte bedrijven alledrie in een flexibele productieomgeving, aileen de mate
waarin is verschillend. Voorts heeft geen van de drie bedrijven een management
control systeem dat volledig overeenkomt met het voorspelde patroon in een
flexibele productieomgeving. Van volledige complementariteit is dan ook duidelijk
geen sprake. Op basis van de case observaties kan wei worden gesteld dat het
theoretische model voorspellende waarde bezit ten aanzien van het ontwerp van
management control systemen. Het management control systeem van de
organisatie die in de meest flexibele productieomgeving opereert, blijkt namelijk het
meest te passen bij het ontwerp dat het theoretische model specificeert voor een
flexibele productieomgeving. Ook laat de richting en de mate van verandering in het
management control systeem zien dat de organisaties hun management control
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systemen aanpassen in de richting van het verwachte ontwerp in een flexibele
omgeving. Waargenomen veranderingen betreffen met name de grotere nadruk die
wordt gelegd op maatstaven van niet-flnanciele aard, op maatstaven die een
externe orientatie hebben en op maatstaven die gericht zijn op samenwerking
tussen organisatorische eenheden.

3. Flexibiliteit en het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven

In het tweede gedeelte van het onderzoek is de relatie onderzocht tussen
productieflexibiliteit en het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven. Hierbij gaat het met
name om het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven voor de periodieke evaluatie van de
productiemanager en voor de vaststelling van de variabele beloning van de
productiemanager. Ais onafhankelijke variabelen zijn productiestrategie,
productietechnologie en organisatieontwerp variabelen opgenomen. Specifiek gaat
het hier om productiestrategie, voorraadmanagement concept, technologische
complexiteit, decentralisatie, inforrnatieasymmetrie tussen de productiemanager en
de superieur en beTnvloedbaarheid van de verschillende typen
prestatiemaatstaven. De typen prestatiemaatstaven die worden onderscheiden zijn
klantgerichte/operationele maatstaven, financiele maatstaven en efficiency
maatstaven. Bij het forrnuleren van de hypothesen is de economische theorie als
uitgangspunt genomen, omdat op basis hiervan verwachtingen kunnen worden
uitgesproken over de relatie tussen de operationele functie en de keuze van
prestatiemetings- en beloningsystemen.

Meer in het bijzonder is gebruik gemaakt van de agency-theorie en van multi-taak
modelien. De agency-theorie beschouwt de onderneming als een samenspel van
contracten tussen de participanten en onderzoekt de relatie tussen agent en
principaal, De agent verplicht zich een inspanning te leveren die zal bijdragen aan
de prestatie van de organisatie. Hiertoe worden aan de agent taken en
bevoegdheden gedelegeerd. De contracten worden gebruikt om te zorgen dat de
agent zoveel mogelijk handelt in het belang van de principaal. Bij een dergelijk
contract gaat het met name om het construeren van een prestatiemetingssysteem
en om het kiezen van een beloningssysteem dat hieraan is gekoppeld. Multi-taak
modelien gaan vervolgens in op situaties dat agenten verschillende taken uitvoeren
die varieren in meetbaarheid. De modelien geven ook aan hoe met de keuze van
de prestatiemaatstaf het beste op deze situaties kan worden ingespeeld. Ais
belangrijkste basis voor de geforrnuleerde hypothesen is gebruik gemaakt van het
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informativiteitsprincipe dat de informatieve waarde van het
prestatiemetingssysteem voorop stelt. De gedachte is dat aan het
prestatiemetingsysteem dan en slechts dan maatstaven moeten worden
toegevoegd wanneer deze de afwijking verkleinen waarmee de prestatie van de
agent wordt gemeten.

De geformuleerde hypothesen zijn getoetst door middel van een omvangrijk
survey-onderzoek onder 97 Nederlandse industriele ondernemingen. Zowel
productiemanagers als controllers zijn hiervoor als respondent benaderd. De
antwoorden van de controllers zijn vooral gebruikt voor een toets op de
betrouwbaarheid van de antwoorden van de productiemanagers. Enige interviews
hebben plaatsgevonden om meer inzicht te krijgen in de ideeen en de
achtergronden van de personen die de vragenlijsten hebben ingevuld. Op die wijze
kunnen de gevonden resultaten beter ge"interpreteerd worden.

De onderzoeksresultaten tonen aan dat het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven wordt
be"invloed door de flexibiliteit en het organisatorische ontwerp van de
productiefunctie. Een f1exibele productiestrategie leidt tot een hoger gebruik van
klantgerichte maatstaven en efficiency maatstaven. Een kostengerichte
productiestrategie leidt tot een toename in het gebruik van financiele en efficiency
maatstaven en tot een afname van het gebruik van klantgerichte/operationele
maatstaven. Bij productie op order wordt een toename van tijdgerelateerde
maatstaven voor de periodieke evaluatie geconstateerd. Bij meer technologische
complexiteit is, anders dan verwacht, een afname van het gebruik van de
klantgerichte/operationele maatstaven vastgesteld en is verder sprake van een
toename van het gebruik van financiele maatstaven. De effecten van
decentralisatie op het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven worden gedeeltelijk
bevestigd door de onderzoeksresultaten. Oit geldt voor met name voor de
decentralisatie van productieplanningsbeslissingen. Oecentralisatie van structurele
beslissingen leidt tot effecten op het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven die moeilijk
zijn te verklaren. Bij een toename van de informatie-asymetrie, daarentegen, zien
we geheel volgens de verwachting, een duidelijke afname van het gebruik van
klantgerichte/operationele en efficiency maatstaven. Oit is echter aileen het geval bij
het gebruik van de maatstaven voor de periodiek evaluatie en geldt niet voor het
gebruik van de maatstaven voor de vaststelling van de variabele beloning. Tenslotte
is aangetoond dat de be"invloedbaarheid van de verschillende typen
prestatiemaatstaven verband houdt met het gebruik van deze maatstaven. Ook hier
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is het gevonden resultaat beperkt gebleven tot het gebruik van de maatstaven voor
de periodieke evaluatie.

De bijdrage van dit onderzoek kan als voigt worden samengevat: 1) het onderzoek
wijst uit dat het zinvol is om een onderscheid te maken tussen drie verschillende
typen prestatiemaatstaven, klantgerichte/operationele, financiele en efficiency
maatstaven; 2) Het onderzoek is gericht op verscheidene aspecten van de
productie-omgeving tegelijkertijd, waar eerder empirisch onderzoek zich vaak tot
een aspect uit de productie-omgeving beperkt. Gebleken is dat een flexibele
productiestrategie het gebruik van klantgerichte/operationele maatstaven verhoogt
en dat een kostengerichte productiestrategie het gebruik van financiele en
efficiency maatstaven doet toenemen; 3) In tegenstelling tot eerder onderzoek gaat
deze studie zowel in op het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven voor periodieke
evaluatie als op het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven voor de vaststelling van de
variabele beloning van de productiemanager. Op basis van de verkregen resultaten
kan worden gesteld dat de effecten van de productieomgeving op het gebruik van
prestatiemaatstaven voor de periodieke review niet altijd samenhangen met de
effecten op het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven voor de vaststelling van de
variabele beloning. Een mogelijke verklaring voor de waargenomen verschillen is
dat het gebruik van variabele beloning een korte termijn orientatie tot gevolg heeft.
Dit kan gedeeltelijk worden voorkomen door als uitgangspunt voor de variabele
beloning meer maatstaven op te nemen die op de lange termijn gericht zijn. Een
andere mogelijke verklaring hiervoor kan zijn dat de systemen die voor de
vaststelling van de variabele beloning worden gebruikt veelal op het niveau van het
totale bedrijf worden ingericht, terwijl de prestatiemaatstaven voor de periodieke
evaluatie van de productiemanager op locaal niveau worden vastgesteld.

4. Conclusies

Vanuit de constatering dat er zowel in de praktijk als in de academische wereld
behoefte is aan meer kennis omtrent de complexe relatie tussen de kenmerken van
de operationele functie en de inrichting van het management control systeem, is
het hier beschreven onderzoek opgezet. Voor deze studie zijn zowel case-studies
als een survey-onderzoek uitgevoerd. Seide onderzoeksmethoden kunnen immers
een bijdrage leveren aan de ontwikkeling van de kennis omtrent management
control. Case-studies leveren een basis voor het begrip van de variabelen die in
veelomvattende en complexe organisatorische settings relevant zijn. Daarnaast is
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survey-onderzoek nodig omdat veel ideeen die in de conceptuele literatuur worden
beschreven nog niet of onvoldoende gevalideerd zijn door systematisch
grootschalig onderzoek.

De case studies zijn gebruikt om inzicht te krijgen in de wijze waarop verschillende
kenmerken van de productie-omgeving en van het management control systeem
op elkaar inwerken. Hiervoor is gebruik gemaakt van een theoretisch framework
dat is gebaseerd op het complementariteitsprincipe. Een belangrijke conclusie is
dat dit framework bruikbaar is voor de case studies, aangezien het blijkbaar een
goede methode biedt om de praktijk in kaart te brengen, te analyseren en ook te
voorspellen. In geen van de onderzochte organisaties kon een volledig
complementaire situatie worden aangetroffen. Uit deze vaststelling voigt de
aanbeveling om bij toekomstig onderzoek deze niet-complementaire situaties nader
te bestuderen. Hierbij kan gedacht worden aan het gebruik van management
control systemen om de nadelige effecten van een niet-complementaire
productieomgeving op te vangen. Verder bieden veranderingen in management
control systemen kennelijk een interessant onderzoeksperspectief. Uit de cases
bleek dat in de bedrijven veel tijd en inspanning wordt besteed aan veranderingen
in management control systemen en dat men continu op zoek is naar de juiste
systeemaanpassingen.

Bij het survey-onderzoek is vooral gekeken naar de effecten van verscheidene
kenmerken van de productie-omgeving op het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven.
Hierbij zijn drie typen van prestatiemaatstaven onderkend,
klantgerichte/operationele, financiele en efficiency maatstaven. Verder is
vastgesteld dat de effecten van de onderzochte productiegerelateerde variabelen
op het gebruik van de verschillende prestatiemaatstaven verschilt voor de
periodieke evaluatie van de productiemanager en voor de vaststelling van de
variabele beloning.

Voor toekomstig onderzoek is het interessant om verder in te gaan op de grote
variatie aan gebruiksmogelijkheden van prestatiemaatstaven. Mogelijke
verklaringen voor verschillen in de wijze van gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven voor
uiteenlopende doeleinden zouden dan empirisch onderzocht kunnen worden. Ook
lijkt het zinvol om te bestuderen hoe robuust de indeling in drie soorten van
prestatiemaatstaven is ten aanzien van verscheidene organisatorische eenheden,
organisatorische niveaus en bedrijfstakken. In aanvulling hierop biedt de
samenhang tussen het gebruik van prestatiemaatstaven voor opeenvolgende
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organisatorische niveaus een relevant onderzoeksgebied. Verder is het voor
toekomstig survey-onderzoek van belang om systematisch de veronderstellingen te
onderzoeken die als basis voor veel empirische onderzoeken worden gebruikt. Oit
geldt bijvoorbeeld voor de aanname dat bedrijven optimaal kiezen en dat gevonden
relaties tussen variabelen dus per definitie als goede bedrijfspraktijk mogen worden
geTnterpreteerd. In dit verband is het ook essentieel om te kijken naar wat
daadwerkelijk de belangrijkste drijfveren zijn voor de keuze van de verschillende
prestatiemaatstaven. Oe economische theorie gaat ervan uit dat de informatieve
waarde van de totale set van maatstaven de belangrijkste drijfveer is. Oeze
veronderstelling zou echter ook empirisch getoetst behoren te worden.
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